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Kiw,anis A i r show i ...... s rocket of success 
Terrace's first alrshow was a grand success, according to the 
Terrace Kiwanis Club. 
Nearly I0,000 people showed up in the less than good weather 
• tesee feats of aerohatic performance and to be entertained by a 
number of famous and semi-famous fliers. 
Among the participating guests, were Esther Renner, Howie 
Keefe, Skip Volk, Jug Shoaf, Pat Johnston and Cece Sorensen. 
These people, along with the Air-Sea Rescue Team from the 
Ministry of Transport, the Terrace Skydivers and others, 
' Ireated the citizenry of Terrace to two days of some of the best 
entertainment that exists. 
The Honorary Chief of all Indian Tribes in B.C., Chief Dan 
George was on hand as a special Kiwanis Guest to sign 
autographs. While in townl he spoke and sang for a capacity 
crowd at the TilHcum Theatre at the showing of Little Big Man, 
and Spoke at the air-show banquet. 
Esther Renner, the celebrated star of the Syndicated TV 
series "Esther's Freedom Machine" flew around in a static 
display of flying skill. Her'lV show is about a young secretary 
who buysa plane gets her flyer's licence, and gets away from it 
all inweekend holidays. During her stay in Terrace, Esther and 
members of her "IV crew Dale Nelson and Tom Fleming visited 
fishing spots, logging camps, the air show and a number of other 
things that will be featured in the serial. 
Howie Keefe was also on hand in his P-51 Mustang, which he 
ealisMiss America. Howie and his plane demonstrated racing 
rolls, turns and so on, and signed autographs for many more- 
than-interested persons. 
His sponsoring company, the Cox Company, had a booth with 
models of Miss America on sale. Hewie is very well known in 
the flying fraternity for his abilities as an unlimited class racer. 
Skip.Volk demonstra ted every possible kind of aerobatic stunt 
,=  
possible in his high.powered and souped up Chipmunk, a 
deHavilland .training aircraft. 
This plane has .been completely renovated into a high- 
performance acrobatic machine, and among the feats Skip 
. performed was the dreaded Lomcevak. This feat is a wild array 
of tumbling, turning, and twisting, andat  a glance it looks like. 
the craft is completely out of control. The word Lomcevak 
means Headache, and to see the stunt, it is easy to understand 
where it got it's name. 
Skip also flies a Pitt Special, which is an ae'robatic hi-plane, 
and one of the most manosverable in the business. The hi-plane 
was not featured at this show, but will be here next year. 
. Jug Sheaf demonstrated a number of classic aerobatic 
mancevers in his stock champion Citaborea. Jug showed 
coafidenl! and Smooth action in his craft. 
Pat Johnston, a former Terrace resident and son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Ted Johnston didaerobatic demonstrations i  a Citaborca 
as well, and towed aloft Ceee Sorensen i  a glider. 
Cece really amazed the crowd with his abilities in the craft, 
performing loops and hammerheads in the non-powered airship. 
The Air-Sea Rescue Sikorski S-61 demonstrated it's flying 
capacity to the crowds, and performed a replica of a rescue in 
front of the thousands of fascinated watchers. 
Despite bad weather conditions, the Terrace Skydivers Club 
gave an•excellent display, complete with smoke bombs. They 
are to be commended for a good job well done• 
The Kiwanis wish to thank the Skeena Valley fi.R,S, club for 
their part in the show, as they were an invaluable asset o the 
show. 
Also to be thanked is the Northwest Stock Car Association. 
They took an active part in the show, and supplied their P.A. 
Cot'.d. on Pa~e X 
District of Terrace'  llisions nook, n0  o ,s ow 
A Terrace motorist was 
charged with section 234 of the 
Criminal Code, driving while 
impaired, after he was involved 
in a two vehicle accident on the 
Lazelle-Kalum intersection, 
Sunday. 
Blaire Davidson received the 
charge after the accident was 
investigated bylocal RCMP and 
estimated for damages at. $350. 
The Davids0n vehicle, a 1963 
Chevrolet, was  .proceeding 
northonKalum and was tui~ing 
right onto Lazelle when the 
incident occurred. 
A second vehicle, a '1962 
Chevrolet driven by James 
Lambright of Terrace, was 
proceeding south on Katum 
Police say the Davidson car 
turned too soon and both cars 
met in the collision. 
" Davidson was .. later 
charged "under the criminal 
cede. Damage in the accident 
separately was set at $300 for 
the Lambright car and $50 for 
the Davidson car. 
Tailgated 
A Terrace driver was charged 
with 'following too close' 
Monday in an accident at the 
Lakelse-Emerson i tersection, 
Police say an estimated ~fo00 
in damages resulted when 
Terrace motorist Arthur 
Mazerolle driving a 1~9 Ford 
Custom sedan tail-gated a' 
second vehicle driven by Paul 
Phillips, also of Terrace. 
Both vehicles were 
proceeding west on Lakelse 
Avenue when"the accident o- 
ccurred. ThePhilllps car, a 1967 
Dodge, after first stopping for 
the red traffic light began to' 
cross the.intersection when the 
following Mazeroll~ car  came 
and ci'ashed from behind. 
Mazcrolle was reportedly 
around 5:45 Saturday. 
Police estimate total damage 
at $300 as a result of the 
incident. They also said that 
this was the second impaired 
driving charge reportedly laid 
in Terrace this past week. 
Over troubled 
Kalum waters 
' :~other  I~ridge • accidedt 
occurring over the Kalum River 
Saturday caused total 
estimated amages at $1600. 
Two vehicles were involved in 
the accident, a 1964 Chevrolet 
driven by James Millar of 
Terrace and a 1970 Buick driven 
by Heinz Wichmann also of 
Terrace area. 
, Wichmann after police 
investigation was charged 'with 
failing to observe a traffic 
control device. He apparently 
attempted to cross the bridge 
when the Millar vehicle was 
already proceeding •over the 
bridge. 
Police say the narrow width 
span of the bridge caused the 
mishap. 
After charges were laid police 
separately estimated amages 
to each car at $700 for the Chev 
and $900 fo the Buick. 
The accident reportedly 
occurred around 2 pm 
Sa,turday, August 21. 
Three cars 
collide 
Three motor vehicles collided 
in one separate accident 
• Saturday at the Lazelle-Sparks 
intersection. 
Prince Rupert driver Bart 
Bjarnason was later charged by 
The District of Terrace is 
seriously thinking about 
purchasing some sidewalk snow 
removal equipment to combat 
weather conditions this winter. 
The idea was introduced at 
Monday night's council meeting 
when Administrator Jack 
Hardy read a letter from the 
Bombard ier  equ ipment  
businesses might suffer. 
"Another important factor, is 
the adverse ffect on business 
activity with reported sales 
losses of up to 35 per cent where 
access to store plazas parking 
areas and sidewalks is blocked 
by snow," the letter stated. 
company, Valcourt, QUebec. 
In the. letter company sales 
:manager L.L. Parayre stated : '  
that the most compelling reason 
for sidewalk plowing of snow is 
to ensure pedestrian safety. 
He said this holds true 
particularly in residential reas 
where children must walk 
several blocks to school. 
V/hen sidewalks are blocked 
by snow, both children and 
adults mast walk in busy traffic 
areas thus endangering their 
lives, he said. 
Although no purchase plans 
were honestly discussed nor 
established Monday night the 
council members seemed to 
agree t~t  such equipment - 
would be a good investment for 
this area. 
Terrace has been known to 
experience some hectic winter 
condtions and some oldtimers 
remember the late 40's when 
snow reportedly fell to match 
the height of power wires• 
If this winter prm/es likwise 
there is the threat hat Terrace 
Smi le . . .  ' 
you are  
on radar  " 
Terrace motorists who find it 
difficult to keep a light foot on 
the accellerator and maintain 
control of their vehicle's peed 
according to municipality road 
signs are herby advised 
Terrace RCMP report that ' 
due to the extreme hot 
weather and newly paved 
streets, the Radar set is being 
used to impress upon the 
~notorist that.the posted Speed 
limits" must be adhered to. 
In a monthly report o district 
council the RCMP stated that 
radar is also being set up in the 
road areas where ••dust 
conditions exist. 
They also report that the 
radar equipment is being ". 
coupled with general highway I 
patrol. 
Te.rr ace. h el p s 
mother, baby 
Terrace RCMP for .failing to ~. Thanks to the DistriCt of fortheDistrict of Terrace, This • 
charged with the traffic stop at a designated stop sign, : Terrace the Yellowhead 16' did.not howe~,erruintheArea's 
violation,/following too close, after h is  vehicle reportedly Travel Association is beginning ~ i chances ' for  ,procurring .,the 
Police say the accident occu- ca~ed the three car bang-up, to stand on its owntwo feet. ~ g0vernmentgrantand todaythe 
rred around 8pro August 23, In sorting out damages  After. receiving •from our .tourist businessis lookingigoed 
• • Terrace,  police . estimated district a cheque in the amount for the future . . . . .  • 
• • ' . ,  . ' . ' • [wl~rt ~ J ra t4  " separated: figures of '$1000 to : Of $1200 the Asso'ciation.'isnow : ' :  Terrace ~ Alderman;,:~l lan 
• " "' :-: ~.  i ~ = '. i .  : . " " ' t "  ~"  ~w Bjarnason's1969Datsun, $150 to ' eligible f0rfinancial assistmce '"MacAlpine; r~presented~our : 
'~ ;•T~ ';" ~:~: • '"~ "A charge of imnair~=a dr,,,,,,  a 1968 Chevelle driven by,Kelly ; from the g0vernment's Tricycle:, distr ict~:at:  an... Association . 
i :  ~':.!!~' :, ~" '. . i / '  : ,  - was ~ handed out t'o Bruc~ Houlden of Terraceand$300 to a i. Industry .  T0ur is tpromot ion '~ ~neeting last week ~and brought 
'i~ii i" : ;~ii~i~!~.~/~, : , ' :  ~ruit.sha',=, ,¢ ~0,~ ~_ . .  1970 Mustang driven by Lytton work wi l l  now go al~it l  ' ' ' ' back.  an  associat iowmade " 
-. ~,,"~,, ~':'~  ~ '~~' .  ~ • . "  .:Saturday after-he ,-,~,~,.~,~,, omith of Terrace.':' .. ... The .promotnon wall. a f fec t  promise flint.the Terrace area . • 
, ',~,~:;,~.~ ....... ~'~"~'~.~ ' '~' ~// .:~ .' m.m,~ h;~ ~,~ ~, ,~o~ ;,,~ Police say Rinrnngnn'~Imnbv Terrace a long  with : .other .• will be treated with equal status 
~'~ ~ ~ "~.." ' : : "  .... collP=io-~,;o, . . . .  ,,-I,,o,. failed to nronerlv s tona ,  m~ commumties locatedwith in  -- to:  the  .reglo~aI dastrmts • 
,":..]":?!;~'.,..~:, : '/;,-,, ' ~ . ' The 'second car ,  a 1967 . Sparks •stop sngn/and when. A.rea .G, . l~ding..w.est .. from involved:, . . . : ]  ,: . . . .  " :...., 
Chevrolet .driven by. Emanuel' •pulling out into the llne of traffic me, f lue  .. to i.. the '--Queen .... t/e. sam'..me r,~son: nehinu ' 
Are "o ofTerrace met in tl~ met the other two.vehicles ' Charlotte Islands ". "i . i .' ".KiUmat-Stikine s lack:• :o~ .i! 
collision which occurredon the Theaccndent occurred around. ,. Three. re gn.o.nal dnstrlets , enthus!asm towa~•~e tour~t .  
' ~•o~ao~_~. . .~ .  ~., . . . . .  -~-  S nm onSaturda,, A~,o-,,•'o~ , lnvo|veawi~nmearea, Skeena ].pron~otion was•:'mat:stowar~, •. 
. ' , . ' " : L '~ ' I .  . . . . . . . . . .  " ' . . . .  ' ' ~' "A; m'raser ~'t,. ~eorge and'Bul . . . . . . .  mm.~ an u+. Diner norcnern ./~ 
-. ~ - -  ' . ::. - . . . ".'not..? eommunlt ieS; not  : ,. , . . ' .  .. "kley.Neehako; /:,i.:were . ;;..TnoC.idirectly 
" ~ .~ ' recelvin'g nde~l~ate ,'st~pport ',. coat i , ted  w!th~.the Yellowhead • Weather .  o r  fromtheKi'timat'Stikineregioniroute;;;pr~testedtheir:.r~ 
' i . ' . .' . ,. ' ... . /.. :-:'.. , .;.., . ( including'i "Teri 'ace)' i"to,".. district's',in~Ivment>'!...~. 
"~/ ...... ' We should De receiving a few sunny periods Over the coming 'suci~essfully:: ' !pr~dre ' the  ~ Now~ th~tt hings hav~' 
• "-. ~- ~ - ~ ',wee~enu, ~ays the.weather man. . , ~ .... . ~.. , ~... government funds;-~.. ~'Y . ' '~'~{ ~/~elea~ed..~wlth; the reSi 
~. The Yell0whead;Ansociatlon,i'~d~!dlat.Hets and'Terrain, the. ':. Kwea.k ridgeef hlgh'pnssure looming over thePacificeoast .~ ha.ring .recentlyheenformed .in ~;, ~i gover~nient,,WU!...be r'~t~ 
:- .. .!. . .  'Will. prooably torcethe sun out of the clouds but disturbances. ~tarnnee ; .ueerge i-as. ;Official: :i: 60/~ents ;to. ~:~ery~"~ ,~, 
~ ~ ~  sheuld brlng b n~ 'be preclpltatiou early next weok'L~/~' ' ~ " i .dispersing~!a,ei~t?'!f0ri~. Area / G,~I~  eordributedTr6di~rea.(~,~ 
H~IS f0r theeomlng days sh0uld kecp betw~nthe 60~' mark ~ ~.thenapproacS~'flieDistrlCt;~.:./i...Flrst:.stag'~'.:In.the:i.;{d 
,wldlelowsareexpeetedt0 fallhet~eed45,.~.dfi~;;~;:.i .'i.;:, ~,:!.I/L~'I, i,!iTe~ace.',:~/'~ ! .:'~",~! ;-" !:: .' " ? '  pr0mo~lo~wlllbethbpri~U 
~, . .L~k lng :o t•past  week " i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :  weather activlt~ We, flnd;'tha}. ~e  "~ S ncetheTerracearem w ld travel broci~nm, deglcflnl 
TERRACE'S FIRST ANNUAL AlP, SHOW was a great 6uccess, 
Above are scenes from the twoday eveng Inctudlng (from top) 
one el th0 slrcra'f~, two planes in a head.ou manoever; the men 
who made:If'nil h~appe~ and Miss America. Hnwle Keefe's ,P-IS ~. . '. 
Mmtang'../Photos byErlk Brorup, 
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• Hitch hiker has many c nges in 
experiences in travels • ton. aemgners nave forgotten comeback •with. tons from ~ : short to sliould~-length ar( . about mini, midl. and maxi ' . olive to cypress.. Tender pan.. ~ad.huggl~. jets • mm~t.  H lengths in their fall and win- teis appear fo~ evening wear, ¢ t~ • . caps; vinyl.onoods, f~ 
• " tin; collections, and have e~- and there is a dash of care-._ .bans,.new Jewelry and se~ 
Ann Laughlin of the HELPS FINANCIALLY fruit," he said. centrated on making elegant an-lait, , embroidery and gaiety al 
Montreal bureau of The SincethebeginningofAugust, He sleeps in Vondelpark, clothes that women should be LoversoftheperennlalCha. glltter to the Winter scene. 
Canadian Press has com- Miss Badiey has assisted 30 turnedover to young travellers happy towear; nel suits will love the new " : .~ " 
pleted a two-week tour of people financially.. Almost as this summer by the city of Am- Photos from the collections ones, even though Coco CI~- HONOLULu (Reater) , -D 
five European countries to many requests daily, are ex- sterdam. Volunteer orgamiza- released todayshow thatmost nel was no longer there to de~ Martin, :eo.star of televls!© 
report first.hand oh what peeLed as the summer draws to Lions often supply free soup and hemlines cover the knees for sign them. They're in.,stun- r' Rowan and Martin's Laugh- 
young Canadians hitch, a close, coffee to the. park's current daytimeexceptinbrlefclmsu, ning plaids, In" fondant Or wed BritishactressDellyR( 
hlklng through Europe this " "But if they don't give us a .1,300 residents, bles. bright or n e u t r a I tweeds, in prlPate ceremony at a s 
summer laced. In this story name to contact, there's nothing "I'll get by," he said. Coats come in. many earS- warm, light, soR as swans- side resort near Waiklki S~ 
she tells of a growing we can do," she said. Rumors persist that at least ties. Raglan sleeves are re- down. day; - ,. 
problem - -  youths finding That leaves many to their own some Canadian travellers get vived in many. Hooded duffle Elsewhere.sults are classic, Martin's lawyer, ] 
themselves stranded after a devices, by through selling their coats come inall' lengths and with shoulders broadened, ex- Hookstreatten, said none 
colors, sometimes braided at tended, tabbed, but less exag: Martin's friends, including, summer of fun. Some try begging, street- Canadian ~seports for fees the seams. Patou showed a gerated than last season. The star Dan. Rowm, knew 
AMSTERDAM (CP) - -  singing or drug deaEng--all said to reach "$700 on the bhck back-belted frock coat. Dior, rounded look through raglan wedding plans. 
"Passport, plane ticket and highrisk occupations in Am- market. Mo lyneus .  and Venet sleeves succeeds at Grfffe, Martin, 47, married on 
these beads--that's really all charge ot the service for dis- "These rumors make the presented" full.swirling pyra- Cardin and Balmain. Deep before, was divorced in 1964. 
I've got going for me," said 19- Iressed Canadians at Canada rounds," said Miss Badiey, "'but mid coats. Car~iin fitted coats batwing or dolman armholes 
year .o ld  TVOM Morton of House in London. how much truth is involved is to the torso through vertical appear atCardin, Castillo and CENTENNIAL MEMo 
Vancouver. " I f  they haven't received another matter." tucking, with the fullness re- Balmain. "The first judge in tl 
,after three months hiteh-hik- their income tax return they A new passport is issued leased. The chasuble dress, 'chasu- mainland colony of Britit 
ing through Europe on a think they can get a' loan on within three weeks, or sooner in Ribbed knit tights and body 'hie Bermudas and evening Columbia was Matthew Baill 
meagre $250, he was stringing money they say the government urgent situations, if the person stocking were widely shown, pinafore are prominent, in Begbie who was appointed 
and selling necklaces on the owes them," she said. reporting the loss can produce a often white but sometimes wools for functional daytime 1858..He later: became S 
sweet o survive the two weeks sterdam since a recent police birth certificate or Canadian black. The rustle of taffeta, 
until his charter flight returns crackdown, citizenship apers, models toevening lamors. Matthew, Chief Jus t i ce  ( 
to Canada. Others, like Tom Morton, No Canadian officials ap- the return of satin, and of that Adcessories come in for British Columbia. 
favorite hardy perennial black He.is one of many. haunt the weekly flea markets proached on the subject at. - e 
Young travellers now are and park pathways on Sundays tached much credibility to ate- velvet, play up charm and SOh00l Distri0t !i0  $$ 
converging on the major with wares ranging from cam- ries of passport sales, beauty. Black is preferred. 
European jumping-off points, eras, film, jewelry and the last Passport offices, however, Victoriana is revived for the (Sk  ) 
many without money to wait out packets of American cigarettes are besieged aily, romantic but for the' rune- eena-Oasdar 
fixed departure dates, some bought by the carton at.dutyfree "Many young people seem tional minded there are jersey SUBSTITUTUE " 
,= without he means to get home shops in more affluent times, particularly careless with pass- dresses featuring wild colored TEAOHERS = 
at all. Tom specializes in goulmine ports," said Miss Badley. bands decorating hemlines, Te~'chers are required for subsfieole teaching i .  schools i .  
"A lot of young people have beads, onceused as currency in "'Some leave them in their sleeves or tops. #he Terrace area. Write giviug particulars of experience, 
been gambling this summer," the African slave trade, now packsacks in the hostels or girls ARE RIOT OF COLORS certificatio~ a~d school prefere~ce, to: . . . . .  ' 
said a spokesmen for KLM twisted into leather-thong neck- forget heir purses in cars when The collections are a riot of 
Royal Dutch Airlines. laces and bracelets that he sells hitch hiking, colors, with two ranges of red. E.C.: Stewart, . 
He said a "good proportion" for about $1.50. "They don't seem to realize One stresses orangyreds, the "~ District Soperi~tendent:of.Schools, 
of return tickets reported lost " I  make a few dollars a day, just how important a passport second crimson, with fuschia, Box 460, 
were more likely sold to fi- enough to buy bread, milk and is." plum purple, wine and e~nl -  ' Terrace, B.C.- :.../ 
nance travel on the Continent. ~"  
"They come back to Amster- 
dam and other cities with no . : . : . . " . . :  -~':i; 
ticket and no money and they're , . : .. ( ' . . . .  
stuck," he said. . : . .  :::-." 
The most the airlines can do is THE ( OVERNMENT " ' reimbur e t av ller if no ] .~ .~,  . .  - . - ' " ' 
one else uses the t icket'but " " ' .. . : - : . . .  '- 
iiiii!i..i: only after three months. , . , .  " ? '  : :. .:  " 
~,"!:~ ' BIG HEADACHE .. . --. - 
.... ~:~:~'!i~' A ]os tehar ter t i cket  is an OF BRITISH COLUMBIA : :  : t even bigger headache as most . . . . .  
: charter organizations originat- ::: " ".,: . '  .... . '. 
ing flights from North America - i : • '.- !":.,. " " I 
have no agent for travellers to ~ - ' - : i  : .... '.;:-:'. " ;. 
contact in Europe. a l lnounce$:  . . . . .  
Young people handing out " " ' , ' . " . : ' -~) : .~  ; -  " - 
cards offering cheap one-way 
charter flights back to Canada " 
and the UnitedStates abound, An information and but so do the warning . 
"Young people desperate to 
For  super la t ive  fash ion  drama - -  D iamonds  in a get home give their last cent to ' . .~  
Red  Onion shade  of the  Come-Ons ,  Bur l ington  what o f tenturnsout tobeany ,  e d u m t i o n  proflram to help poop. le 
Cameo's  f l i r ty  new ser ies  of pat te rned  pantyhose ,  by-night operation," said an 
co -s tar r ing  here  w i th  a ye l low tur t le  and  red  hot  agent at American Express in unders tand ing  .... :: . . . . .  
Amsterdam. of all ages reac-h an* pants costume,  topped by  a smash ing  red fox Canadian embassies and eon. ;: ~ 
chubby , in , the  ~Ruby, ,Keeler  tx .adi t ion~,- -~ ........ 2 ....... :. sulates"lim~t'-financial assist: - ~' '~ '~ !. -: 
ance, except in emergencies ofthe use and abuse of drugs, II th C ndyb such as fllness, to collect cables Farewe to e a ar  to relatives or friends of young 
people who post vigils outside alcohol and tobacco. Finance Minister Benson's in readab/e type. American Express ffices ...... ~ 
airy assurance that Perhaps Mr. Benson has an awaiting funds. ! 
everything is lovely in the answer to this problem. "People come in here almost ~ " ' 
. expecting we're the Bank of 
Canadian economic garden --The Vancouver Province Canada," said Jean Badley, in won't cheer Canadian children 
faced with the disappearance " " 
of the 10-cent candy bar, Or AT THE LOCAL CHURCHES [ 
Canada's housewives who 
learned this week that the cost 
of living has risen another full 
point. PENT|OOSTAL TABERNAOLE .i 
The kids, in fact, are about 4d47 kazelle Ave. 
to fall victim to the revolution Service Schedule - 
of falling expectations. They Sunday School ]0:00a.m. 
know that there has been a Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. Phones: 
eertain amount of deception in ' Sunday Evening 7:15 p.m. Office 625.2434 
the dime candy bar wrapper , Bible Study Home 635-5336 
which, for a long while has , Wednesday 7:30 p.m. 
promised more than it has ' Youti~ Night Thursday 7:30 Paslor M. Kennedy 
delivered. ~ _The end of your search for a friendly church But they will be sad, just as 
the candy makers say. they ~'---"~-~-----------~-----:~--~-----~----~--, 
are, at the prospect that it will 
soon join the great auk and the SALVATION ARMY 
mastodon. 4451 Greig 
The candy  bar men, 
shouting slogans such as "the 9:4s Sunday School 7:30 Thursday Nigh! 
] l :00 Morning Worship "Bible S~Jdy & 
10-cent bar Js good PR"  are 7:30 Evening Services Prayer Meeting" 
obviously about to scrap it, 
just the same. For info on other activities Phone Envoy 0r Mrs. Bill Young 
Like the rest o f  us they 635.5446 
would like to find someone to 
blame and their choice is U N KNOX ITED CATHOLIC  HURCH 
Consumer Affairs Minister CHURCH Cakelse Avenue 
Ron Basford, Cor. Lazelle Ave. &Munroe  'SUNDAY MASSES • 
His new .regulations, they Phone 635.6014 . . 
charge, require so much Worship 10:00a.m. 8:00 a.m. 11:00a.m. 
detailed description of con- Nursery 10:00a,m. 9:30 a.m. 7:30 p.m. 
tents - -  one ingredient I E ~ 
"shprtening" requires 22 UKRAINAN CATHOLIC, CHRIST IAN " In his Budget Speech in February, this year, " . An  appraisal has been made of various methods . .~ ,i: .. 
woi!ds in the new rules--they .SERVICES REFORMED CHURCH The Honourable W. A. C. Bennett ,  Premier  and Minister  of educat ing Brit ish Columbia's  chool children and . " i , . . , . ,  . 
can't get it all on the wrapper. Parish Hall • 4634 Walsh Rd, Sparks Sl. a~ Sfraume Ave. of Finance, made the following statement: college students about the risks involved ir~ the ... . '. " ' ../.:~..,: .... 
. . . . .  10:00 a .m.  Sunday Services ", Rev. John Vandyk , 
P - '[ 9:30 a.m: Confessions Phone 635.2621 . • "Social problems which inflict a great deal of consumption of drugs, alcohol, and cigarettes. Proposals - .  " :',, _: : 
• . ' ' " are now being prepm'ed for theDepar tment  of Education: : . .i i:': . (../',. i i When you EVANGEL ICAL  10:00 a.m. Sunday School , grief.and sorrow uponindividuals result from tlze use of Because these are problems that  affect every . '. :/i~:~:~::: 
alcohol, cigarettes, and drugs. The Government has 
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Rev. B.B. Ruogles Phone 4726 Lazelle Avenue,. Terrace. " ' .  benefiting.]utu~e as well,as present generations, I wdl . ' . . . .  ,, . . . .  i res  program' ~s a ~u.saqe agams~caremssnes.% ,>::/::'~;:.o):~:i:,:~.L!~(i:,::( . o . ,  • . . , , ( 
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JUST ONE AT A TIME 
• •~: !  +; -  , .  
TERRACE HERALD,  TERP, ACE,  B.C. " PAgE +3" ": +' I+ j~  
rwOrld k Lscni!ingrego 1o:pr u Ces :::i++ :II:!ii+:++., + ..+ ++: +++:+Shor  
unhealthy? situation for competitors :++:++++  
PORTCI~DIT, Ont.(CP)-- oftheEux~peancontingenthere Lake Ontario's +"square :deyo~blthewator.+'i!''!i+i ..... '~+"  
waves." . . ...... ' Eecb*MooreofPort(3redttr~ : i ~:+ 
Three dismastings, shredded for :the championships--two The mostspectacular sw im- .  colved the bluest m~.are)bf all ! !~ " 
saLis, one piercod hull aed three German~ewsandtwoSwedJ~ mlngfeatwasdonebyJack~n thesaLlorswhonl~IssonDaYld il~+ I 
crew members tossed over crews. Just bdore his boat hit the gun fell overboard and hithis head + 
board by overpowering winds 
produced a wild first race ~or 
entries in the World Shark sail- 
ing regatta here Monday; 
Fred Mills of Toronto battled 
winds up to 30 knots to take first 
gun and early lead in the seven- 
race series over 150 local and 
European sailors. 
Jim Jackson of Port Credit 
came up the last leg 45 seconds 
behind Mills to capture second 
place ahead of Bert Weller of 
Pointe Claire, Que. Paul Olsen 
of Toronto placed fourth, 
closely followed by Toronto's 
Harry Miller. 
One ,recalled start, where 
hulls could be heard grinding 
together f om 200 yards away, 
plus wind-hampered sailing, 
will have the protest committee 
working into the early hours 
today to sort out I0 charges of 
breaches of the rules. 
SAYS IT'S 'FREAK' 
Bode Gunther of Germany, 
the Frankfurt hairdresser who 
has lest two masts in two days, 
said it "was just one of those 
freak accidents." 
"I saw the pin going on the 
shroud, and I am too slow with 
my English to shout to the 
crew." When the shroud failed, 
the mast went with it. 
After Monday's accident, 
Gunther is the most celebrated 
for second place. He fell' over- 
heard but was able to get hack 
in the boat and complete 
race. Earlier Jackson had to 
fish one of his crew, Ray Wen- 
o . 
All European crews said be- 
fore the race that they were 
used to sailing in heavy weather 
although Anders Johannesson 
of Sweden said he found the seas 
on the keel. He was under,rater 
so long it was feared he was 
lost. 
Baaing today calls for two 
events on the Olymple course. 
Registration For Terraoe  
:5" :,/, 
Thomas  Crosby 
due at  drydock 
in N. Vancouver  
The United Church mission 
ship MV Thomas Crosby V is 
due at Burrard Drydock in 
North Vancouver for overhaul 
about he end of this month. 
Based at Prince Rupert, the 
vessel, skippered by Capt. 
George Barber with missionary 
Rev. George Keenleyside, calls 
at lighthouses, island set- 
tlements and remote places in 
the northwest. It makes two 
trips a year into Vancouver, and 
usually has an open house while 
here. 
Lugosi, a 1300 pound male beluga (white) whale at day to help trim his waistline. Lugosi is +one of two 
the Vancouver Aquarium stands up to receive a beluga whales in Canada's finest aquarium located 
herring from hostess Miriam Jang. Lugosi was in Vancouver's famous Stanley Park. 
Schools 
Wednesday, Septenlber 1st, 1971 
ALL  GRADE ONE PUPILS,  AND ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
PUPILS NEW TO THE AREA,  register at the Elementary 
School nearest your place of residence, from 10:00 a.m. to 
3:00 p.m. 
K INDERGARTEN PUPILS (if not previously registered in 
June) may register at the following schools: E.T. Kenney 
Pr imary;  Kit i-K'Shan Pr imary Thornhil l  Pr imary,  and 
Parkside Pr imary• 
(Parents of kindergarten pupils are requested to not send 
their children to school until advised whether they wi l l  be 
attending the morning or afternoon session.) 
SKEENA JUNIOR SECONDARY - Registration of pupils not 
previously attending school in Terrace in Grades 8 and 9 and 
Occupational wi l l  register on September lEt, 2nd and 3rd, 
from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Studentsshouid bring with them 
the report card from their previous school. 
CALEDONIA  SENIOR SECONDARY Registration of 
students not previously affending school in Terrace in 
Grades 10, 11, and 12 wi l l  be held on August 31st to September 
3rd inclusive, from 8:30 a.m. until 3:00 p.m. Students should 
bring with them the report card from their previous school. 
Any student who fails to register, or who fails to report for 
classes pr ior to September 7th, may be required te defer 
commencement of instruction until the Spring semester 
which commences approximately January 24th 1972. 
Board of School "[rustees, 
School Distr ict NO. 88 (Skeena-Casslar). ~ecentl+y put on a diet of 25 pounds of herring per Persona who wish to visit the vessel here should contact Rev. 
;,. :' "~ . . . . . . .  ~.  .~ : , . .~d:~. : , , : , L .G~ieb~ at~.~tl~ United ;y..~'+ ~,AA'~;.:" = - 
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 the herald--- 
A two way street 
Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau is 
wise to try to cool out the hot-heads 
demanding retaliation by Canada 
against its inclusion in President 
Richard Nixon's new 10 percent import 
surcharge applicable against he whole 
world. 
It is hard to imagine anything that 
Canada could to that wouldn't worsen 
an already grave situation." The notion 
that this country might withold the 
export of vital raw materials to the 
United States would be self-defeating. 
It would be certain to stiffen 
Washington's attitude, which so far 
falls short of an outright rejection of 
Canada's plea for special 
consideration. Canada would merely 
depriveqtself of resource revenues in 
addition to those that may be lost by 
shrinking sales of manufactured 
goods. 
Mr. Trudeau seems to have some 
hope that the U.S. may yet relent in 
Canada's ease because Canada is not 
discriminating against American 
goods and is not putting unfair 
exchange pressure on the American 
dollar. It is a sound case and one that 
Washington should respect. 
"But if they say no," Mr. Trudeau 
observed on his forced return from a 
European holiday, "we won't have any 
choice but toaccept it. We're not going 
to declare war on them." By that, he 
meant a trade war in which Canad~ 
would multiply its suffering for no 
gain. 
The prime minister notes soberly 
that the surcharge cou ld  cost 
Canadians thousands of jobs- but could 
also damage the U.S.reeovery efforts 
in ways Washington may not 
anticipate. When he says Canada 
"cannot sit mutely by and absorb the 
impact," he fore-shadows further 
vigorous protests. "Everything is 
possible," he says, "but we're not 
going to get on a retaliatory kick. I 
think (the answer) is one of the 
explanation, understanding and co" 
operation." 
In the same vein Mr. Trudeau 
offered to "take all steps to damp 
elsewhere in the world talk of" 
retaliation. 
If the United States decides for 
strategic reasons that it cannot exempt 
Canada from the surcharge decree, 
and if Canada is obliged to accept he 
rejection with reluctant 
"understanding," the treatment will 
certainly weigh on Washington's 
conscience. The two countries so 
closely related by geography and 
common interest, will have other 
mutual problems to solve in future. 
Canada will have other opportunities to
write a cheque against past favors and 
will not find its account overdrawn. 
This is much more than a negative 
consideration although it may have a 
Pollyanna-ish sound today. 
Canadians who delight in plucking 
the eagle's feather~ might learn 
something from this painful affair. If 
Canada insists on acting always a 
according to what it conceives to be its 
own best interests, it cannot logically 
. object when other countries feel 
themselves forced to do the same. As 
Mr. Trudeau commented, the U.S. in 
this case has acted "in a way which 
seemed best for themselves." 
Canada has not always been so 
tolerant. It was only last autumn that 
Canada stonewalled the urgent request 
of the United States for revision of their 
mutual automobile manufacturing 
pact which has proved to be an 
unforeseen and unintentional drag on 
the U.S. balance of payments. This 
despite the fact that the world financial 
community was even then discussing 
the possibility that the U.S. would be 
compelled to devalue its dollar because 
it could no longer met its current 
obligations. Canada was totally 
unsympathetic then. Indeed, U.S. 
Treasury Secretary John B. Connally 
frankly told Canadian negotiators in 
Washington this week that other 
instances of Canadian one-sidedness, 
to put it mildly, are on the record. 
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Matt: 15:1-20 
The people marvelled at the 
words of Jesus and recognized 
that bespoke with authority and 
not as the scribes. Today, to 
speak with certainty and 
conviction on religious matters 
is thought to be narrow minded. 
inconsiderate and dogmatic. 
The teaching of our Lord had a 
power and certinty that others 
did not possess What gave him 
this autnority? Is this power not 
only desirable but absolutely 
essential for His 
representatives? 
I believe we will find that His 
authority not only came as a 
result of His person i.e. who He 
was but because He knew who 
He was. The religious leaders 
failed to recognize Him, refused 
to believe on Him and rejected 
His message. Convicted by their 
own conscience, predjudiced by 
their traditions and confused by 
their ignorance ofthe scriptures 
they had little to offer the 
people. Jesus knew and 
reality of the Christian life and 
teaching. "
Thirdly He knew His mission. 
He emphatically declared, "I 
am come that they might have 
life and that they might have it 
more abundantly. After telling 
His disciples of His mission He 
set his face to go up to 
Jerusalem. In telling Peter to 
put up the sword He declared, 
"the cup which my Father hath 
given me, shall I not drink it?" 
All else was subserient to that 
mission• 
The Apostles manifest this 
same boldness and authority. 
When the rulers of the temple 
saw the boldness of Peter and 
John they underetood that they 
had been with Jesus. Filled with 
the Holy Spirit they spoke of the 
Word of God with boldness. 
They were certain of their 
relationship with God, quoted 
the scriputes as autheriative 
and knew their mission. 
We too need this authority. 
Only as we are certain about 
our own salvation can we lead 
others to that knowledge and 
unequivocally declared that He certainty. Paul had no question 
about his salvation He decl. was the Son of God, sent by the • . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ared, "I know whom t nave ramer [u reaeem ~i.,~wanu . . . . . .  
' P im~ :~nd n~nin  T -T~ rnnd~.~uo lh  ..... ee l leven  anu am persuaded that 
he m able to keep that which I statements a ; IknowHim, for. . . .  . .  
I am from Him and He hath sent nave committee unto nlm 
against that day." John 5:13 me." He was either all He 
claimed to be or the greatest 
deceiver the world has ever 
SeeS.  
:Secondly, He had this 
authority because He knew the 
Scriptures and used them to 
prove the truth of His words. He 
quoted them as being true and 
authoritative in John 5 He 
commanded His opponents to 
"search the scriptures for in 
them ye think ye have eternal 
life and they are they testify of 
me." When men reject the 
authority of the scriptures they 
soon begin to question the 
states, "These things have I 
written unto you that believe on 
the name of the Son of God; that 
ye may know that ye have 
eternal ife, 'and that ye may 
believe on the name of the Son 
of God." 
We too need to know and 
accept the scriptures as 
authoritative. Too much of our 
teaching comes off the top of ou 
heads. A mind unenlightened by 
the scriptures i a natural mind 
that cannot understand or 
receive God's truth let alone 
declare it. In I COT. 2:14 we 
n 
Aboriginal rights ? 
BY RENh,  POINT  
The aboriginal rights of the Native Indian are slowly being 
depleted. Oddly enough by the Provincial government, while 
the Federal government stands by passing the buck. This I find 
rather strange because the Indians being wards of the Federal 
government comes directly under their jurisdiction. For 
instance, new rules and regulations are being imposed on Indian 
people annually by the B.C. Fisheries, Game Dept. and others 
by the Provincial government, 
This year during the month of August, fishing was limited to 
one day a week. Last year a meeting was held at Moricetown 
with officials [rom the Fisheries, representatives from the 
Union of B.C. lndianChiefs and local Indians present. Promises 
were made to the Indians that no further estrictions would be 
made on food fishing without first consulting with the 'Indian 
people and some ngreement made. Thiswasnot done. 
What about conservation.? This is their excuse to let the fish 
go through. And should none go through of course the Indian is 
to blame. This is not true, for the Indian was and still is the 
greatest conservatioualist in the world. For did they not live 
here for thousands ofyears in plenty? My grandfather told me 
as a boy he remembers when the salmon came up the rivers, you 
could cast a stone in the water and it would roll a long distance 
before sinking. The salmon were so thick. 
No, the lack of fish coming up the rivers in B.C. is not the fault 
of the Indian. The greatest fault lies in the hands of the 
Fisheries for not putting a stop to the Uuge quantities of fish 
taken by other countries coming into our waters while the 
Fisheries look the other way. The huge pulp mills and other 
, ,  a 
were either too good to payf  
the show, or that thought th, 
were smart by sneaking in, a 
~ P ~  i ' probably the people who w I want to use the arena at 
| times, but are unwilling to he 
|. get it. " 
| ' As.in so many omer of,tl 
| Arena'Fund's efforts, the pe0F 
~ I ' who complain the loudest a: 
usually the ones who give tl 
CENTENNIAL MEMO -- When 
Capt; James Cook came to 
Nootka Sound in 1778, his men 
could obtain six fine skins from 
the Indians for a dozen glass 
• heads. In China each skin 
brought he equivalent of $100, 
i 
read, '"rhe natural man 
receiveth not the things of the An! 
Spirit of God; for they are 
foolishness unto him; neither 
can he know them because they 
are spiritually discerned.." 
Should we do less than our Lord 
who accepted andquoted the N e w  in • scriptures as ,tr e and 
authoritative? Are we so = ~:i .:. 
enlightened in our modern . i, i 
society that our knowledge in 
spiritual things, and ~ " 
understnading of morality ; 
exceeda that of the ApoStolic Terrace writers? Lets cast our anchor in 
the enternal Word'that has i 
withstood the storme of the past 
and will abide forever. ., 
We need toknow our mission ' ' ~ : 
today if Chirst'S witnesses ever " , l[~t 
least and expect he most. 
These people should 
ashamed of themselves. 
• ~ Sl l  
mt~ Moi  
4608 Lakelse Avenue 
did. As good as social reform 
may be it is useless unless the 
heart is changed first. Social 
reform has always been the 
result of true Christianity but it 
begins on the inside first. The 
garnished life. without Chirst 
will eventually be occupied by 
the seven devils worse man the' 
l int. Too often we present a 
pseudo-Christianity with 
neither message or mission. 
The early church recognized its 
mission to lead the world to 
Jestm Chirst and we have no 
less and no other. As the 
prophet said, "If, the trumpet 
gives an uncertain sound, who 
will prepare himself foe 
battle?" Unless we uphold the 
scriptures as understandable 
and authoritative we and the 
people we profess to lead will 
perish in a confusion and 
~egradation f our own making. 
i • 
(next to the Lakelse Hotel) 
, nother office for 
PRECIOUS 
T IDBITS  
Terrace RCMP report hat it is 
safer for local residents to not 
only lock doors at night but to 
bar them tight'. An attempted 
break.in and entry mis week 
prevented when culprits failed 
to spire a barred door in the 
back entrance to Kalum 
Electric on Kalum Street in 
Terrace. 
• Using an unknown impliment 
the • would-be thieves 
successfully broke through the 
door's first lock but could not 
summon enough skill and know- 
how (or perhaps trength) to 
budge the inside bar from its 
fastenings. 
RCMP say the thieves then 
moved their attention '~to the 
business's adjacent garage 
building. Access was reportedly 
gained into the garage but there 
was no further connection 
between the garage end the 
central portion of the 'business. 
The criminal's attemps were 
quite simply,, spoiled. 
4r " 
Borrow with confidence... 
look for the HFC sign of 
prompt, courteous, 
trustworthy money service 
BORROW UP TO $5000 
We think you will like doing bushiness with the 
newest office of  HFC--H ousehqid Finance. 
You  arrange your loan in bright, cheerful 
surroundings. The HFC manager will give 
you the most helpful service possible. He's a 
specialist in making instalment Ioan~, and he 
will handle your account with consideration 
and understanding ot 0nly when you make 
a,loan, but all along the line. In fact, HFC 
serves more than ½ n~iilionTCanadians like 
you every,year--and two out of three new 
customers come to Household on the recom- 
mendation of friends. Visit HFC's new Office 
today or phone if  more convenient. 
industries mat pollute our r iven and kill many fish is also 
overlooked. Many of our Indian people will go without Oolican 
oil this year because they would not touch the little fish after 
finding,them' dead along me river banks. This oil ie highly 
prized among the Indi~in people of the North coast and is used 
daily on their food. 
The rich sportsmen are welcomed with open arms.for they 
pay large sums of. money just to take a fish home to have :It 
stuffed or perhaps be will aucUon it off. (This of courseis iil,~gal 
Our Queen didnot Inake i tany 
further than the semi-finals Apply for  your loan by  phone,  
Judy Grlffithe: thle~weck jmt  - ,  ~ wo' l l  supp lyyour  lean by mai l ,  
missed being crowned Miss AM{)UNTI  MONTHLY PAYMENT PLANe , 
Pacific National E~hibition. ir~ ,°L..l:~o I ~8 .I ~S I ao l ~.1 ~a "~ 
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taken, only the head is removed while the rest is left to rot. But . . . . . . . . .  - . . . .  - " - ! " on prompt r,p,vmen! but do not include the r~st ofU e a,uronce 
yet, certain hunting rounds have been taken from the Indian opportunity to grow~ tired: ." i:: ' . . i  , -  • ., .' . .  , . . . i . .  
peeple and reserved for ,the "Big Game Hunter" which ia all Through numerous publio ' . .HA| | . IH |A . . . sm~mm~.~m~.~ /i.~/ 
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How sad to see a beautff~ll .culture die because. 'of .majOrity of mere being of the  " -:-.; 
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 ging forest fires in B.C. 
fly' says, Forest Service 
Lthough 'the •forest fire 
ation has improved cen- 
rably in the past few days, 
week has been especially 
ly with an estimated ex- 
iiture of $2,148,400.. This 
tgs this year's total to 
73,000 compared with • 
k5,600 for the same period 
year. 
1ere were 197 new outbreaks 
e province last week buttbe 
fell off markedly to only' 10 
erday as hazards dropped 
Resources ~ Minister Ray plots at Alesm Lake. OnFriday, 
Wllliston on the morning of August 27, delegateS will tour 
August 24. The remainder of through the Forest Service's 
that day will be devoted to a large nursery at Red Rock, 
symposium on the conservation some 15 miles south of Prince 
of forest gene resources, and George. " 
speakers will include Dr. Carin Arrangements. for the con- 
E. Ehrenberg, from the Royal ,~ention, being nero in Place 
College' . of Forestry in George for the first time, have 
Stockholm, Sweden. been made by Gyula Kiss, 
The committee will present geneticist at the Red Rock 
• reports and hold its business Nursery, who is in chargeof the 
meeting enAugsst 25; and the interior spruce tree im- 
following day will visit research p.rovement program. 
the northern regions. " 
,evm:, many of the 317 flrds 
burning arerelatively.big Churchill family 
and costly preeedure:i ~ ,: Ch se various paros ,e.^estimated area bui~ned 
l year is now 840,000 acres . -:. 
already well in excess of the president of the ' British 
ualaverage of265,000 acres. Overseas Air Corp. They are 
~commen.ting on thiS, W.C. rearing a son and two 
illips, Chief Protection Of- daughters in the undisturbed 
;r for the Frost Service quiet of the English coun- 
)lained that there have :been tryside. 
umber of big fires in remote Arabella, who looks star- 
~as which have not . been tingly like her father Ran- 
ght because of the high cost dolph, was a typical product of 
taking full suppression ac- the English upper classes until 
~, a few months ago. She was a 
~here are now 2,600 men and society debutante in 1967 and 
bulldozers in action against later did a stint of charity 
fires but this compares work. 
,durably with last Friday's Then came the tran- 
lures of 3,836 and 278. sformationand what emerged 
~ilarly, there has been less wasArabella the hippie. 
; tanker and patrol i~activity Arabelta started doing her 
ring the past few days. own thing by refusing an in- 
Hazard remains high to ex- vitatien to be the Queen of the 
.~me iv the entire Nelson 197I Azalea Festival at 
=rest District and i~/ the Norfolk, Va., because Atlantic 
~mloops District south of the headqnarers of NATO are 
iompson River. It is also based there. 
.treme in the south .end'of 
mcouver Island and in the The political philosophy 
• LONDON (AP) - -  The heirs 
of. Sir Winston Churchill in- 
clude a grandson who has 
dropped into the family 
business --  politics - - 'and a 
pretty granddaughter who has 
dropped out. 
The chosen paths of Winston 
S: Churchill, 31, a junior 
Conservative member of 
• Parliament, and his rebellious 
hippie sister Arabella, 21, may 
be in striking contrast. 
But they are in keeping with 
the traditions of a great 
English family Which, 
• whatever else, never has been 
conventional. 
Winston' and Arabel~a re 
the fourth generation of the 
branch of the Churchill 
dynasty founded 97 years ago 
by the marriage of Lord 
Randolph Churchill and 
• American society beauty 
Jennie Jerome, which to this 
ope-Boston Bar area. dayis unable-- or unwilling-- 
lsewhere itis low to m o¢lerate..,~..'~ to keep qut  of the public eye. 
As the season enters it~ l~tte~ ~ '~' Wins~o///a journalist - and 
a~es. foresters are hopeful a goOd one as his grandfather 
once was -- entered 
Parliament in 1970 and now is 
walking the paths the famed 
old man once trod to the 
pinnacle of political power in 
the Second World War. 
MAKES NEWS 
Winston, healthy, lean and 
wiry. looks a good deal ike his 
grandfather. He has dynamic 
ideas, doesn't hesitate to 
express them, and never 
ducks an argument. That 
makes news. 
To his annoyance, his sister 
gets plenty of publicity out of 
the simple expedient of being 
at the recent cool moist 
esther experienced on the 
~ast and in the north will 
~read fully over the province 
ithout a continuation of the 
;rsistent lightning activRy 
hicb has  plagued British 
)lumbia this year. 
fLEE BREEDING 
Progress being made in the 
old of tree breeding will be 
scussed at the five-day 13th bi- 
mual meeting of the Com- 
dttee on Forest Tree Breeding 
.~ing held in Prince George 
om August 23 to 27. About 50 
.~legates from Canada nd the 
sited States are expected to :a self. -made dropout. 
~tend. . ........... '=/. Wlnsto~i~ s private life is just 
The conference, being hosted that: n~arried since 1964 to 
the B.C. Forest Service, will Mary  Caroline D'erlanger, 
officially opened by daughter -of. the former 
behind her refusal was all 
rather fuzzy. But she asserted 
that grandfather'S ,Iron 
Curtain should be called the 
"final curtain" if nations band 
together like this. 
After that blast, Arabella 
dropped out of public view for 
three months. She didn't 
surface again until the 
Glastonbury Hippie Festival, 
where it turned out she had 
spent her weeks hiding, 
helping to organize the affair. 
The pop festival wound up 
with a mass sex session in the 
mud, bongo drums, a nude 
Welshman dancing like a 
dervish and the usual in- 
cidents of marijuana nd LSD 
t r ips . .  -: ......... r . . . . . .  
Arab.ella.,,ha~ expla.ip~l;~?I 
,think in a.,way I'm trying~to= 
forget my family background 
although at the same time I'm 
proud of my nsme. 
TERRACE HERALD, 
AlaSkans 
tO study 
plants 
The feasibility of a com- 
pletely controlled environment 
plant growth system adaptable 
to Alaska~is the subject o f  a 
survey being ~made by .the 
University of Alaska Institute of 
'~:Agricultural Sciences for the 
I~dust r ia l  Deve lopment  
Division of the Economic 
Development Department, 
according to Commissioner 
Irene E. Ryan. Use of the 
hydroponic technique, coupled 
with the use of artificial 
lighting, could if proven 
economically feasible, establish 
k new industry in Alaska. 
Facil it ies which • could 
produce  v ine - r ipened 
vegetables in Alaska during all 
months of the year should find 
ready markets in the larger 
communities. 
, I f  such facilities could be 
adapted to a smaller scale to 
serve smaller communities, 
improving the diet of the 
residents of more remote 
villages could contribute 
substantially to their health and 
physical fitness. 
Dr, Don Dinkel, Principal 
Investigator and Assistant 
Professor of Plant Physiology 
for the Institute of Agricultural 
Sciences, is directo= of the 
project. 
dispute with a National Football 
League club? 
If he's Joe Kapp of the Boston 
Patriots, ~he comes to Van- 
couver to look after his business 
interests. 
For the past few weeks while 
his employment s atus with the 
Patriots has been in question, 
Kapp has been supervising 
workmen putting the final 
touches to a new Vancouver 
hotel with which he is 
associated. 
The new Wall and Redekop 
Motor Hotel opened" Monday 
(Aug. 9) with dining and lounge 
facilities called the Joe Kapp's 
Time-Out and Peanut Section. 
Kapp is a director of Wall and 
Redckop Corporation Ltd., the 
company which built the $2 
million, seven.storey hotel at 
898 West Broadway, Vancouver. 
His Peanut Section is 
decorated with signatures of 
famous ports personalities and 
such" things as National Hockey 
League team flags. And it has a 
projector and screen for 
showing sports film clips. 
The Time-Out menu lends 
another sporting touch by 
listing entrees under the 
heading "Big Plays," listing 
salads under the title "Salad 
Bowls," and so on. 
by  
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A DABBLER TAKES OFF 
Dabblers are Mallard, Black Duck, Pintail, 
Gadwall, Widgeon, Teal, Shoveller and Wood 
Duck. With larger wing area to weight than 
divers, they rise directly off the water. Take-off 
sequence above - (1) Wings spread and thrust 
down onto and under the water; (2) this powerful 
downstroke lifts the duck's,body clear; and (3) it 
rapidly'.goes into ful l f l ight. . , In timbered ,~w.amps 
- of tl'ie south mallards rise vertically 30,~on40~feet, 
':"= ~"':: . . . . . . . .  ' "tO' cl~a~; tree tops. 
' 46 -  '70  
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TERRACE,  B.C: 
Joe Kapp sets to work on . . . .  i, pUo.  
new hote l  __  Vancouver , * ..... : '  reunion 
'VANCOUVER'How does a Dishes from countries which it has i12 roun~i~'htctndl~S~ ~, overLaborDay  weekend the 
quarterback spend his time have hosted the Olympic Games suites with bedrsom, living Canadian F ighter  Pi lots 
while be's sitting out a contract are also featured in a special room and kitchen facilities. Association is in hopes of  
All rooms have color TV and having as its guest one of the 
many of them of fers  superb "lunar" Astronauts. 
view of Vancouver's bustling, 
mountain-ringed harbor. 
Only a woman can skin a wolf 
and get a mink. 
One of the virtues of being 
very young is that you don't let 
the facts get in the way of your 
imagination. 
The average waiter walls 
about 12 miles a day. It sure is 
hard to keep the soup warm 
during a trip that long. 
The reunion which will be= 
held at the Inn on tbe Parki~ 
Sept. 3, 4, 5, will begin with a/. 
ringside view of the CNE Air', 
Show on Friday, afternoon, a 
stag party later that night at 
Fort York Armouriea nd Will 
be climaxed by a dinner 
The association amdous to 
ferret out as ninny fighter 
pilots as possible urges all 
interested parties to contact 
Charles Magwood at 39 
Burnamthorpe Park Blvd., 
Islington, Ontar io -  Phone 
223-8750. 
Olympic Gold Medalist section 
of the menu. • 
The 11 seat dining room is 
open daily, 365 days a year~ 
from 6:30 a.m., to 11 p.m. and 
features entertainment in the 
evenings, The Peanut Section 
serves beverages and food - -  
and peanuts-- from 11 a.m. to 1 
a.m. 
Decor in the Time-Out 
features paintings by Joe 
Kapp's wife, Marcia. And the 
• quarterback's uncle, Juan 
Valencia, is host. 
The Wall and Redekop Hotel 
is located on a hill just outside 
the doWntown Vancouver area. 
- * *  T.,mcuM o .w-m. 
THE OBLONG BOX 
hunt Yorp Vampire 
Aug, 21, 28, 29 
 4 Tillicum Theatre 
4720 Lakelse Phone 635-2040 
Saturday 
7 and 916 p m 
1 Show at 9 PM 
Aug, 26-28 
The Trouble With girls 
Elvis Presley 
i 
Sat Matinee 11 AN 2 PM 
THE PATSY 
. . . . .  _. . ; ' " ~ ~. ./'.. 
: . . . . . .  " Jerry Lewis ~:': "' " 
. . . .  T-RAILER" COURT 
4600 BLOCK GRAHAM AYE, -.TERRAOE - PHONE - 635-TI73 
_ - - - - _ ' _ - - ,  
. • . ~ ~-.. :! • ..~,~,.,,~ : (~-~ ~ '~  
L ~ . ~ 
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Oome and visit .us 
We have for your convert 
-Qu ie t  Treed Location ,~•:.:: 
-C lose to Downtown Terrace 
-Close to SchOols 
- ,LandsCaped Lots 
. Paved Roads and Dt 
- Underground Wir ing:  50:~ 
- Street Lights 
- City Sewer, Water  and 
. . ,,, 
WE HAVE SPACES FOR DGUBLE-WIDE MOBILE HOMES AVAIUS 
'- l ~|U K3, 
~rvices 
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Nobody will stop 
this 'hearty' man 
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. (AP) 
- -  The tempo of the "new life" 
of Louis B. Russell, the world's 
longest surviving heart tran- 
splant recipient, has his doctor 
worried. 
Three years ago today a team 
of surgeons in Richmond, Va., 
placed into his chest he heart of 
a slain 17-year-old boy. But the 
operation has not resulted in a 
vicarious existence for Russell. 
To the contrary. 
He's a full-time teacfier of 
industrial rts, a public speaker 
and novice politician. He has 
even endured the strain of 
judging a nude beauty contest. 
His latest venture is politics, 
but his physician hopes he loses 
his fight for a seat on the In- 
dianapolis city council. 
Russell says the doctor 
believes aman with a borrowed 
heart in his chest must draw the 
line somewhere. 
The dead boy's mother and 
sister and brother joined 
Russell's family, friends and 
assorted well-wishers for an 
open house in their stucco home 
here Sunday to celebrate the 
"birthday." 
When somebody asks how 
much time doctors have given 
him to live, Russell fires hack at 
them the question: "How much 
time have doctors given you to 
live?" 
He says doctors have not 
made any concrete predictions. 
"That's not in their power. 
That's something for God to 
decide." 
Russell says he was sobered 
recently by the death of the 
fourth-longest-living transplant 
recipient who died after almost 
three years with a new heart. 
As far as they can tell, doctors 
expect a "beautiful future" for 
him, Russell reports. They 
make the forecast despite a 
smoking habit he hasn't beaten 
and a few extra pounds around 
his middle. 
Loffmark may 
be called to 
help in north 
FORT ST. JAMES, B.C. (CP) 
-- This northern British 
Columbia community needs 
another doctor and Health 
Minister Ralph Loffmark may 
be asked to force one to move 
here. 
"All we have now is one 
general practitioner tocare for 
a population of 4,000," W.R. 
Milligan. administrator f St. 
John Hospital in nearby Van- 
derhoof, said in an interview 
Tuesday. 
"We need another general 
practitioner to handle the 
growing medical needs of the 
community." 
A new 25-bed hospital opens 
here Oct. I and Mr. Milligan 
said an appeal for a doctor was 
made to the B.C. Medical 
Association and ads had been 
placed in various medical 
journals, without response. 
He said the community may 
have to appeal to the health 
minister. "much as we hate to 
do it." 
Russell, the father of four 
children, has a seeming non. 
stop schedule of speeches and 
public appearances in behalf of 
what he thinks are good causes. 
They take him through the U.S. 
Middle West, and even as far as 
Alabama. 
Hislatest thing is a bid for one 
of the at-large seats on the 
Indianapolis city council. He 
admits. ,, he . was " p lent y busy _ as 
it was without he hubbub of 
the election. 
But with a little en. 
couragement from some local 
Democrats, Russell is 
managing tosqueeze in politics. 
If elected, he says: "I'11 be in 
a position to do certain things 
that will be more effective than 
just telling audiences what I 
think." 
During the first year with his 
new heart, Russell made return 
trips to Richmond four times 
when his body tried.to reject he 
alien heart. Although there 
have not been any more 
rejection episodes, he still takes 
a daily dose of medicine to fight 
the potential rejection. 
Even now there are oc- 
casional trips to Richmond for 
checkups and three times 
week he has an elec- 
trocardiogram 
The slash burning season 
Shortly smoke will begin to 
rise from various logging 
areas due to annual slash 
burning activities. While most 
people know what the term 
"slash burning" means there 
are many questions as to how 
and why it is done. 
In basic terms, "slash 
burning" is the act of pur- 
posely setting fire to logged- 
off areas. It is a "science." It
has to be done at precisely the 
right time, with wind, 
humidity, and other weather 
conditions in mind. And the 
job has to be done by highly 
trained and well qualified 
men. Because of the stable 
conditions required for slash 
burning smoke can be a 
nuisance as there are no high 
winds to help disperse it and 
smoke builds up in the valleys. 
These "slash burn" fires, as 
the very name indicates, are 
designed to get rid of the very 
dangerous flash fuels and to a 
lesser degree the larger 
branches, snags, un- 
merchantable ogs, and all 
other unuseable material left 
in the wake of a logging 
operation. 
In the nature and 'over- 
mature stands we are now 
logging, waste residual is high 
and it is not economically 
useable under present market 
and development conditions. 
This will change, but not until 
sometime in the future. 
Of course there is some 
understandable objection to 
smoke caused by slash burns. 
The Forest Service and the 
forest industries do not like it 
e i ther . . ,  but at the present 
time, there appears to be no 
alternative. 
Some people link slash burn 
smoke with the air pollution 
problem, usually just because 
it can be seen. Experts in the 
field admit he contribution f 
slash fire smoke to the overall 
problem is almost in- 
finitesimal when compared to 
the invisible fumes coming 
from exhaust pipes of 
vehicular traffic. 
And it is interesting tonote 
the need for slash burning Uas 
been so evident hat this ac- 
tivity has been exempted from 
air pollution controls in 
Washington and Oregon. 
If anyone comes up with a 
better, more practical 
and economical method of 
sidpnsing of logging slash, we 
will welcome him with open 
arms. 
Let's look at the "why" 
question. 
The reasons for slash 
burning are many and varied 
--and here are some of them: 
Slash burning can be con- 
trolled -- in both intensity and 
in area covered, Such 
operations are conducted by 
trained and qualified men of 
either the Forest Service and 
or industry, during a 
relatively short period, late in 
the summer or early fall -- 
when proper weather con- 
ditions prevail. 
If logged-over areas are not 
subject o controlled burning 
inevitably lightning, human 
carelessness or other causes 
will ignite them -- presenting 
far greater blazes, en- 
dangering surrounding areas 
(and quite possibly human 
lives), and creating 
tremendously greater smoke 
problems. 
And don't forget that 
fighting forest fires is an 
expensive business -- an 
expensive business paid for by 
the people of British 
Columbia. 
Slash burning paves the way 
for faster, more efficient and 
more productive r forestation 
measures. Seedlings can be 
planted easier and faster. 
They will grow quicker and 
straighter not having to fight 
their way through a tangle of 
snags, branches and other •
suffocating debris. They will 
have a head start and better 
survival chance in growth 
competition with bush and 
other non-useable species. 
Slash burning practically 
eliminates any insect hazard 
which could be extremely 
harmful to adjacent imber. 
Jaguar, Triumph 
proved to be 
gutsy cars 
Sports car enthusiasts are 
turning their attention to the 
Jaguar and Austin products, 
according to recent publication 
of Freeway Magazine. 
Triumphs are also getting a lot 
of attention. 
Featured in" the lineup of 
gutsy, versatile mechanization 
are the Triumph GT6, Mark IlI, 
the swinging Spitfire and the 
Superior 1800. And there's the 
very popular Austin Mini. 
Recent acceleration tests in 
the desert show Jaguar to be far 
superior than most sport cars, 
superior enough to warrant that THE BANTAM 725A TELESKOOP 
company to emerge into the is a true multi-purpose excavator not 
just a ditching or sloping machine. 
It will dig basements and handle other 
hard-nosed igging jobs as well as 
ditching and sloping. The "Teleskoop 
" digs deep, down to 16 feet, and gets 
fast, full loads with" its 145 ° wrist 
action bucket. It cycles faster because 
of its fast boom extension, smooth, 
easy swing, Short tailswing and ample 
power. It reaches farther, out to 33 
F INNINO 
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Oil slick on Tachie lk'ewed fPom dmicest!mps 
sets thought to court I and nmltana pure  win .wate" 
FORTST. JAMES, B.C. (CP) They flew over the area 
- -  Charges were being con- earlier this week after severa l  
sidered after an oil slick was Indians from the Tachie 
discovered last week on the" Reserve and game guides 
remote salmon-spawning reported the oil. 
Taehte River in central British Steve Waibler, a game gu ide  
Columbia. from Fort St. James said the 
R.A. Crouter, manager of the slick went from "shore to 
southern operations branch of shore" for about 14 miles --  
the department of fisheries aid almost the full length of the 
Saturday the oil came from a river which links Stuart and 
tugboat which dumped bilge oil Trembleur lakes. 
near the outlet of Trembleur 
Lake. 
He said the amount involved Gastown 
was probably less than 100 
gallons, and there was no 
damage to fish or spawning p=eog' '-es grounds. 
"But we are concerned about 
the tug activity there, and they 
Crouter will b  taken to court," Mr. s id. i ~ e  ~"f 
The name of the tugboat 
company was not released. VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
John Tuyttens, a federal Gastown merchants have 
fisheries officer from Prince pledged full co-operation in a 
George, B.C., and members of provincial government inquiry 
the Fort St. James RCMP into the Aug. 7 street fracas in 
detachment left Saturday by their communitybetweenpolice 
boat to investigate he slick, and public. 
The decision to launch an 
ov  inquiry was announced Tuesday Girl re<: ers by Attorney-General Leslie 
Peterson. fro Mr Peterson praised the 
m cancer  objectivity of a police report 
prepared by Chief Constable aFte 'm. '~ , , , . J . . ,u  n nil Ik=elk, l~  John risk, but said there is a r need for further invest|gation. 
GLASGOW (Reuter) -- He said the provincial inquiry 
Doctors described today as a will not only cover the actions of 
"miracle" the recovery from the police, but investigate the 
cancer of a six-year-old girl motives of those who organized 
following a visit to Lourdes, the the pro-marijuana demon- 
Roman Catholic shrine in stration that touched off the 
France. disturbance. 
Larry Killam, spokesman for 
Three years ago, Deirdre theGastownmerchantssaid: "I
Bums of Glasgow was told there support it(the inquiry)lOOper Welcome to Heidelberg was no hope for her daughter cent and I am sure that applies 
Frances. then 3. to all other people concerned. 
Mrs. Burnes decided to take The thing has to be examined 
hertwicetOinLOUrdes.the wat rS ofWaSthebathedsacred f om all sides." Welcome to the taste of Heidelberg, So bright, so lively, so brimful of 
spring flavour, it brings more enjoyment to your drinking pleasure. Heidelberg is where thousands of in- Bruins sign brewed from only the best ingredients. The finest golden barley malt, the valids have sought a cure. 
Back in Britain she made a choicest Canadian and high prime Hallertau hops and pure, sparkling, spring 
remarkable recovery which draft choice water. 
doctors said could not be ex- BOSTON (AP) -- Boston Take your thirst to Heidelberg today.You'll get a happy welcome that will 
plained in the light of present Bruins have signed their No. 1 never wear out because every glass is as crisp and satisfying as your first. 
medical knowledge. Medical choice in the amateur draft con- 
experts said the tumors in her dueted by the National Hockey 
body began disappearing League last June. ~ ~ ~  
almost as soon as she returned 
home and all traces of the Ron Jones, 20, an outstanding 
disease now are gone. defenceman with Edmonton Oil 
Kings for five years, agreed 
Min ia ture  v i rus  Monday to a two-year contract. SO m ~  ~ ~ 
The  6-foot-2, 185-pound prospect ; ~., ;. - " , .... .~. ,~. . . . . . . .  
found in U.S.A.. ~l  report o the Brulns' train- . . . . .  J Thlsadverttsementls notpub!ished or displayed bythe Liquor 
ing camp next month at London, Control Board or bythe G~vernment of British Columbia ws0m;~ 
BEL'P3VH.,LE, Md. (Reuter) Ont. 
- -  A U.S. government scientist 
has reported discovery of a 
mtemscopic disease-producing 
"viroid," a particle 1-80th the 
size of the smallest known 
virus. 
The discovery was announced 
by Dr. Theodor O. Diener, 50, a 
Swiss-born pathologist at the 
agriculture department's plant 
industry station here. 
He said viroids may be re. 
spomible for some human dis- 
eases, including multiple scle. 
rosis and some types of cancer. 
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feet. All functions operate indepen- 
dently through four separate hydraulic ' 
pumps. And like all Bantam and 
Koehring machines, it is backed by 
Finning's unmatched service support 
from 33 locations in B.C. and the 
Northwest Territories. Feature for 
feature, speo for spec, dealer for 
dealer . , , the Teleskoop costs less. 
,Here's more machine for your dollar 
thananything else on the market. See 
FINNING, your BANTAM Dealer. 
4621 Keith Road 
Phone 635-7144 
I " I I I I  
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GREAT SHOW,' Chief Kitpou, Algonquin Shaman, Tillicum 
Theatre manager Bill Young, Honorary Chief Dan George and 
Dolly Seates, secretary to Chief Dan George. The two Chiefs 
presented a short program for the public before the Sunday 
night showing of Little Big Man last week. Phote hy Leo 
Cnr~y.  ~ 
/Urshow is rocket... 
system for the use of the announcers. 
Sonny Bienvenu of the NWSCA raced a B-5! down the runway, 
and was beaten by.seconds only by the plane.. 
Another feature of the show was a~per airplane race in the 
Hangar. . , +., . 
Winners in the race w'efe Bill Campbell, whose plane speht he 
longest ime in the air, and Doug Hill whose plane Went the 
furthest distance. 
Kiwanian Art Bates,who also organized theairshow said, ,we 
want o thank literally hundreds ofpeople who were involved in 
one way or another...the people who donated time and 
equipment, the concession stands, the Ministry of Transport at 
the Airport, " the , ground ~ crew," : the air traffiC' 
controllers...everyone worked hard and did~an excellent job." 
Many out of town visitors came to Terrace to see the show, 
('ont'd from Page I 
On band at the banquet w~s M.C. par excellence Fred weber. 
Fred did an excellent job, too. 
The air show cost a'lot of money to put on, and as a result, 
about $5,000 is being denated to tlie TerraceAi'eus Fund by the 
Terrace Kiwanis Club. ,:.. 
• Work has already been started by the Kiwanis people on the 
new parking lot at the Terrace-Kitimat irport, and after 
.months of negotiating on this show, plans have already been 
started for the show next year. 
Renm Motors and Bob Parker, the GM.end Ford dealers in 
Terrace supplied cars for the staff of the shay and for the guests 
and out-of.town ,fliers. This generous gesture was appreciated 
beyond Words. 
All monies from the show will be donated to the Arena Fund. 
.SYLVnA'S 
+ ~ . -  . 
How nlany of you have had 
,one of :THOSE unforgettable 
fishing days,:.when everything 
went bad/wire? ? :...You h0oked a
ten-inob .cutthroat tlght-off the" 
bat, and thought he day was 
golng to be a hullabaloo; but 
your son fled +i['to a. "stick'!, 
which at some ~int found it's 
way to the rapids!?:.;.And the 
sun blistered your back for the 
'next ~ six hours/ while, your 
eyeballs were glued together by 
illions of black flies! ?.,.And you 
snagged your line "in every 
conceivable direction on 
bucking logs, rocks 'and 
overhanging trees, to thetnne of
three dollars worth of hooks, 
weights, etc.!?...And just when 
you were beginning to think the 
day was a total write.off, you 
found a cool, shady sp()t and 
decided to try your luck "once 
more",+ and promptly caught 
three bullheads! ?...And then, as 
you were sitting there with your 
'still' enthusiastic younger son, 
a tourist and his wife casually 
walked out of the bush to a 
jutting edge of land just in front 
of you, and pulled, in two 
struggling Jacksprings within 
five minutes!?...And you and 
your son and your dog were 
weary to the bone with a whole 
day's upreme ffort, when this 
man and his wife lugged six 
beautiful Jacksprings on .a 
heavy string,along the trail just 
behind you and you could 
almost feel the water dripping 
from them down the' becks of 
your neckst?... 
• _ PAGE ? 
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l l fYouDontLlkelt, Scrapit.) .. : : - :  - . . . . .  ~++ ... ...... .The.followmg births have. 
• - ' - .  ' renlled,;N0~butl,vei/otaLlot'+~ been. :recorded at M!HS. 
Fondly looking+hack into m v + l,,~.: . . . .  , . . . . .  ::~" +'"*'b~re Mem0flal+Hl~P Ital; + + + . . - . . . .  Y crabs.-which + goes:t#~-~ , , . ... 
• nosmlgtc poaching, days  tn 0hcem0Z~+,.that 7b~u+ is in tl~ HAIN 'S~ *~bMr and +£r~i 
"~errace, s,recau noo|ung ram. eye+of theheholder. +'. - , . ,  " 7' " _._" , :  
what I thoughtat the thne~vas  + " . uary.  n.,ns~ocx, a .u .  +u. 
submar ine, . ,  but which 
apparently was a spring salmon 
of unsurpassed dimensions. It
was my first !'Spring", and in 
spite of the fact that my trout 
rod was bent o.the handle and'I 
ozily+had ten to twelve lb. test 
hno, I was determined tobring 
that ,. whopper ~ in. Many 
unbelieving American tourists 
line the bank as this unseen 
monster and I played tug o' war 
for six straight hours. Slowly, 
the sun began to dip over' the 
horizon and the shadows tele 
across our fares. 
Realizing that my opponent 
was not about to give vp 
combat, I gradually let him lead 
me towards the rapids. My 
hopeful strategy" Was that 
fighting a~,aiast he current 
would exhaust him and give me 
the victory of'the day. Yes, I 
had theprofotmdest respect for 
that magnificent beast, whom I
would never feast eyes upon. I
Could imagine• his flashing 
scales, his immense wavering 
body, and his cold wilful eyes in 
the dark green depths of the 
water. 
For another half hour, he 
ploughed against he rushing 
stream, only to be braked again 
and again by that unrelenting 
line. Very suddenly, my three- 
prong hook lept out of the water 
as if it had been unleased by a 
rocket; and that happy fellow 
including B.C. Chief of Air Regulations Bill IAvery Former 
Terrace Airport Manager Harold Luisly~and Doug Chapel, 
formerly with TPA, and now the D,e Havilland of Canada. 
Deserving of special mention is Toby Trowbridge, the 
innimitable announcer who practically carried the-show. 
Without him, the show would have amounted t~ a collection of 
people and airplanes. 
Also worthy o f  mention are Glen Matthews and" Eddie 
Thomson, both of Abhotsford Air+ Commission who came up to 
- Te~rrace to holiday, and spent the whole weekend 'in the 
announcers booth at the airshow as backup staff. 
The students and staff at. the Vocational School;are to be 
thanked for their part in the show, and the merchants who 
donated food for the banquet, hanks. 
The Kiwanis feelaiso that special mention should be given to 
Janice Cauline who organized and carried off the banquet, 
practically singie-hande~tly. She did a terrific job. 
.... Ah, but what "a success that pursued his merry way to 
' Ter race  RCMP hear was, because you had freedom upstream. learned of a new fishing spot One does not forget such a 
and a new way of setting up In-oi+  creature and.one's heart is tackle, in spite of two broken-almost glad that the battle 393 co mp s hearts...and isn't that what between man and oature is 
• fishing is all about??? silently refereed by some other 
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Multiple Listing. Neap New 3 BdRm.. home wi lh  full 
basement. Over 1200 Sq. Ft. of Fir. area. Large fenced:and 
landscaped lot. Low taxes Located on Thornhill Rd. Full pr- 
ice $24,000. 
Modern  Revenue home 
Fully modern two bedroom home located at 4436 Lazelle 
Avenue, with two bedroom basement suite. Both suites hove  
wall to wall carpeting, full bathrooms oil:furnace. T~e 
properly is fenced and attractively landscaped. Terms 
available. 
$4,000.00 down 
3 bedroom house in Thornhill located in sub~;ivision near the 
new school. Full cabinet kitchen, washer and dryer heok.up 
in bathroom, tile floors and electrically heated. Garden 
storage shed located af the rear of the property. Full price 
$16,000.00 with terms available. 
Church i l l  Dr ive  - Thornh i l l  
% Acre View lot overlooking Skeena Valley. Lot is l ightly 
Treed and on a private water system. Mortgage 'Funds 
available to qualified purchaser in this~'area.+ Full price 
S4800.00 with terms available. "+ - , 
Crescent Dr ive  Lot / :  . ::: , . 
Nicely treed lot +o0x~5o, Ideal for mobile home or building i 
site. Lot is flat and in a good drainage area. Water available 
by well. 
Large No. l residenfla I Io! 80x140 located on Westview Drive 
on the bench. Full price $3500.00 
Io acFes located off North sparks on the bench.' 
Approximately 2 acres cleared with lighi ,tree growth. Full 
price S10,b00.00. - - : : L  
MLS Downtown commer6ai slte for:sale. Ideal location to 
establish stores. Three lots starting of corner of. Lazelle & • 
ottawa streets; presently~ has twO+ houses both rented. One - 
hundred feet of d, epflt withininty.nlne feel of frontage on • 
pavement. Contact our agency for.more comp ere details:" + 
• Summer home or yeal" round dwelling? Take your pick/Fully 
insulated'24;30 house, on' the West shore of Lakelse Lake. 
Road access right to house, House has gas .lighting installed, 
gas stove, fridge.a d new+ DestroIlet. Large Lworshop+'& 
' Storage +shad'at: rear Wlth l 2Kw ~ Kreehler+ Lighting plaht, 
wat+r Pump+and pipl|lg included but not installed. Furnished 
with bedroom Suite, additional beds andchesterfleld,~ chairs ++ 
etc. Considerable Imoonto!.edd!tional building materials on 
site and sma!lboatincluded." Approx!malely oneacre+Of+ 
cleared ground with approx. 13~' of Lake frenlege, Fu!!*price + 
$16,000 Terms avai able.+ This Is an excellent buy., .- :+~ 
: "F L d ' * { : + ~ q'~' + r : : ;4 :  ) 1+ 4 ~ : ; * ,1':", 1~+ : : :  1; " ; " " ' 'Jb ' : F ~ ::,~, : ' '  ~ ~ . +'++'~'~ , 
In other news resulting from 
police activity,a total of $255 
was collected from parking 
violations i sued in the month of 
July. These fines"separately 
numbered 51 and were set at $5 
a piece. 
Figures compiled• in the 
• RCMP's monthly report stated 
that a total of 393 complaints 
were registered at the 
detachment  and that 393 
complaints were investigated. 
Through night patrol of the 
downtown area Terrace police 
found 16 business places 
unlocked. This figure is 
considered high according to 
past months and in each 
instance respectivebuainess 
owners were summoned tolock: 
up.  . 
Prisoner's expenses and 
maintenance costs were 
established for last month as 
$1870.65 for guard, $585.00for 
matrons and $300.30 for'meals. 
In minor (:ateg0ries Terrace 
pel!ce recorded that 4 bicycles 
were reportedly stolen in July 
and+ that only two were 
recovered. Any person 
interested in this regard are 
asked to check-out the selection 
at the RCMP detachment on 
Lakelseand Eby. 
A/R,+ SHOW BANQUET:-:*."':::+: :: . . . . .  
..... +r +Kiwanis i cb   :J'ca e  .....
• The Terrace Kiwanis Club put 
icing on the cake Saturday night 
as they staged the most 
successful banquet an air,how 
could ever expect. 
The food and drinks were 
served by students at the B.C. 
Vocational School but had been 
planned for festivities at the 
Terrace Community Centre, 
destroyed by flames last week. 
A list of visiting dignitaries. 
registered at the affair hogan 
with honoured guest Chief Dan 
George, MP Frank Howard, 
• MLA Dudley Little, Terrace 
l~ayor VictOr Jolliffe, air show 
Chairman Art Bates, Kiwanis 
President E. Lanink and all 
accompanying wives. 
The ceiling rafters were 
raised when the entertainment 
portion of the show brought en 
three semi-nude male dancers 
from the Kitimat Kiwanis Club. 
The men wore top hats over 
their heads and with luscious 
• red lips painted on their belly 
. buttons, danced throughout the 
roaring crowd. By exhaling and 
inhallngi'at irregular intervals 
• :the bellies whistled, or .at least 
.seemed to: 
Terrace's own folk" singing 
duo Lennan and Larkin supplied 
their touch of musical 
enchantment and together with 
Margo Bate's Hawaiian dance, 
number totally delighted the 
eapaeiiy crowd. 
: None of the festivities could, 
however, come near to touching 
the performance of Chief Dan 
George.. The Honorary Chief of 
all B.C. Indian .tribes eemed to 
spellbind everyone. Even the 
cooks in the kitchen and school 
students from the study halls 
stopped their own course of 
activity:to listento "the Chief; 
The gentlemen' i ~long, grey 
hair stood calmly at the head 
table and slowly breezed 
thr.ough an unrehearsed 
dialogue. •.which Sent;. the 
at~dience i into: ' per.ioda"L of 
L laughterL or' sadness ,  
'~ -+ Banquet ' :/. ' Master v. of 
CeremOnies : Fred - 'Weber 
+'thanked the District of Terrace 
for + sponsoring the cocktails. 
.~Second toChief Dan George the 
ceek~ail 'period seemed to leave 
the heaviest offact on the crowd, 
..' MayorJoUiffe add~eased the 
banquet end expressed thanks 
for the food':catering L~el~/ices 
r e n d e r e d ,  hy , /m the  Vocational 
., school.!.*." ,'i:"-%> .,- /~:,L. " 
41 • Tenight We're all seated in a 
Mayor went on to congratulate 
Chairman Art Bates on a grand 
air show. 
~Ir. Bates in return said that 
one person alone does not 
constitute a club and that many 
people are to he thanked for the 
show's booming success. 
Mr. Frank Howard in a short 
speech expressed his desire for 
more air shows. His remarks 
were later answered when 
Chairman Bates said this past 
effort by the Kiwanis is 
certainly not the last. 
All obstacles to promote the 
show were eventually 
overcome, the club reported. 
Alter clearing things-with the' 
Minister of Transport, building 
a parking lot at the Terrace- 
Kitimat airport, sedding over 
100 invitational letters to the so 
called "flyiug fraternity," and 
performing innumerable f ats, 
the Club went ahead with the 
show. 
Although plans for next year's 
show• are still tentative, the 
success .of this year's airshow 
will certainly make some fine 
blue prii~ts. 
~ X ~ X  
For these fishing enthusiasts, 
who like. to get technical, this 
man was using a rather large 
float, six feet back from a hook 
with salmon eggs, with some 
scarlet wool just behind the 
hook; and four medium-sized 
eloi~gated leads, interspaced at
three inches apart - about eight 
inches to rear of hook. 
Confusing ain't it? + 
presence. 
XXXXXX 
Say....dld you hear the one 
about the American tourist 
nosing her way through the fish 
plant in Rupert? As she was 
passing the employees working 
with lemon sole, halibut checks, 
flatfish, etc., she asked one 
lady, "Do you have any 
lobsters?" The lady promptly 
i i 
: BR IT ISH COLUMBIA  SOCIETY  FOR THE 
PREVENTION OF CRU ELTY  TO ANIMALS 
Terrace Animal Shelter-- 4~16 Haugland 
+Open "3.6 Men. - Fri." Weekends 9-il 
: ' " "Phone 635-7475 . ' " 
t IV l l l l l l l l  
1969 Ford LTD 
P.S .P .B .  Rad io  Low 
Mi leage:One Owner  $299§ 00 
Was $3295.00 Now I 
1969 Montage 
2 dr.  hardtop,  351 V-8 Radio 
Auto-Power  Steering 
Low Mi leage Reduced 'Pr i ce  
. . . .  . xx,v,x~+ : August 20. , 
An ,~terthonght: Have you " 
• tO  ' ' " ' "  ever noticed when you plan + DYKSTRA to ~r ~.a M,.. ; 
~,o + 20 '~ • " ," 
dog?. The minute he spots +your + " :  ~ - ' +: . 7 : i +: 
br ight/red,. ,  egg-splattered. TANK -.._to .Mr. . and.'. M m. + 
•iackeL he eets the"Yawns ' and ' :~aymonu "ranx, a daughter on 
~ngles ~himse!f 7 in .  your. August 20. ~ . +- 
footgear, leaving no questions ~,,~,,~,,. : ,~ . , .  ~.,.~ , _ .  
• d * t ,  " 11 - A J I~ J .MA~J~J I+ ~ i 1 .~ .  AY&A ~ ¢|~ &VAJI.~ i .  as tO wnere ' nes going. • ' " 
man, Who can leave his dog "at ~.Leona[dKmney, a daughter on 
home while he struts off with ,ffius,,~ • ' ! 
red" and reel ha+. to be either JOHNSTONE - to Mr. and Mrs. 
Robert Johnstone, a- son • on i+' 
heartless, or just plain mean. August 23. 
I 
No 1 .0T0.- [] MIDWAY 
. New Tilt-a-Whirl! 
-, Super Thrill Rides! 
-, Greatest 6ames ! 
. Finest Food! 
. Ilel, Phillips' Ilircus! 
- see you a t -  
Gayland Shows 
Shrine Carnival 
Riverside Park 
Aus. a0 1 31 t Sep,. I, 1s+I 
I I  
. . . .  . + . ,  
1969 Mazda 
Radio,  4-speed 
Reduced Pr ice $1096,00 
$2396,00 
1968 +: Ohevrolet Sedan 
V-8 Autopower s teer ingone  Owner $1495.00 
Low Mi leage  l i  UOUaUU P .B . ;&  P .S . :  :+:+~),: 
1966 FalCon 
' ° ' "  $595.00 Auto SPECIAL  
Sedan•  363 V .8  : -j++J +11::1+:I:  
+.: : $1996,00 
. .  -...i:. ::~..C, :,":m '.: , "• ;... 
966: Pontlao :: 
so+..., v.o. u,o+ $1 ! 
'68 Ford 3 TOn+l 
• + ++ 
.: '~. +: V:854 Spi~ed. +: r+"  + +*'+-;+ ,  " $ 7 9 5 | 0 0  + 
+ Only  . . . .  '+ 
J l  
L /  
-++.  ' , , -  . 
*:++ 4. 
,++.~+j 
7", : ¸  
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BY  M O R G A N  B. C A M P B E L L  , . G?:les~Ugd~ti~: areola? ~e GMo~a~i~?en~a.~,..M.a~r:,~ ,i.:,i~,~.~u~Sy...t~dsoxyWhr: ha 
• • ' . Ter race  Bl'anch No. 73 of Old Mrs. ~erc '~ ' ,  :':" ':. " : / ; ,  ~, : .. : :.-:'ite~r~e~was excellent, an 
Ksan village at the junction byword among, museums and place of many of the tribal Age Pensioners held their " Grace ' ,was" said.. ' :b  ' . .  Mr~. Cox escorAed the " 
~eoSke~;~eann ~ B~s%lceoYR';e~s de~l,:~o°: I;d't.ah.ne:~lla, ge .v~.n cr~pe~!naThbhel~en~?e g : l l l th~°~y l ~;~eenbe~orqU~et°Winde~ ~)t~:y ~lWehtat~n~i=~'toa~tl~e~"fl]as ' ~r?L~ed~ regret 
as a going concern: expect to be..tnriueany, me sig,nt their owners at potlatches or o.,,r.,too.l-o'vea, ~r.n,..,,;H=. u,,~tl as a wel¢Omin= sl~/~l • ' ~ , . . .  " . -  . . . .  " . 
The origiual idea of Ksan was of.this v,,age ,aio 0m m similar occasions..  . - - . -v  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . "~T'--~e.tables.wei, e!%~ii...r:~d~,~ •: . :~ .=u;~. t ' .  , .nani~mmy to 
the brainchild of Mary aumende style on the bank of Atthe HouseofWorzs i a fine Association president Mr. ~ m. n~..,~-- 0,~,~" "~f't~' t ~ ...11: spe~did din . . . .  ,n j~ed b 
. - -  • . . • " WIMI  & I~JW~GLD , ~i l I~A B I ,~ i  • ~ , ~ , • • • the fast flowm rwer of work for sale and Griffltlm unfortunately was ill , .~, . . .  e eryor~e . it will be lonl Mnddleton, who despanrmg at . g . display . • . d,n,~," got under~ay~.-Mr..-- ~t 
the rapid civilization of the In thefnrsthousecanbeseen here one can chat wnth the mMlUs.MemorialHespntal, and un.=+...,. '~,. Whtlle, k i i~Mr ,  ~ embered: 
Coast Indians and the loss of the skilled native carvers and or anizers and handle genuine Mrs:/uamea B. C.o F "stood in" , . . . . . . . . .  " ; . " .  ' ~..: .... .: . . . .  " . . . .~  came ~.o an ena a.ver 
their artistic talents formed the artisans at work...Designs pi~es of truly beautiful West: for mm as welcoming hostess. Atndam each i~ta~a,~.ch  Of .happy. evening ' 
Ksan association With the help clutter the walls ano ah arounu Coast Indian art. Tne uemennian uommittee " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
F i r t  F i r s t  Fa l l  Fa i r  
in Ter race  
Terrace's first annual Fall 
Fair is scheduled to get 
underway on Saturday, 
September fourth at Clarence 
Michiel School Auditorium. 
The fair, sponsored by the 
Firs( Terrace Women's 
Institute and the Kitsumkalum 
Farmers institute will be the 
K.F.I.'s centennial effort, as 
well as celebrating their 60th 
anniversary in the Terrace 
area. 
Three categories will top the 
fair, namely Flowers, 
Horticulture and Baking. 
Awards for the flower show 
will amount o ribbons small 
cash prizes and a permanent 
trophy donated by Central 
Flowers in Terrace. 
The attraction in the 
Horticulture division will be a 
permanent trophy donated by 
the K.F.I. This division will 
involve fruits and vegetables. 
The baking contest will be 
sponsored jointly by the Scott- 
Bathgate company and the 
First Terrace Womens 
Institute. Scott Bathgate will 
sponsor the Bread and Cake 
section, while the T.W.I. will 
sponsor the apple pie section. 
There will be a grand a- 
ggregate trophy donated by the 
Terrace Co-op. This award will 
be permenent after the third 
consecutive win, and,is for the 
largest number of wins in the 
fair. 
Entry fees will amount to one 
dollar for all entries in the 
Flower and Horticulture show. 
This means that you r0ay enter 
as many items as you wish in 
either division, and it will cost 
you one dollar. 
There will be no charge for 
the baking contest or the 
childrens ection. 
Children can get involved in 
all sections of the show and are 
urged to bring out flower 
arrangements, and other items. 
In the younger- set section, 
there will be contests for insect 
collections, judged by Mr. John 
Chen Wing, Biology teacher at 
Caledonia Senior High School, 
and rock collections judged by 
Mr. Fred Chastney of the 
Terrace Lapidary Club. 
As far as flower arranging 
goes, there is no need to keep 
your flowers out of the show if 
you are u.mble to arrange them 
yourself. Simply bring the 
flowers to the show, and there 
will be someone on hand there 
to give you a hand. 
Judging for the show will be 
done on Saturday morning, and 
all items will remain 
anonymous ntil after they are 
judged. 
Judging will be done by Gwen 
Ellis of Telkwa. Mrs. Ellis has 
judged at the Smithers and 
South Hazelton Fall Fairs, and. 
is well known for her abilities in  
that capacity. • , 
The "women's insUtute is in 
the process of trying to talk a 
Cedarvale fair. 
Mrs. Beryl Peterson of the 
Women's institute will travel to 
Smithers this Thursday to judge 
the fancywork section of at the 
fair there. 
The Terrace Women's 
institute and the Kitsumkalum 
Farmer's institute hope to see a 
large crowd at the fair to see the 
entries but wish to stress that 
observers are not much good 
without entries to observe. 
All persons are urged to bring 
in their entries to Clarence 
Michiel School on the evening of 
September third between five 
and eight o'clock. 
All items are to be donated, 
of the B.C. and Federal 
governments the Ksan 
association was able in 1968 to 
start work on the reconstruction 
of the village on the sight of an 
earlier village visited by 
European traders. 
Ksan has not only created a
West Coast awareness among 
the natives but also among 
many Euopeans of the value of 
Indian art forms. 
The school carvers and other 
artists attend lectures and 
classes in each of the many 
branches of the arts. 
Europeans such as Bill Home 
(An. analysis of form) of 
Washington D.C. and others 
equally emminent are brought 
in from time to time to give 
classes and help with the 
development of style and 
techniques. 
Ksan has in fact been so 
successful that many museums 
are clamouring for their work. 
Orders for re-carving of now 
decayed poles are piling up 
almost daily. . 
The standard of work is 
rigidly maintained and it is this 
plus the effort of the individual 
artists that has made Ksan a 
can be seen an abundant supply 
of projects alread underway. 
Guided tours are conducted 
every hour and for the modest 
price of one dollar one is shown 
the interior of the House of 
Frogs, House of F'easts and 
House of Treasures. 
The guide is the fund of 
knowledge about the Lore 
concerning her people's and has 
has many stories to tell about 
the crests on the large totem 
poles in front of each house. 
In the House of Frogs will be 
seen the people as they lived. 
Their tools and impliments 
including their fish nets and' 
other trappings of non- 
agricultural life. 
In the House of Feasts which 
has its trick doorway to 
embarrass proud chiefs from 
neighbouring villages •who do 
not watch where they are 
putting their feet. A large 
rotating disk stands just inside 
the narrow doorway and any 
who do not look down are put off 
balance and fall. 
The exhibits here have been 
laid out as it would be in 
preparation for a potlatch. The 
House of Treasures i a storing 
Thank you British Columbia! 
Seagram's Five Star now 
outsells all other brands 
of whisky. ~i~,~'~ :: ,~ 
The reason? 
Easy taste and easy 
to look at. Plus the 
Seagram name 
and quality. 
Prove it for yourself. 
Tnars  the easy part. 
The easy whisky. 
and will be .auctioned ~aff, on 
Saturday afternoon~ !~ ' ~ ~ :" :. ~q ' ~ : + ''" . r. " +" : d' ' ~ ' h 
All proceeds from the fair will 
he given to the Terrace Arena 
Th is  adver t i sement  i s  not  pub l i shed  or  d i sp layed by  the  
Fund.  " L iquor  Cont ro l  Board  or  by  the  Government  o f  the  prov ince  o f  Br i t i sh  Co lumbia  
llV  
FALL  
FASHION 
. . . . .  PARADE 
/!..4 
Friday Parade 
Of  
August T.. 
27 
Best 
In 
Fall 
Fashion 7 
I feel that Ksan is a must for 
all who live and work in this 
area for only here can one 
appreciate the skills of the 
original inhabitants of the area, 
CENTENNIAL MEMO - The 
Oregon Treaty of 1846 
established the present Canada 
- U.S. boundary west of the 
Rockies. 
president, Mrs. Cox also 
organized the banquet and 
presented a gift to each O,A.P. 
member. The gifts were made 
by the Terrace lapidary club. 
Th i r ty - four  member-~ 
attended the banquet and as 
guests, three married couples 
came who, this year especially, 
have devoted much time to the 
interests of the members. The 
guests were Mr. and Mrs. 
• , , , . .  
• . :  . 
, OASSll tTn~ 
, ,".Planrfl)rs #, Builders of Quality Homes"  
pHO.NIE.MR,.  A . .SCHWAIGER 635.5220 
Shop Co-Op for Greater Food Value 
Pork Bu Roast , Lb.  
Pork Steaks ~.nTender Lb. ,69 Beef Liver ,,,,e~.. ........ .~. ,49 
Breakfast Sausage Jubilee.~. ,66 
Spare Bibs ~.e.,,o.. 59 " Lean Meaty  . . .  . . . .  Lb. II 
Sliced Ba!)on~o,,. ,.,.Pk,e. 849 
Balopa ,,,he ,,e. ............... ,.,,..46 
~ Fi brogia. '  Panels ,o,~. =,,. .......... , ................. . 
, ,  s tn ,  'S2.11 
i , , ' ,S4 ;  h ' i  S 6 ' ~ 3  A$"~0U1;  O"R ANIMAL H'*A*TH PRO"UC'~S. , WE 
i S " sht. CARRY MEDICAT IONS FOR POULTRY,  SWINE,  
. . . .  H°R_  sus  ""-"---_E,,__-_y-_= . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~.,.. 
210 Lb. 
100;Sq. Ft .  Per  Square 
Shingles 
S13.88 
Watch for our Fall Planting Bulbs They  wi l l ,be• arriving 
• soot1. ~ • : , • • 
10% La]~er•.Krum: i . .$2,~ 
.Asphalt 
I, produce Manager from a local .. 
t! grocery store Into judging the n _ _ n n n . u u n mnn * 
Iii produce in the horticulture Lno=TP_n mn L # m n a l  ~wat_~tr  
I) section of the(air anda Home . , . vv~uvwnl  I !1  ' N H H O V V  I I  V W i U  ' 
h ~ Economics teacher from.the , ' ' /: • ' ' 
~, high school to judge the baking. | ~ . . . . .  q . . . . .  - -  " r " . " ' ' + 
T e r r a c e  people a t t e n d e d  the  / L " 8 -- ~ ~ -- ' " : 
~!i fall fa i r  in Cedarvale last I [  ~ - - . .  - -  _ . _ _  ~ _  ~ ' ___  _ . _ _ _  ____  
;; Sunday as judges. Mrs. Ceva n ( ~ E E ~ .  1=~ nE|ee  UT|  ) 
Boutiller of the Women's i $ ~ [ r v n w  ; iv  g|ggr  l i i  | 
i'.~ itmtitute, Mr, and Mrs. Bruce ~: 
i: Freeman of the Farmer's m . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ' 4 . . . .  
(!, Institute and Mr ,  deJong m ~ cune WITH EASE - _~sy ,,hUron E nT nU=A_m:,, 
!i Manager of the Totem Saddle. n ~ i  I r lbb~. lb ,  , 
!i C lub all travelled, to the ' ' 
/) 
Agriculture Dept, ji 
3 DUo fl, Wheelbarrow $L88: 
AUGUST 26, 27,28.  
~; Buildlngi Supplies 
Javex , . . , ' '  ' : '~;..:.' ;'"Y~'.;:~ ~'fA, l~Hlit~s" i . '  Bloaoh , .= .~. , . , . . r  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .79 Beaut |eap~?,,,.,,~..~....79 
• • F leecy - ee l  L iquid G iant  Size Fabrne.Softonor.oz.,,. ,83 Dotorgont,~.~,,,,., 2, , ,89 
IU l~ lam~almnmA Parkay TheFamily JD I l~  ~,~~.Atmm, . .o rRaspber ry J  am ~'1  ~ i l~  
mulGa l l l l lU  Favorite 2 Lb. Pkg ........... I IUW ~i~-~Wl~[ l -  I ' iC'0dlp 48Oz Tin .. . . . .  ~U I I / '~  
Peanut • Butter. Kra f t  n79 n . U=, , . . •  " " ': '" :" ' '~ Rob inHood A t ' l  28 Oz . . Ja r . ,  . . . .  ,onnu -m: .  ,o,.,, . . . . . . .  . .q  For  I tS |  
~ l I D '  / - ~ / ~ ' ~ A  . w ~  ~ - - ~ "  ~ -  "" " 
" . ' .  ' , ' . , r :  . 
Oorn On The Gob Fraser  Va l tey .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  11r2"*" $1 
Barllettt :Poe 29 Tomatoes California 29 " ~ '~ F i rm Red . . . . . . . . . . . .  Lb . .  r$1 Washington .Lb. Ii 
Nectarines California 20 Green 0abbail 08 Sweet Ju icy . . . . . .  .. Lb. II 0 Local  Now Lb.  II 
I)ookie$ (:""~ . . . .  !( :~.~V~,~r l l/z Lb. P kge . . . . . . . . .  069  
Dill Piokles .~,e ,,-. Re No Gar l i c  32 Oz Jar  . . . . .  i lVV  
I Pi * S9 Dil okles Polish 6 ,cks  32 Oz. Ja r  . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  I Sp gh ~ono .2 , . ,76  a ett i  ,.~,.,, ...... 
Beans With Poork .4-r$1 
Green Giant Brown Sugared 1 . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Beans Wi th  Pork .  o,4 F. $1 
in Molasses  Green Giant Oven Crock 
Ji 
R a s pb e rri e s ...oz , , ,  ....ii:..:: , r  ,69 
Spaghetti ,~;~:~i!°::~:~...6,,$10oroai i"~'~,~'~r.P.'. . ... ............ ,39 
Bog Foe! ~o;:. .......... 8--r $1 Toilet TissUe !io~/or1~litseR°orllPkg e. .99  
Macaroni 2c~Y~k~;d.!.c"~'~...2:~0r J 6  Pineapple duuoe,, o, ,,.s2,,,69 
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" Single Copy15cenfs 
fearly in 
fearly by mail-S10 in Canada 
$12 outsideCanada 
~uthorized as second class'mail by 
he Post Office Dept., Ottawa and 
or payment of postage in cash. 
! - Music, Arl,  Dancing 
sUSiC Instruction: Enroll now for 
usic instruction in piano, organ, 
cordian. Northern Music Rentals, 
2 Lazelle Ave., 635-3388. (CTF r 
Piano Lessons 
~,gnes J. Kennedy ARCT " B C 
• egtstered music teacher has 
)penlngs for lessons for the fail term 
4633 Loen, 635-$336 (P-18) 
13- Personal 
'L~ CARGO EXCAVATI NG 
sndscaping, backfilling, basement. 
No job too small. Phone 635.2812 
days or 635.4035 evenings. (PT.14) 
Personal • For a Mrs. Cam;)bell. 
Her son Michael Pau wishes to get 
in touch with her. Write Box 63, 
Parksville, Vancouver Island, B.C. 
(P.14) 
14. Business Personal 
• R . J .  LETOURNEAU 
WATER WELL 
: DR!LLING 
13 years experience ,in 
commerclel end domestic water 
wells Al l  wells screened .and 
guaranteed. 
Phone 635-4.333 evenjn0s 
or Write: R.R. 2 Terrace, 
(P .15)"  
i 
PICTURE FRAMES" 
Framing o f  paintings, pictures, 
photos, certificates~, needlepoint etc. 
Ready to  hang. $0 r frame styles to 
• choose from. 635-2183. (CTF) 
APPLIANCE REPAIRS 
For :service ' tO refrigerators, 
freezers, washers, dryers, ranges. 
Call Bill WebFi at 635.2180. (CTF) 
For your Radio-and T.V. Repairs, 
Phone 635.3630 across from the 
Legion. 
FRED'S FURNITURE 
(o division of Fred's Refrigeration) 
(CTF) 
Good news for Terrace and K.itimat 
area., St. Mlchaels famous brand 
:name ,ladles wear, as well. as 
childrens, and menswear,, now 
available at the Boutique 
Internatlonele, 4616 Greig Ave., 
Terrace, next door to the Central 
Flower and Gift 5hop. St. Michaels 
famous in London and Paris and in 
many centres of the world importe~l 
from Britain to The Boutique 
Internationale exclusively in this 
area.Also coming for the fall season 
beautiful wools and tweeds imported 
direct from Scotland. Come in and 
see and compare this value.style and 
qualily. 
Boutique Internationale, 4616 
Greig Ave., Terrace. Next door to 
the Central Flowers and Gift Shop. 
(CTF.T) 
Are you sick ana tired of being sick. 
and tire~l? Let AIcoholic.Anenymous 
help you. 
Meetings 
Alanons meet ever~ Wed., 8 P.M. 
Skeena Valley Group every Thurs., 9 
P.M. 
Terrace Family Group every Sat., 9 
P.M. 
Breakfast Meeting every Sunday 11 
A.M. 
All meetings held in the old Library 
• Building at Kalum and Lakelse Ave. 
For idformation write Box $64 
Terrace, B.C. or Phone 63S•2C?n or 
635-3448. 
Don't let posterity "enjoy" your 
picnic. (P-15) 
14- Business Personal 
GEN ERALROOFING 
No job too big 
No lob too small 
See your roofing specialist 
STEVE P~RZENTNY 
ROOFIr4G CO. LTO, 
Gen~.al Roofing (Bonded) 
Phone night or day 635.2724 
(CTF) 
TONY'SMOBILE  HOME " 
SERVICE  & REPAIRS  
I 
IFor Complete Installation II~[ 
~ervice 
Blocking & Hook.up all Services 
Skirting & Porches & 
Dismanteling CTF) 
Phone 63S-7849 Terrace,. B.C. 
T V AND APPLIANCE REPAIR 
for reliable service and repair 
Contact Ron's T.V, an(~ Appliance 
$35.3179 anytime. (CTF) 
TELEVISION & ELECTRONIC 
SERVICING 
~hone 635.3715 anytime. (CTF) 
ALLAN J. McCaLL 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
4646 LakelseAve. 
Phone 63S•7282 
Res. 63S.2662 • 
Terrace, B.C. (CTF) 
BER NI NA SEWl NG MACH INE .  ~ 
Thompson Bernlna now 
located in 
ELKEN MERCANTILE 
est selection, best values ~ in town 
'am $59.95 up Including f ree  
ssons. , • 
123 Lakelse Ave., Terrace , ' ,  
Phone 635-2552 1 ~ (CTF) 
----1 
"TERRACE EX¢AVATINO," ~, 
Complete septic system lr~staliecl. 
Backhoe work by the hour; 0 
:onlract. 
For free estimates Cali 635-30&~, 
[CTF ) 
WATER. WELLS 
Cal! your locally owned . 
compalty * 
t0 t serve yOU~ better; : ' .  
~AII work guaranteed'i: J 
CL|AlZWAXeR 
DRILLiNG;:I~LTD:,, 
Hwy; ]6: East:" 
,Meke shopping a "Fun Thing" 
Visit a very interestingand 
different storewhere you will find 
OLD FASHIONED PERSONAL 
ATTENTION 
For expert advice on 
IH EALTH FOODS 
See Howard and Pegeen in 
THE MARKET PLACE 
4603 Lazelle Ave. 
Phone 635.7717 
iCTF). ~ 
17 - Educational . . . . . .  
TRAINEES WANTED 
I.B.M. Keypunch, Computer 
programming. 
N.C.R. MachlneAccounting 
DRAFTING 
the week of September 6th. Fo~ 
appointment write McKay Tech., 
204.510 West Hestln0s, 
Vancouver, 
'(C-14•3) 
18- Help Wanted-  Male 
Part.time work .available Aye" 3 
First jn Home Service 
shift  woi'kers. No experience 
necessary. Reply.'Advertlsar, Box 
694, Terrace Herald, stating phone 
no. and address, etc. (CTF) 
19 - Held) Wanted - Male 
& Female 
WATKINS QUALITY PRODUCTS 
Home Servieel " " 
We are looking for ambitious peol)le, 
full or part-time to service our 
customers In Terrace area. 168S 3 
~rd.Ave. 107, Prince George, B.C. (C -  
18-3) 
20 - Help Wanted 
Female 
PROVINCE OF BRITISH 
COLUMBI~ 
has opening for 
BUILDING MAINTENANCE 
ENGINEER 
VOcational School 
TERRACE 
SALARY: $835 per month... 
To be resp6n~lbe: for  the 
maintenance of all:steam heating 
equipment, refrigeration, air. 
conditioning, plumbing, electrical 
and other equipment under the Chief 
Engineer. 
Applicants must be Canadian 
citlzens..or. Brilish subl~cts, wlth 
education e<luivalent to Secondary 
S(:hool Entrance; a Third Class 
Heotln0 Engineer's certificate, plus 
several years' experience as a 
Statlansry Engineer Third Class; 
ability to carry.out .repairs on all 
mechan ca •egu pment; abi l i ty ,to 
authorize, repairs and the 
requisltlenlhgof new eqUlpment. 
Obtlqn applications from the'Civil 
Service Commission o f  British 
Columbla, 544 MIchl0an Street, 
VICTORIA, and return NOT LATER 
THA~I September 1, :1971. 
COMPETITION NO. ?t:679B (C-14'- 
• 3 )  " " 
ExPerienced. Sec.retary required, 
Apply. in '  own handwriting to 
Advertiser, Box. 687, Terrace 
Herald. Terrace, B.C. (CT F) 
28-,Furhiture ior Sa le  
For Sale.  Bedroom suite, Tappen 
Range, frldge, table and 'chairs, 
mlrrors,.~Colonlal ;~ouch, : oannlng 
• arl~'. ~et~: vo|kswagon fires, 
galvanized ~vatertan~,. Phone 635. 
"5981. (P -14)  ?.:;',~"!.;':'~ ~ 
Are ~ou P~yil~g :t~o~mtlch ' for, 
furnlture?~ If~sol try ~oUr.LfUrnlfure 
-re/Iting" plan,",~.We', rent -:.¢0mplete 
. housahold 7f~mlture' Including ~ TV 
with option.to buy. Freds Furniture: 
4434 Lakelse'Ave.:-~635.3630, (CTF) 
28 - Furniture for Sale 
For Sale. 2 step er~d tables - like new 
$10 each. Phone 635.3268 (STF) 
29-  Musical Instruments 
1 Electric. VOX Bass guitar, I 
ACETONE amplifier • has 4 . 12" 
speakers, ReVerb & Tremolo. Phone 
635.2132 after 6. (P-14) , 
Musical Instruments: Piano's fo r  
rent with option fo purchase. Gulta rs ' 
,and amplifiers for sale or rent 
Northern Musical  Rentals~ 4552 
i Lazelle Ave~, 635-3380. (CTF) ~ 
32 - BiCyles, Mo,torcyles 
.1970 430 BSA Fireb[rd Scrambler 
twin oarbs. S1000 or best offer• 
.phone 635-5021 after 6 p.m. (P.16) 
For Sale .650 cc Triumph Trophy 
"motorcyc!e. 1971 PriceS1150. Phone 
635.$376 (CTF) 
New Arrivals - 10 speed bicycles, 27" 
Racer. Regular $109.95 Special 
$79.9S 
Sears Sales 
230 Dobie St. Phone 635.2414 (P .1S)  
33- For Sale -Misc. 
For Sale-Chickens for boiling or 
stewing - 7S cents eai:h. 20 or more 
65 cents each. For ready to cook 
orders In poly bags please order by 
phone. Samson's Poultry Farm 635. 
2709 (C-16-3) 
For 5ale • 0 track tape player, 
speakers and 6 tapes. One 11 x 8 ft, 
Persian Rug, 1 pole lamp, I smoker 
stand, 1 eight day mantel clock. 
Phone 635-7S64 "(P-14) 
3 pc. bathrOOm set -white • used. 
Complete with chrome fittings. 
0 mm movie camera, ~roJector and 
editor. Phone 635-4091 after 6 p.m. 
(P-1S) 
Par Sale - 1960 Vauxhaul 
122 ft. Fibreglasa boat, windshield 
and controls. Phone 635-3546 (P-15) 
For 5ale - Dog houses, 2' - 3' or 4 ft. 
long or made to order. Phone 635. 
6628 or 635-3867 (PT-18) 
For Sale - Precast sidewalks, 
concrete patio blocks, dif ferent 
shapes and colors, quotes on layipg 
sidewalks. Phone 635.2003 Uplands 
Nursery. (CTF) 
Full line of household goods, plano, 
deepfreeze, kltchen, I[vlngroom and 
bedropm~sultes. Rock saw. ,AI in 
good i~:0n'ditior)~:. Phone 635-7~63 (P. 
14) 
. . "  , .~ .  
BACKHOE FOR HIRE 
Hour or Contract 
Reasonable 
PHONE 
635-3617 
~I"~ ) ANYT IME 
34 . For Rent- Misc.. 
For Rent. Indoor storage space fo r  
motorcycles, campers, skidoos, 
,boats, pickups, etc. Phone 635.2603 
(CTF } 
37- Pets 
1 Gray Gelding, gentle, end good 
with children. 0 years old. 
Sorrel Reg. ~/~ horse, Mare, 4.years 
old. Phone 635-3421 (P.1S) 
Wanted: Young male cat. Phone 
635-2506 (P-14) 
38-  Wanted- Misc. 
Wanted: Good used sma piano. 
Phone Kltlmat 432.6925.(C.15) 
Wanted, Crawler tractor 90 h.p. 
class, canopy, d rawber ,  w nch, 
angle hydraulic root blade, I~refer 
PTO, undercarriage over 50 percent, 
very good mechan]eall ~, guaranteed 
condition, price delivered 5 miles 
from Hazelton~'042-5947, Box 31, 
Hazelton. (C -15)  
' .. I.AND WANTED 
Sportsman w~shes~to buy acreage, 
*lergeor sma I suiteb e for, huntln0 or 
fishlng. No bulldings. Please send 
detalls end.;lagal description to C. 
Wood,~,Box 30, Sfatlon.S, Toronlo, 
Ont.~(C~IS) 
Wanted .to buy gOOd usecl furniture 
Contact, Freds. Furn lure, 635 3630 
(CTF) ~'.;.::~ .,~ ,, % r ." , , 
Wanted: Ode irlclge in BO0clworklng" 
order o~d reasonably priced Phone 
635-5S9/.,[STF) 
Want6d .hPower generatgr about 
250g watts. Phone 435-70/3 o'1~ wrHe 
Box 430,' Tel;i;ai:eo (PT-20) 
.For Sale ~ r0ne 14 ft.:alum hum boat; 
'also I utility trailer with low box On, 
Phone 635~95(P,14) -', ' ' 
iS °9 ' '  i" s tarcraf t .  (Holiday'. V)' 
hardtop boat . '~& 3,~ H,P..t~erc. 
Motors, lraller..'Phone ~.2432 after 
$ p ,m. '  (P ; I~) ' : ; . , .  " " 
Fpr Sale: :RIver*boat. IO  ft. Ionu~ 
41 . Machinery for Sale 
The following vehicles are offered 
for sale by sealed tender on an "As is 
Where is Basis" 
~ only 1965 Volkswagen Sedan ,No. 92 
only 1964 International Pickup No. 
214 
only 1965 International Pickup No. 
217 
1 Only 1965 GMC Pickup No. 246 
I Only 1965 GMC Plckup No. 247 
I Only 1966 GMC Pickup No. 249 
1 Only 1966 GMC Pickup No. 251 
I Only 1966'GMC Plckup No. 253 
I Only 1966 GMC PiCKUp NO. 254 
I Only 1964 International Pickup 4 x 
4 No. 273' 
1 Only "1966GMC Pickup No. 283 
1 Only 1966 GMC Pickup.No. 286 
1 Only.1964 International 1 Ton Van 
NO. 304 
. These units,may now be vlewed 
in the Twinriver Timber Limited 
office area. 
A comp&ny representatlye will be 
on hand on Sat. Aug. 21 between the 
hours of 9a,m~ and 11 a.m. 
• All,tenders to be .sent to the 
Attention of A.T. Bishop, Regional 
Controller, ' Twinrlver Timber 
Limited, Box 1000, Terrace, B.C. 
Acceptance of fenders will close at 
12 noon August 27, 1971 
All sales will be cash snd tenders 
are sublect to 5 percent B.C. Tax. 
Twinriver Rimber Ltd. (C-14-3) 
Buy With Oonfidenoe 
Al l  F inning used. 
machines are repaired or 
rebui l t  by sk i  lied 
mechanics ,  specia l ly  
t ra ined  in equ ipment  
repair. Shop •facilities 
that are unmatched and 
t ra ined  mechanics  go 
hand Jn hand to provide 
you with the best used 
equipment in B.C. 
1965 Cot D8H tractor w-power-shlft 
transmission, hyd. dozer, winch, 
operator guard. Undercarriage in 
very good shape. Balance machine 
good with necessary repairs made. 
Certified Buy, 60.day warranty, 
Prince George. 
FT-320S $51,000 
1967 Cat DS tractor w~270 H P engine, 
hyd. dozer,, winch, canopy. 
Undercarriage rates • 00 percent. 
Balance of machine in excellent 
shape wi~lh malor rebuild on engine, 
transmlselon and hydraulics. ~A 
sound buyl Certified Buy 90.day 
warranty, Prince George. 
FT-430/ $53,000 
1965 Cat D6B tractor w-hyd, dozer, 
winch, •operator " guard. 
Undercarriage good. U~It Working 
well with necessary repairs done. 
See it todayl Certified Buy, 60.day 
warrant;/; Prince George . . . . .  
' FT.4286' t-; ~ #';, -'~, 6 ;- ........ $~! 9~,000 
;,1963 Cat D5 .trbofor': w:po~ver :~shlf t 
transmission snd winch, hyd. dozer, 
canopy, Undercarriage runs fair to 
good. Machine checked and 
repaired as requlred. Check the 
pricel Certified BUy 30:day 
warranty, Prince George. 
FT-4402 $23,000 
1969 International L175 track loader 
w.diesel engine; log fork and clamp, 
cab. Underearrlage like new . 100 
percent. Unit in good operating 
condition. Don't miss this anal 
Certified Buy -60.day warranly, 
Prince George. 
FT-3;r79 $20,000 
1966 Wagner L J34 log loader w-log 
fork & grapple, hyd. extendable 
boom, left and right kickers, left and 
right holdowln clamp, operator cob. 
Unit operational with lots'of life left. 
Check ~he prlcel As Is, Terrac'e." 
FT-4246 S0,S00 
1968 TlmberJack 330 skidder w. 
diesel englne, winch, canopy. Tires: 
]8 .4  x 34 .10  PR • fair. Unit in good 
working order. Repairs coml)lete. 
A real workerl Certified Buy, 30. 
day warranty, Prince George. 
FT.4363 " $13,000 
1959 Cat No. 14 motor grader w- 
scerifier, cab, snow wing, hyd. side 
shift. New recap fires 14.00 x 24. A 
sound worker. Mlnor repairs done. 
Certified Buy -30•day warranty, 
Prince George. 
FT-4298 $18,S00 
~ ~ ~3 ) 1 
I_FtNNtNO 
~JJ YOUR OATIRIIILLAR OeALER j 
4621 KEITH ROAD 
PHONE 635-7144 
TERRACE 
CATI[RF4tt,AR AND CAT ARE REegTIREO TRAOI[~JtRKB 
NEWAND USED 
TREE FARMER SKIDDER$ 
VOLVO FRONT 'END I~OADERS 
Full range':~0f new".~nd used Tree' 
Farmer Skldders; ALL SIZES 
New and used .Volvo Front End 
Loaders. ALL SIZES . • 
' ALLPRIcED~ro  $,E~L.-.: . 
Contact us at'.' 
Vam:ouver , "  :'• .321-681t 
Prince Georg~ - 563.7101 
Kemloops..., '- "372-5262 
ROBERT MORSE CORP. LTD. 
(C1;.14.3) 
43 -Rooms for Rent 
: Ro0m', for' rent "for young man, 
cooking' fucllltlos, 'bathroom and 
private ~itrace. ~704 Spai'ks Soufll 
or phone 635-5327 (P-14) . ~ /  
Ro0rh :tot rent .  Jil family home, no 
cOOkMg facilities; $40 bar month... 
Phone 435-2321 (¢TF) • . . 
43- Rooms fnr Rent 
Hillside Ledge 
4450 LlttleAve. 
Sleeping rooms, housekeeping units, 
centrally, located, full furnished. 
Reasonable rates by week or month. 
Non.drinkers only. Phone 635.6611 
(CTF) 
KEYSTONE COURT APTS. 
1,2, &3 bedroom deluxe suites Scott 
Ave. Terrace." Swimming pool for 
tenants. 'Phone 635.$224. (CTF 
i 
GATEWAY MOTEL " 
RE DUCED RATES 
Monthly. weekly " 
One and two bedroom suit 
Phone 63S.540S 
CTF i 
44 - Room & Board 
Room and board available. Ph.one" 
635-5429 (P-15 (P-15) 
Room and 8oard for single working 
girl. Phone 635-3397 (STF) 
47. Homes for Rent 
For Rent - 3 bedroom row houses" 
with basement. Refrigerators and 
stoves, some with washers and 
dryers. Electric heat. Close to 
downtown and schools. Playground 
tar children. References required. 
Apply Mrs. Rebe Phillips, 
Codergrove Gardens, 4529 Straume 
Ste• 125, Phone 635-3788 (CTF) . 
KALUM GARDENS 
3 BEDROOM DELUXE 
TOWN HOUSES 
designed for family living. 
Carpeting, Carport 
end Full basement. 
For Appointment to 
view Ph. 635.7320 
(CTF) 
For Rent . A-frame on 1714 "A 
Queensway for rent as of Sept. 1st. 
Phone Aug. 29 & 30 635-3019 (C-14) 
3 bedroom side by side duplex for 
rent • w-w carpeting In Ilvlngroom, 
fireplace. :Across from Keyston e 
Apts. Phone 635-2551 (P-14) 
For Rent '- Cabin for rent . 3707 
Kolum St. Phone 635.681S (P-1S) 
Furnished cabins weekly and 
monlhly rates. Cedars Motel. Phase 
63S.2258. (CTF.3) 
48 • Suites for Rent 
Large 2 bedroom suite, 6 miles from 
.tow, - New Remo., .o,, ...... 
"*'Phone 635.~M:~(P;~I )~ ' :  
:'" For ~ Rent • 2 bedroom suite, frid0e 
and stovearid laundry facilities. No 
Pets- 'Adults Only. Phone 635-$4S6 
(P.16)' 
For Rent - 4 bedroom basement 
suite, w.'lll to wall carpeting, fridge 
and stove. Electric heat. Phone 635- 
3319 (P -16)  
For Rent . 2 bedroom suite 
unfurnished. Krumm Rd• No. 1, Lot 
B. Phone 635-741S from 9 a.m. - 5 
p.m. or 635.7452 from 6 p.m.. 9 p.m. 
For Rent.  available Sept. 1st, for 
reliable tenants. One bedroom fully 
furnished Self.c()nteined basement 
• suite. Close to schools. No heavy 
drinkers. Phone 635.2055 (P-15) 
49- Homes for Sale 
For Sale: 2 bedroom house, full 
basement divided to two rooms. 
$18,000.00 with S4,000 down. 
Immediate occupancy. Phone S. 
6837. (C-14.3) 
Threebedroom homqon bench. Two 
years old, full basement and 
carport. Electric heat, fireplace, 
V.L;A. Al~proved.'Near Vocational 
school. Over one acre land. Prl'ce 
$26,500 5135 McConnel'Ave. (P.14) 
3 bedroom house, 1,000 sq. ft. Off 
IHIghway 16E. 2 miles from 
iSkeena Bridge. Phone 635.2603 
. (CTF) 
For Sale. Private - 3 bedroom house 
in Terrace on quiet street near 
schools. 3 minutes from downtown. 
• Terms can be arranged. Phone 635- 
7337 (CTF) 
For Sale. 4 bedroom house w th full 
basement, 2 bedrooms located in 
basement with balhroom ~ tacllitles. 
Situated onVa acr~ lot, s(~rvlcecl with 
town water and sewei'..Includes red 
brick,fireplace and electric heal. 
Seperate 1car gara0b. Full price 
$14;000 Phone 635-6801" (CTF) 
New3bedroom homeon bench. 1252 
• ~,q'o :ft, W.W carpet throughout. 
$11,000 cash to reor)gage. Phone 635. 
6913 (P -15)  ' • ~ " 
For sale by owne~r, Executive' type 
four bedroom h0me 0n large,Plow 
lot, 4501 Cedar Cresant, 2600 square 
feet on two floord, wal l  towa l l  
carpet, Two fireplaces, gas-heat; 
reduced price. Phone 635•$205 (P.17) 
For~ Sale bY Owner ".' 5 bedroom 
home, 2 In the basement, 1300 oR, ft, i 
,1 year old, w.w In living roord~ dlnlno 
room, hall 'and.cathedral.entrance. 
k lcan  sldln0,.:'elec. :'heat. -;Owner 
transferred, "MUst sell :.: 123,S00.- i 
S6,$00, .cash :"to .. mortgkge.. 4S21 
Graham Ave, Phone 635-5953 (P.14) 
• For Sale: Unfinished 2 bdrm. house 
OSBORNE,, GUEST * ; HOUSE. 0n a 70' x 200' lot at Lakelsa Lk, turn 
comf0rtable.i':ir0oms. In qu et south',at Oil's Place,: F rot "Ave, 
residential 'ar-ea~'2012 :Hall Street. No,lS. Creek running through end a 
Phone 635.2171. (CTF) , ' 'cabin :in back, Owner leap ng to~Nn, 
,Ph~e625~73S2 (PT.14)* : 
, :~, ~. L': FLYNNAP,TS~ ",:h, .'" 
'Furnlshed .' reo~ns'' and :~fUrn ,shed' :} i~ ie l~3 b~r00m ~
OPts..' Cookl~'facJllfles!. a~al able. :s~le has wall t0'Wtll In Ilvlngroom, 
P, hone635166SaCTF|; • .,:j:(i .~ . .u t l l l l y  rbem, wash~Pr &'dryer~:hook. 
" ~ " : i ~'' '" " ,.Ulptetc,-:AUla.:oll !qrance~ ~uSfbt  
R~ !or,~e~t! re. ,~enileman and s~mld lmmedl~;te!y." Fo i "  ,- mope 
, cleaning "up.~- In~ baled ~, Ph~n~. 4.15;, Intormallo~ Phon~ a davs :&lS:~a4I:'::~: 
51 - Business Locations 
Newly Decorated Office - 
Birch panelled walls, wall to wall 
carpet. Electric heat, LergeJN;~.~th 
windows. Approx. 900square feel on 
Lakel~;e Ave. Apply Elken 
Mercantile Phone 635-2552. (CTF•3_) 
52 - Wanted to Rent 
Wanted to Rent - Couple with pet 
~u ld  like cheap • occomodatlens. 
Preferably small cabin or house. 
Phone 435-5438 after 6 p.m. (P.14) 
For rent • 1 2 buSiness spaces in new 
building 500 sq. ft. & 800 sq. ft. Phone 
635-7985' (CTF .  ~ 
Wanted: Young reliable couple 
-needs small house within walking 
• distance of town. Please call 
between 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 635-7717 
(STF) 
Wanted to Purchase: 2 or 3 bedroom 
home with basement. Must Pass 
VLA specifications. Phone 635.6758 
after 6 p.m. (P-14). 
SS -Property for Sale 
Downtown commercial property 
comprising two shops totalling 1,800 
sq. ft. plus rental unit and Parking 
space. Substantial mortgage 
available at 7 percent. COntact Mr. 
MOOre,46]6 Greig Ave. (CTF.T) 
For Sale Corner lot, set up for trailer 
includes 8 x 20 sundeck, 0 x 12 fully 
insulted Joey shack, outdoor 
barbecue and other extras. Phone 
635.4580 (P.17) 
For Sale: Property in the Nass. 
Contact Si or Bobby Davis, Box 129 
Hess Camp, Terrace, B.C. (CTF) 
, FOR SALE BY OWNER 
,Lot in Thornhill. Has  septic tank 
and field on pubJic water supply. 
'Has existing concrete foundation.. 
Can arrange 100 percent financing 
for approved party. Phone 635.7337 
(CTF) 
For Sale: Very good size building lot 
In R2. Water and sewer. Close to 
shopping school, and pavement. 
Must sell immediately. Phone 5.5841 
days 5.327) evenings. (PT.17) 
For Sale: One75 x 100 ft. lot and 12x 
54 ft. General Trailer~ fenced and 
landscaped. Asking $14000.00. Phone 
5.6726. (CTF) 
Lot 88, Dobie Rd. 107 x 144 ft. 
Lot 59, Skinner Rd• 76 x 200 ft. 
$2500 " each. S300 down, $50 I~er 
monlh. Phone 635-2198 (P-14) 
Acreages tar sale . '4 8, S acre 
parcels lust north of Terrace city 
limits. Water available, terms. 
Phone 635-5900 (CTF) 
In Thornhlll 2V~ acres of land. on 
Highway 16. Phone 635.5233 (STF) 
For Sale in Thornhill. Cleared lot 75 
x 200 ft. on water. Reasonably 
• priced Phone 635-27"/2 after S p.m. 
.(P-14) 
56 - Business Opportunity 
i 
-For Sale-. Well estObllsfied retail| 
business. Genuine reason for sa/eJ 
other business interests;, contsctJ 
Mr. Mooi'e, ,1616 Greig Ave., I  
(CTF.T.3) 
BUSINESS FOR SALE 
Car rental Agency available with 
or without cars. Price negotiable. 
Ideal business opportunity for young 
aggressive working couple 
whereupon the wife could handle the 
reservations and rentals. Past trend 
has proved that top service creates 
rapid Increase in business and 
profit. Many built-in national steady 
accounts already secured for repeat 
buslness. Backed by a truly 
successful name in Car Rentals. 
Only those sincerely Interested in 
exchanging hard work for 
rewarding proflts need apply. Apply 
Advertiser, Box 693, Terrace 
Omenlcal5-3) Herald, Terrace B.C. (C. I 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
BARN MONEY IN 5PARETIME , 
"Men or Women to re-stock and 
collect money from New Type high 
quality coin.operated dispensers in, 
your area. No selling. To qualify, 
must have car, references, $1000 to 
$3000 cash. Seven to twelve hours 
weekly can net excellent Income. 
More full time. We Invest with you.- 
and establish your route. -For  
personal Infervlow write: 
B.V. DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED 
Dept. "A"  
" 1163 Tecumseh Road, East  
WINDSOR 20, Ontario (P -14) : i  
57 - Atit0m0bilesi:: 
69 Chrysler. 2:dr. hard ~t~>P," vinyl 
roof,  power equ lpped, . 'S249S.00•  
Phone 5-4009. (P-14) . "- ,. 
For Sate- lm VO~d'~Na0on; "g~d' 
condition, extraa~ Phoned3S-/710 (P. 
15) :' :,/:'~:,,..'" : 7-.. ~', ~'. 
For] Sale " • '  :19~'.~:Chov 6 / cy l .  
automatic, mechanically, so,nd. 
$275. Phone63.~138 after; 6 pm.  tP.- 
17)...  : , . . . ' : "  :? .~ * 
For Sale • 1970 Meteor RidbaO 500, 2 
dr, H,T. P.S,P.B; 390 a~l'o, 2extra ~ 
studded winter:tires. -: $3,004erbeSt', 
offer• Phone 635.7i~ (P.15) • : . -  
For Sale • 197~V~ Ton, GMC P.S.P.B. 
H,D, SUS~3~0 co; In, V.8,.4 bl,,'duels~ 
eu)(L' ~ tkSt, insul.' canopy; i;edl0, with' 
• or~,wlth(~ut stei-ee and Peverb., n 
:exi:ellent: cond.' WOU d consider 
taklng~small..late model car as part 
pat/menlo P.hone 635,5147 (P,IS) 
~'ron  19~3 OMC PlCkupat Tel:race 
International lo t . , :  : 35~0'~ *~: Gso~ 
57-~ Automobiles 
For Sale: One 1970 Kenworth Model 
W.923 CNC excellent condition. All 
inquiries should be directed to 635- 
3113. (CTF) 
For Sale • new deluxe camper and 
new Ford pickup for sale. Sleepe 6. 
Phone 635-5900 (CTF) 
For Sale - 1964 Ford Custom 50¢ 
with 352 cu. in. motor end standard 
transmlsslon~ Best reasonable cash 
offer. Phone 635-t626 after 6 p.m, (P -  
14) C', 
For Sale . 611 Plymouth GTX 440 
motor, finonclng available. Phone 
635-23"/0 [P-20 " - 
1971 Ford ~ Ton Crowcab 9500 
miles, as now, auto.-tl'ansmisslon, 
P.S. P.B. Redio,.rear bumper, 
mirrors, etc. Extra special price. 
.19~ Jeep Wagoneer V-0, P.B. 4 
.wheel drive, now en0ine. Top 
condition $2,250 Phone 635-3078 
(CTF) " 
1970 IHC t/~ ton P.U.V-0, P.B., P.S. 
deluxe cab with buckets. Will except 
older car or P.U. as  trade. 
Financing can be arranged. Phone 
635-7493. evenings. (P.14) 
"USEDTRUCKS" 
1969 KW, L923 C.W 2S Ton Columbia 
selfload 9V71, 8753B.8341C, SFD4640, 
12 x 24 tires 70 percent, Budd wheels, 
WB270. Hayes Equipment Sales Ltd 
.Phone Prince George, 563-0614, 
Telex 047-584. (C.17.3) 
For Sale: 1969 I~odge pickup ~/, ton, 
V.8, automatic, 11,500 m es,_with 
"electric winch, $24000 without winch 
$2000. Can be seen at 4619 Hillcrest 
or phone 5.5757. (CTF) 
XXXXXX 
CENTENNIAL MEMO -- Dease 
Lake was named after an early 
explorer Peter W. Dease. 
XXXXXX 
58- Trai lers 
FORCED SALE 
0 x 20 Homemade troller - Ideal for 
mobile tool shed. 
1966 Chrysler Now Yorker 
1967 Rambler Ambassador - - 
Phone 635.6S9S Dal/s (C-15) ~- 
For Sale - Caveman 10'6" Cemper. 
E:;¢cellen t condition. :Reduced"  
price.. Phone R, Skoglund 635-53M.•" 
(C -  (C -16)  
10x $5 2 bedroom mobile home Wlth 
adloffilng heated leeY shack~.i'/ . 
Situated at No. 45, Timberland 
Trailer Park .  Phone 635-3149 (P-20) 
For Sale . '1967 General 12 x 55, ~ 3 ~ 
bedroom mobile home. Wlth 6 x 8 [ 
porch. Semi 'furnished.. $6750 ~ • 
Furnished S7250 Phone 635.3421 (P -  
15) . ~ ' 
For Sale - Prowler.travel  troika, " 
Mo(~el 1"9, fu l ly  self-conloliled, 
styrofoam insulation, shag carpet, 
radio, electric and gas heat. T.V. 
Antenna, Best Offer. Phone 635-5991 
(P-14) . 
'il 
For Sale. Travel Trailer, sleeps ~ 
six, 3 burner stove, ice box, first .' 
class condition. Phone 635-5134 (P" i 
16) 
ii 
For Sale 
8 x 36 house trailer 
8 x 41 House trailer !t 
I0 x 50 housetrailer ]t 
Contact A• Frelson [. 
3213 Kalum (P•16) i. 
FOR SALE 
1970- 13' Baler Travel Trailer. 
Propane stove and furnace. Ice box. 
Sleeps tou~'. Weighs only 850 Iba. 
Ideal for small car, mirrors 
included. 635•9973. (5TF) 
For Sale: 12 x 52 Glendale trailer. 2 
br, with centre kitchen. Large 
finished joey shack and porch. 
Phone 635.7493 or 635•6368. (P.14) 
SOUTH PARK HOLIDAY 
TR AI LER S & CAMPE RS 
(Hitches • mirrors etc. 
REEL INN MOBILE HOME 
SALES 
5506 Hwy. 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. 
LE. PRUDEN REALTY Ltd, 
4641 LAZELLE  AVENUE PHONE 63S.6371 
Nearly New. 
Two bedroom home with partially completed basement. 
Attract ive shag carpet ing,  quiet area. Owner is transferred 
: and mustsel i . 'Pr iced at only $22,850. T ry  your downpayment .  
Executive HOmes. 
We now have a good selection of  fine homes fer the fami ly  
that" wants more than jest a house, Breathtaking v iew 
properties and lakeside homes. Discuss your needs.with our 
qualif ied staff. 
Brand New Three Bedroom Homes. 
Close in location, full basement, C.M.H.C. mortgages, w-w 
carpeting in l ivingroom, some with f ireplaces and caroots. 
Price range $25,000 to $26,000. 
LARRY PRUDEh - 635-S260 
TOM SLEMKO - 635.3366 
JOHN CURRIE  63~-5865 
MIlLTIPLE LIITIilR _ SERYiCE. 
! . . ... 
:~q " e • 
Dump 
1 
LVAOE !J:;'"..i ,: " ' . ,  
In his day a man climbed with rope and raw courage .  . . . .  i' '. 
ILtook more time, •more eff0rl, but he always made;it Sol • . . . . .  
therapY:That's the way it is with, Old.Style. We blow it:t, i.-. i :. 
slow and amy, .the oliJ~fashioned way. Because:thM'V~:.. i i ;~ : 
what i| :i takes to ~ rea~Ch the.; peak o f  real beer Iinv0u~II~!F'~T,~ ~'.` k:rz ~ "~ 
/ / /  i 
.), L 
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TERRACE BUSINESS PERSONALI,TYOF 
THURSDAY, AUGUST 27, 
I 
THE WEEK 
VISIT 
The Blue Bottle 
arts & Drafts 
PAINTING';- POTTERY- WEAVING 
1714 QUEENSWAY TERRACE 
635-6632 
House Of Sim-Oi-Ghets 
Authentic Indian Arts & Crafts 
3 miles West of Terrace on Hwy 16 
HUNTING AND FISHING, GUIDES 
GraDe 
Fell 
~~ Florist /, 
O ~  Phone 635-6939 
4601 Lakelse Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. 
WIGHTMAN 
Are you tired of being treated 
• like an I.B.M. card in your 
business dealings? Try 
Wightman and Smith. They 
specialize in real estate, 
insurance AND friendliness. 
The firm that is now 
Wightman and Smith was 
established in Terrace in about 
1923 when N.S. Gilbert founded 
it as Terrace's first insurance 
agency. In the 1930's, O.T. 
Sundal assumed ownership of 
the business and operated it 
until his death in 1951 when it 
passed to his son-in-law, James 
Hamilton Smither, member of a 
well known pioneer family. 
I t  was 1956 when Morris 
Wightman, who until that time 
had operated the Royal Bank in 
Terrace as a sub-office of 
Prince Rupert, stepped into the 
insurance field. Mr. Wightman, 
a nat ive  of Fort William, 
Ontario, recalls that in 1946 
Terrace had only one bank and 
about 400 people who did most of 
their business by 
correspondance. He's'seen the 
community explode in 
population figures since that 
time, and has expanded his 
business to meet the town's 
needs. 
Har ry  Smith, former public 
health inspector who hails from 
the Okanagon, joined Mr. 
Wightman in 1960. By 1965 they 
were incorporated under the 
present name, and after two 
years of training under pioneer 
realtor Frank Morris, began 
selling property. 
The old Morris Wightman 
Insurance Agency, and then 
Wightman and Smith were 
sharing the old Orange Hall 
Building with several other 
tenants up until two years ago 
when they expanded and 
remodeled the offices inside and 
AND SMtTH 
put the new facing on the 
outside. The attractive office 
and its prime main street 
location attracts many passers 
by who are curious about 
p roperty.~ the area. 
John Wallbergs, born in 
Dusseldorf and associated with 
Alcan for 15 years, came to join 
the firm in 1970. His friendly 
help to young people looking for 
land, young families on the 
verge of purchasing their first 
home, and his courtesy to the 
merely 'curious is a good 
example of the service offered 
at Wightman and Smith. 
Mr. Poul Bogelund, a 
member of the F.R.I.C. and the 
only appraiser in the area with 
recogn ized  pro fess iona l  
standing, and Mrl Roger 
Vinnedge complete the real 
estate team. John Long handles 
the insurance end of the 
business assisted by Mrs. Chris 
Messman, Mrs. Jane Sacharoff 
and Miss Terry Agnew. 
Mr. Wightman is no longer 
active in the firm, but he is still 
very active in community 
affairs.' Both" he and Harry 
Smith have been city 
councillors, and now Mr. 
Wightman is involved in the 
arena campaign. Another 
example of why Wightman and 
Smith use the motto "Service is 
our Watchword". 
@ 
: . ,  .~ .  ~:~ • 
• ALITtlORIZED DEALER 
COLUMBIAAUTO HAUS 
Highway 16 E. at River Drive 
Terrace B.'C. ' : 
Sales: Service: 
EMIL JANDA ROLAND OBST 
Phone 635-5844 Phone 635-5717 
THORNHILL ELEOTRIO 
' & .PLUMBING 
~ ' ~ l ~ T  R ' A L 
Free Est imates 
RIVER ROAD 24 HR. SERVICE 
TERRACE,  B.C. 
635-5041 
TRUING ' 
BALANOING 
SHOOKS 
ALIGHMENT 
T IRE  STORES 
: :{~!:~} i;i :;; :.f: i:ii; : !:. :~i.i ! i;:~7{;i::::i: 17(i : i i;ili ii:]:.i:.[]i!] i ;:ii l;i~i :i ~: :;i ;.::i i  }i :.::7;~! i:ii;:i;;,.'iil;. :~i ;i:. ;;{}:i i:i~i.~ 
915 CLARK RD. AT HWY. 16 EAST 
................ I ............... :1
' ~,~.'~-~:~  ~:.:::," '~';~:;:>~:= : '~' ~ ~"~" ~ ;':i • USE YOUR PH. 635-5500 
= ;~,:,;,,7:, .,'i ~}~*~''g{ l ;. CHARGEX ASK FOR KEN [ ;i ~,  ~,~'~ ~:' , : ,"~ ::" i ~ 
I!ii::':':' ............................... "" .................... ~ ~ e  7 Got  LV. Troubles* 
~r ~ ~ ear  SMITH " "  ' ' 
. 
~t~" .~#'!;~, LIMITED •' .... '' 
~c. :iiii{~ii~iiiiii!~i!i~i~ ........ ...;~i~;:.:.:.;:!;}~iiiii~iii. . Real Estate & General ~ >~ 
~: ~ J & Life Insurance " ~  . . 
FORSYTH SHIRTS ~.  4611 LAg.ELSEAVE. - TEL. ha5-6361 ~i:<:;';'i~:~:~.i;i>i~/i~ ' 
TUXEDO RENTALS ~''"  ~ S  GENE AL 
TERRACE'S SENIOR ~ ~ ELECTRONIC  REPAIR  
INSURANCE AGENCY 
4650 LAKELSE 635-2421 Member of Northwest ~ 
. . . . . .  ' ~ Real Estate Board JOHN LONG . . . .  . Phone 635-3715 Anyt ime! 
g'bg r 
t '~_ .  IS  
have YOU in mindZ 
4601 Lazelle 
- Water Beds. - 
~ 'WOreo,s. 
Posters 
The Flatbush Ave, Freighter 
4648 Lakelse 
Compare And Save $ ~@b~' 
"Everyth ing  That ' s  Good for  Your  Head"  
NOR-PINE.HOMES .... ~ . . . . . . . .  -- '-- ' . . . . .  i 
Available at POULTRT ~- - : "  SAV'MOR .gILDERS DENTRE Ltd, SAMSOM'S 
THE PRE*A..OME'~U'LT ,N TER.ACE FARM ~ .  
4827 KeithTerraceAVe. 635-7224 1~ INS IST  
4508 N. Eby upon San 
Drafting " ~ , ,~~X,~- - - -~ .a  635-2709 Fresh, he 
Estimating ~ / ~ q ~  X% produced 
Blue Prints ~ ~  ~ I 
msom's 
ome- 
eggs, 
MOUNTVIEW 
BAKERY LTD. 
MMMmm 
4637 LAZELLE  PHONE 635-6650. 
Cakes Donuts 
Pies Buns 
| 
] OK 
Mant ique  Men's 
m.,,. ~,,.t wear  "re.m= 
For Variety Doe's Cartage & Storage Co, Ltd, 
shop 
TERRIi)E 
- . .00  
. clolhing 
. sewing notions 
.toys TERRACE K IT IMAT 
. gifts. 4530 KEITH - 272 3RD 1ST. 
,3210 KALUM 635.2812 635-2728 632-2544 
/ 
Kalum Eleotrio Ltd,: 
• . L. Sperandle - Over 20 yrs' 
West: End Store 
'L . 
HIWAY 16 WEST - TERRACE 
- Groceries " !'"i:ii 
~ ,  I'~ -.Gas 
-.Refuse Dora 
Totem Car Wash 
GIVE YOUR CAR A TREAT..,! 
4637, KEITH AVE. 
~,  ", i ,,, Drop in to T.otem Car 
,~~, '  .. Was, Today fi. up 
~ #~~", . '  with 10 gallons 
~& '..~' .l!~'" ' o r~More  of ,Gulf Gas .. 
- TERRACE 
,?  Quality Println~ w~th 
tast aervlee, see, Jo~i! 
• -,oexUrr/- • *,QNS". iD T,CXmm 
• LICTTEI~HI[ADII e INVI[LOPiI'o. 
MENUS • INAPOUTI,/O POlrrlr, RI. 
ITATIMENTe • IU, I f lN l l I  i~ORf'"i 
IU!INESI'OAN'DII'Q FL.YIRI ~, 
~-.:~ RUIIIER ITAMPI MADE i rTO~ORD' " 
i • Ja rs  pe!eTees, 
a . La .  ~ J.Azm' uK:;amnRAe', i ,¢.- • 
..... : ~ ':PHONE 6a841024' 1 ' ' : j ' ~']'  ~' I ' 
/ . .., -~'7" /?,,/'/:i'J,//:.':,,'. 
. Wlf ClAN r~4kk~ AT YOUR~OleelCl Oq IHOP 
~ =re=uS, ~M,/:voun,, I~NTm*',NU~ 
• ? . , .  
the herald 
• I 
f 
get ready! find 
valuable help 
. r  
inside these pageS< 
p 
.~,i ,i.~*~ * :'.'.*~:!*~' ,'~),~,~2 
L!~ 
" , ]•++ 
i 
am 
BACK TO SCHOOL FASHIONS, modelled by Jude Ollberlson 
and Rodney Olalm, both of Terrace. The fashions they are 
wearing are from Sweet Sixteen and Miller's Men's Wear; Jude 
is wearing a Hotpant dress of completely washable fortrel..ROd 
is wearing brushed enim flared jeans with button fly, and a 
fortrel .Sklnney.+gtb shirt with a zipper front. 
.971  
School is, good (?) 
By Penny Read 
Oh my gosh, the time has 
come again for me tO bide my 
time in the hallowed hallway of 
a school building instead of. 
soaking-up sun, swimming, 
hiking, talking all day with my 
friends or, or, or... 
I look" forward to school for 
the extension of my. mind and 
for learning about all-the good 
things in life. Things such as 
learning how "to laugh "at a 
teacher's poor joke and 
somehow making the rteacher 
think he knows everything, even 
though he or she jnst'fi~ished 
maki+ng an atrocious mistake 
over'some'date in history. . 
Do not take me wrong. I 
believe school is beneficial: 
where else can you- learn 
advanced mathematics or 
biology. How about he ]fie of 
reproduction. You cannot learn 
these matters unless you~ave a 
trained school teaehe/-. , 
School is also the place of love 
and joy. When I speak of-love I" 
am sure that all studentJ know 
what I refer to: sitting next to 
your sweaty w.hen the lights are 
dimmed for f i lm-showing 
purposes, the grade five crush 
girls have on their first male 
teacher, or the strong love 
small boys have for their 
'motherly type primary 
teachers. 
Every student has at one time 
experienced the near kidney 
burst when highsc-'hool shyness 
prevented you from raising 
your. hand a~d'asking for 
permission... 
Oh and alas, Who Can forget 
the excitement of returning on 
the very first day of school. 
'Remember the opportunity of 
wearing all those, nice clean 
clothes that mother insisted you 
needed for the cccasio~ How I 
love getting out of the comfort 
of my T-shirt and jeans, just to 
climb into by Sunday best in 
hopes of impressing my 
teachers....now who was it that 
said clothing makes tile person. 
Girls: do you remember the 
.powder oom where overheard 
]s the whisper that Joan 
somehow got pregnant and that 
Bill made an obscene gesture 
towards the French teacher. 
The sports competition in 
school really h i t sus  all. 
Reine/nher those floor hockey 
games when only one member 
courses at School I am sorry for 
her~ I am also sorry that this 
could not be a success tory. 
But that is school for you. 
Increase 
in numbers. 
• Terrace is slowly increasing 
in size. This is demonstrated by 
~e gradual growth in numbers - 
of school children in Skcena 
Cassiar School District 88. from each team showed up at 
lunch hour. Speaking of The district includes 13 
physical education...how about Terrace schools and seven 
,those P.E. instructors, They Hazelten schools and fi~e other 
.stressed •to+us that after-class schools' inThe Nass area and , .: 
showers were compulsory HOw "Kiisault, across the Alice A/'m. 
awful is  the embarassment A four hundred to  e ight  
when one of ~,our fellow sh0~ver 'liundred pupil increase is 
mates points at you and then expected this year, +bringing 
• laughs. . , + . ""  r - -  last year's tally from the 5300- ~- ~:+:~:+ [ :. ..i. 
Oh, the hallway romancea..Did .5;600murk to somewhere inthe 
you ever wait for hou~ on'end neighbourhoed+of 6,000. + + . r 4 r - - "  "+': 11 i~. //"" 
foryoursweetytocometohlsor Last year, 'there Were 234 . . . . .  
her locker and then find out teachers and personnel in'the 
from their mutual.friends that district, and this figdi'-e is also. " " + .... 
being increased. Among the 250 . . . .  -' ~=" 
staff members this year will'he :+ + .... :+ 
three remedial teachers. 
These remedial teachers wm 
help students who are capable 
of better work but for some~ . . . . .  
reason have fallen behind; or : . ,  . 
are not as advanced'as they 
should be. The students are . -  
taken "out of their regular 
classes, given extra help for a 
period of time and returned to 
their regular studies. 
.~ . r  
CENTENNIAL MEMO -The  
first chief justice of Vancouver 
Island was David Cameron. A. 
brothe+r-in-law of Sir James 
Douglas, he 'had no  legal 
training. 
your sweety will be absent from 
school for a couple of weeks. 
Oh, the heartaches. 
".School, of course, is worth 
your while. Just look hack into. 
our history. How would- 
Abraham Lincoln get into the 
white...whoops I am so sorry; I 
made amistake there. Surely if 
you look into history you will 
find some important figure who 
relied on his schooling in order 
to achieve fame, 
I recall one good friend from 
kindergarten. She had grown 
up (to that point in her life) with 
the ambition of becoming a 
botanist. Well, she worked and 
studied hard at school. She 
unfortunately failed her botany 
Ct 
/ 
t 
USE OUR HANDY DRIVE THROUGH WINDOW 
SHIRTS IN BY IO  OUT BY 4 
OPEN 8:30 TO 6 p.m. 
635-5119 3227 Emerson 
Opposite Post Office 
20% Off 
I ~ • 
CHILDRENS eOATS.AHD JACKET| - ' 
+ ,- -. . ? :  • i 
i  '!!Bulk Ciean,ng huni 
Wat ch :• For: Our:First Week: Of The. Monfh .,SpeClal.. ' "  
- ii;!? 
+_i  +,  + '++•'  .... . . . . . . . .  +" '+  . . . .  
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Now is your chance to enjoy a real savings spree! 
Everything you need to take you into fall and back to 
school in great style is on sale at Sweet Sixteen now. 
+,  • • ,+ • 
+ . 
:i ~, •: ~ i 
J p i ts   SKIRTS um SU BLOUSES Mini, midi styles are on 
Assorted long sleeve and sleeveless styles in 
Mostly solid shades, but 
Originally priced from 
crimps and jerseys. 
some prints included. 
$23.00 to $30.00 
$12.99 
SWEATERS 
sale in an assortment of 
solids, tweeds, and 
A variety of fabrics and plains A, line and 
styles including shirts, pleated styles are 
peasant blouses, and some included in the groups. 
tunics in pi;ints and plains. 
~/~,o V2 Off $1.49 at 
ORIGINAL PRICES 
Assorted styles in pullovers 
and cardigans. 
Slim Sets -  
A variety of styles including vested styles...midi 
styles...jacket styles...and sweater sets. Fabrics 
include corduroy, acrylic, wools, boucles/bonded 
orlons and morel 
Originally.priced from Originally priced from 
$15.00 to $18.00 $20.00 to $26.00 
1/3 to | /2 $,9,99 $12.99 
Off o+,, +,°e~,ro° $28.00 to $40.00 
. $1999, . • 
Originally priced 
$8.00 
$2,49 
Originally priced at 
$10.00 
• Fall and ~Winter 
Jackets and 
Pant Coats 
Meltons, Corduroy, Fur 
Fabrics and Tweeds in a 
variety of styles and 
colors. Hurry for these! 
~/~,o ~/~ Off 
ORIGINAL PRICES 
SLIMS 
Choose from a variety of styles and 
fabrics especially Priced for the sale. 
Originally priced at $10.00 to $12.00 
$3.99 ,o $6.99 
!N .  , 
USE YOUR SWEET SIXTEEN REVOLVING ACCOUNT OR 
YOUR STUDENT ACCOUNT. ADD TO YOUR ACCOUNT...OR 
OPEN AN ACCOUNT...BUT WHATEVER YOU DO...HURRY 
Be on hand tomorrow 
at opening for first 
• choke! 
• ADVERTISED ITEMS 
ARE ON SALE ONLY 
WHILE QUANTITIES 
LAST. 
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THE THREE-P IECE KNICKER SUIT is ready for action when you focus on field tri ~s and after-school jaunts. 
Enjoy-the fun and save the excitement with this great "combo". The knickerbockers are topped with a vest 
m tweedy stripes and turtleneck blouse 
...MAKE THE 
FASHION LIST 
A Sportswear firm in The British 
Isles which features authentic 
Scotch plaids and tartans got on 
the back-to-school bandwagon by 
introducing very short versions in 
shorts and pants. 
A prestige U.S. house has al~o 
brought out all-wool hand knit 
blazer jackets with turtleneck 
sweatbers underneath. 
S~kesmen for the blouse indus- 
try, which has 'been in and out of 
favor recently has shown a resur- 
gence with the return of the sepa- 
rate skirt and the comeback of 
separates. Shoppers have been en- 
chanted with the peasant look. but 
tbex:e should be a-renewal of in- 
terest in the whole spectrum of 
blouses with the comeback of 
separates. 
The silk shirt is making a cmhe- 
back to go with the long skirts. 
Says one manufacturer, "We 
shipped thousands of shirts not 
only for fall, but also for holiday, 
cruise and resort and spring-sum- 
mer. '72, We've also brought out 
street length skirts; there is also 
strong interest in printed silk and 
wool challis street shirtwaist 
dresses." 
The culotte is important.. ,  and 
with all the other s~parate skirts 
is ready to be pulled together with 
those shrink tops, long cardigans, 
vests and. wider-shoulder shirts 
and sweaters. 
The Skirt and Sweater. 
With a new concept. It's now a 
soft sweater knit skirt and sweater 
• . .  more often than not matching. 
And sweaters take another new 
(old) l ength ,  hip-top --  to go with 
skirts that fall just below the knee. 
The new sweater details: Raglan 
sleeves, saddle shoulders, triple- 
roll turtlenecks, cut-out necklines 
with the newest the square. 
The Dress, 
The dress moves easily into fall 
in knits. Dresses' most important 
silhouettes: Away from the body 
or fit and flare, often falling from 
a wide waistband. 
One great look is the dress with a 
jacket. 
And on their own. dresses also 
get more details: Wide shoulders. 
wide midriffs, balloon, puffed, 
bishop and butterfly sleeves and a 
variety of necklines. 
The Suit. 
The blazer, very big, for fa l l . . .  
as a jacket with a pleated skirt. 
The peplum conUnues import-. 
ant, over its own skirt. 
Jackets with those new, wider 
lapels adorn the newest suits. 
Surface Interest, Jacquards and 
Color Make It A Great Knit Pall. 
The figurative jacquard is the 
big jacquard and everything oes 
- -  fruits, vegetables, animals, 
homes, people, cars. The ribs 
never end, and the newest ones are 
broken up into patterns. Surface 
interest takes in intarsia, high 
twist yarns and new types of 
stitches. 
The most exelting color news is 
the return of the brights. Black 
comes back and the deep shades -- 
and grape, brick, burgundy get 
clearer, ....... 
1 
Terrace 5 - 1,00 Store 
= 
~ t # ~ , , #  3210 K a In m 
For "Tops In Their Class" 
e *e VALuEs 
BOY'S CORD & DENIM FLARES 
• ; i m 
NYLON FILLED JACKETS 
ALL  TYPES 
. . . . . .  - BODY SHIRTS - BELL SLEEVE , 
• : '  " | | " N W'sPL IT  K IN  FA  R IC  DRESSWAR . ' . 
~,~i ~oe :ee,s ~ ~.GOOD.LOOKS for Baok-tO-Soltool . . / .  ~i~i 
HOT PANTs! PANTSUITS! ,BLOIISES! ,FLARES! : ,  ./:::•:,/:::~,~::: 
) PURSES --:ACCESSORIES AND SEWING N~ 
, , , '~r"  Ill 
! ' :, 
'L j 
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Decorate 
Their Rooms 
. - , ,  
an Eye 
'nishing your daughter's 
lean be rewarding if you give 
ght consi(leration tothe prac- 
:functional and enjoyment 
i0fvtew. First of all, remem- 
tat keepinghouse is not her 
te:eccupation.-so the room 
I be easy to keep clean and 
riiisrule of thumb is not only 
.~fense for Mother.. but it 
even encourage tidy habits 
:fie: as a 
tie room 
oom. re- 
room as 
is essen, 
' _ tial~ By making it part of the archl- 
tec|ural element of the room, with 
lly shelved, posses- 
,raphernalia can be: 
painlessly organized 
lime. Wall systems 
• :/ ~ I)mvlde shelves, desk and eabineis 
aptable,' and flexible 
• Some' Units c:~n be' 
d at will, an import. 
- " !i:-ant' factor':f0i'~y'ou~gdters who get' 
.... ' .-. ~ bored l iving: with me same Sur- 
• roundings all thetime. 
:c-~;you bave-I)robably found by now 
]that'-yore" daughter i s  highly in. 
dlvldualistie. In the matter of the 
.... style of her private duma n she 
'. -should be encouraged in her own 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,'.,~-~ -.,',, , e ,e .  -c~.tU~I.I~M~NT " 
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any aspect of "now" fashion, the 
word is INDI.VIDUAL. 
• No more is it expected, or-even 
.desirable, to.wear what fits your 
idea Of what someone lse says is 
fashion. Today, according to the 
designers, how you dress-should 
fit your lifestyle, and society as it 
is. q~o quote one: 
"The look comes from the in- 
side, what's comfortable to that 
person". 
M en's s tyles 
shou ld  .express  . 
the  inner  man -- 
In men's fashio~i ai/ in idmust- :the worid what you think your idea 
In other words, no one is dic- 
tating, which leaves, the responsi- 
bility squarely up to you, the con- 
samer .  
The individual should consider 
who he is, and .what is his "bag" 
before choosing his aPparel. 
The trend is to avoid signs ;,vhich 
HIGH-STYLED FLARES HAVE ~O AGE L IM IT . . .  and these Cordova say such-and-such is what is " in"  
slacks are iust like Dad's clown to every styling detail. Shown here, • • . • just by putting it in writing, 
Sta-Prest Pattern Tweed in brown, black or burgundy. They're avail- takes it out, in the view of fashion 
able in boys' and students' sizes at stores that sell Levi's. originals. 
Even a spokesman for volume 
stores avers, "'There is no one way 
to dress anymore. If you want to 
• be classic and go around in ~ blue ' 
jacket and a white tie, that's'fine. 
And if you llke the fringed vest and 
the camera-case that acts like a 
purse, that's fine, too." 
Express the you that's inside, . 
men. And let the chips fall where 
they may. 
In other words, fashion is  life 
P.AGE. 7 . . . . .  . . . .  
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i 
S. If you put a luggage rack on 8. I~'. ive defensively. and not some artificial aspect of the wisest man can answer. 
sound. If you have a bike rack on 
the ear, be  sure it's securely 
fastened. Keep a tarpaulin or 
heavy.p!astic over.all handy for 
sudden storms and general pro. 
tectinn. " 
6. If you pull a trailer. Imve its 
lighting system checked. 
• 7. Carry any extra gas in an 
approved safety can. 
good garage, including chassis lu. - 
brication and a change of motor 
o i l  
- 2~ Have the Makes adjusted and 
your • f rent  end checked and 
aligned, 
3.'Make*su~eyou Idave a good 
spare t ire tlmt is properly i nl]ated. 
4, Have ~ heating and.Couling 
systems checked. 
D, tv i~  Safety Ckeek 
I. Have a general tune*up at a the roof, make sure the straps are 
reportedly, wi~h all the chic one 
associateswith a conventional suit 
fo.r p, oo, 
Men have also broken the white 
shirt, white collar mold• For Fall 
(and in many areas, much sooner) 
you ,will find "business" shirts in 
colors such as raspberry ice, peach 
mousse and even orchid. It takes 
a MAN to'wear them. 
• :,i 
Examinations are formidable 
even to the best prepared,, for the 
greatest fool may ask more than 
! 
% "  
SKINNY FLARES sane: • s 
i'ij:.' !:::i] "but tonf lypatchpocketseh~ : ,G .W:G.ond Days Values to 9.95 •- '  "Each '  V l IOU " '  K -Pa i r  10,9 . 
. . .  
* Permanent • Press Flare Jeans --:: .... 
Speci~il ., . . . . . . . . .  -.. • . . . . . . . . . .  . .  ,,~,,, , . .  if" [O iO .O i  
- ,Permanent  Press easels  
0.96 r:'"" "1 S izes  29's - .36 's  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .: ; , ! , , , ,  
' T * . . . . . . . . .  " ' i Ski j ype Jackets ~ ~: . :  y .. 
• : Quilted J i ! ' : .  *: * :" 
::. : Ny lonshe, i  ~..,.. • : ........ ]Save '5.OO 
S ater Values . . . . .  
Pullovers, cardigans on these /i• / i;~i:~i 
& V~sts:: '  saveup to :~ " items 
. . . . . 
* SKINNY RID PULLOVERS ~1. ~ % . . . .  
. , . . .  
. ; " • . 
Reg. Price $10 ,00  | lB igs  : 
' Back'to School Values . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .~ | 
**All this and more. ; ,  ,~ 
• Mil le r's • M e W ea r L t d, 
.i~: ': i • 4650 Lakelse . ,  
.Y , i  : . ,  i 
:~ ,~ ~/~ i: I ~ I 
of the world is. Consider, for ex- 
ample, how .you really:react o 
words like love  generat ion,  
straight; silent majority~ Believe 
• !t or not  sucl~ ~ords arcspring. 
boards to designers' creations 
• "whic h you will find in smart shops.: 
Designers. are also -considering. 
mass volume and-the economy. 
Vest suits, for .example, the. non. 
suits, as they' are also called, are 
said to  be the direct result of de- 
signers' concern with the econo- 
my. The consumer needs a fashion 
look that's" less expensive (and . 
incidentally perhaps, more corn- 
fort~ble. ) 
variations:of this look: the shirt 
suit, the tunic suit, usually worn 
belted and with boots. These a~'e 
for the liberated male. - 
According to kn~ledgeai) le  
west coast sources, you can buy a 
shirt suit for as little as ~35. This, 
Mothers are. . .  
space pioneers 
Mothers can earn top grades on 
the ho/ne scene while their back- 
to-school youngsters are unravel- 
ing the mysteries ofequitateral tri- 
angles and eighth-grade home 
economics. 
M[other's subject? Converting 
inanimate inches into livable feet 
for a quiet study nook. 
Scholastic success or failure 
often depends on a student's access 
to a private homework corner. 
And. since get-away spots are 
often hard to find in today's homes, 
the smart homemaker will play all 
the angles in developing study 
space to help her offspring earn 
scholarly acclaim. 
One solution comes from design- 
ers at Sears. Roebuck and Co. who 
have transformed an extra closet 
into a compact study niche. Sans 
doors and hardware a four-by- 
four closet space becomes an ideal 
spot in which to tuck a small study 
desk. chair, lamp and bookcases. 
To feminize the alcove, a flower- 
splashed fabric window shade can 
be hung where the closet door once 
was. Pulled down, the shade blocks 
out the scholarly clutter after 
study time, 
A big "A" for artistic effort is 
merited when the closet walls and 
study-seat cushion pick up the 
jaunty floral pattern. 
If an extra closer isn't available, 
the grade-conscious homemaker 
can experiment with other ingen- 
ious study re-do's. A spare bed- 
room corner, odd-sized alcove or 
bay window area all have potential 
as student headquarters. 
These areas flourish with a one- 
pattern wallpaper and fabric reno- 
vation. The walls can be papered 
with a colorful pattern such as 
"Ileana" fromSears Custom Shop. 
To coordinate the setting the bed- 
spread, chair cushion and window 
shades Can be covered in the same 
design. 
The family teenager who is given 
a free hand in choosing the design' 
will particularly appreciate this 
total-look approach to a study- 
cum-bedrdom. 
If the bedroom doesn't yield a 
study spot, the family space pio- 
neer will have to look elsewhere. 
Sometimes a long hall has an out- 
of-the-way corner that offers 
roomy privacy for a desk and chair 
duo. Here,  the fabr ic window 
shade treatment could be used to 
hide the'corner during non-study 
hours. 
The American woman has long 
been known for her award-winning 
ingenuity, and it's never been 
more in demand than in the relent- 
less pursuit of study space for her 
children. 
MOTHERS, HERE'S A SIMPLE, 
CHEAP PRECAUTION TO USE 
AGAINST KITCHEN FIRES 
Grease. fire and a careless cook 
are a dangerous combination. Fire 
department statistics prove it. 
Kitchen fires now rank third in the 
nation, just behind careless mok- 
ing and children playing with 
matches. 
You can avoid a conflagration by 
turning off the stove if you have to 
leave the kitchen. If you're behind 
schedule on a meal, don't try to 
make up for lost time by turning 
the heat up high, especially when 
frying. Overheated grease can 
burst into flames. Don't neglect to 
wipe up grease splatters on pots 
and pans. Once grease catches 
fire, it spreads fast. 
Handled properly, such fires are 
minor inconvenience. But a~s so 
often happens, a housewife panics 
the minute a skillet or greasy stove 
bursts into flames. TossiJig on wa- 
ter only serves to spread the 
flames: flour might cause an ex- 
plosion. 
Your best defense is a Class-B 
commercial fire extinguisher. In 
the absence of this, however, an. 
old kitchen staple -- baking soda 
- -  will do just as well. Stand back 
' and toss handfuls of baking soda on 
the flames. Baking soda cools the 
fire and releases carbon dioxide, 
tosmother the flames. - 
Since most homemakers tend to 
stock their baking Soda'at the back 
of the kitchen cupboard, it is often " 
Out of  reach in.en~drgencies. S0 
fire departmenLs across "/he coun- 
try have joined forces with Camp 
Fire Girls, Junior Fire Marshals, 
elementary school childre•, 4-H 
Groups, Cub Scouts and  Girl 
cans, on which they paste bright 
rred FIRE labels, The labels give 
directions on how to handle grease 
blazes and other types of small 
fires, and also provide space 
for recording emergency phone 
numbers. 
Finished fil'e pails are distri- 
butod to local residents on a door- 
to-door basis, or from parked fire 
engines. It's left to each home- 
maker to fill her fire pail with 
baking soda With its bright red 
label, the pail is attractive nough 
to enhance any kitchen decor, so 
it needn't be shoved into a cup- 
board and out of immediate reach. 
You should keep the lid on the 
coffee can to ensure that the soda 
won't cake. 
For mothers with young chil- 
dren. a fire pail project is a good 
crafts idea. Children can make 
their own labels by cutting out 
white paper to fit the circumfer- 
ence of the coffee can, and pl inting 
the word FIRE with bright crayon. 
For handles, show the youngsters 
how to lock two clothes pins to- 
gether, or let them glue a stack of 
ice'cream sticks together and 
paint them in bright colors. Theft 
punch holes on both sides of the 
pail, where they can attach the 
handle with pipe cleaners. 
Santa Ana. California, reports 
over 128 fires put out by the baking 
soda fire pail method. Chances 
are, there were hundreds more 
which were not reported, since 
more than five and a half million 
FIRE labels were distributed 
throughout the country last year,- 
And since these five and a half 
million labels required five and a 
Scouts to encourage hous.ewives to half million coffee eau,  think of 
keep a supply Of baking soda ~vithin the:dent that's been made In the. 
easy reach of thestove. ": 
. . . . . . .  ~ rduse problem. So firepails noti~ 
~r lngNat lou l  Flre Prevent~n. ": ~ 0nlypay offin helpli~g reduce the 
Week (October 3:to 9) the Children : fire ~ toll Safely and,economlcally, 
collect empty one-pound c0ffee but they cutpollutlon as well. 
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POCKET STUDY AREA once was a closet. The extra-spacial feat was accomplished by removing closet 
doors and slipping in a bookcase and desk set. The shade which hangs in front of the reading nook can be 
lowered to c ose.off the area .  (Made from sprightly floral "lleana" fabric.) Same fah ric. is used at the 
windows as well as on the walls and matching bedspreao and chair cushion. The all-over fabric look gives 
the room a total look that belies its do-it-yourself origins. From Sears. 
2o% 
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Letter to 
,:-the Editor 
• • . / - . . .  
.~':dit)loma -+ makes good.job 
• ++:~ ;,:,i~ti'emely difficult. " 
• +/: 7 ~ Only after I left.High school, 
+*i. + +.(Cdledonia; Terrace)  did I 
: realize•i .:++. how - important  
educat ion real ly  was. - 
:: +~ Numerous people tried to press, 
++  ::this fact.upon me but I wouldn't, 
~ i~+i!tst~n. No s i r !  I was going to 
. /,. :::::+  make*it without education. 
. ~-I: have worked at menial 
labour in many  cities across 
-::... Canada,  including Hal i fax,.  
Calgary, Whitehorse, Nanaimo, 
etc. and even-spent some time 
in the Canadian Navy, but I 
have never been able to find a 
really well-paying job. The first 
thing my prospect ive 
employers ask is, "Did you get 
your grade 12?" Consequently I 
don't get thejob bncause some 
wise guy with a grade 12; 
diploma clutched in his fist is 
. . :- next in line behind me. 
+ :As  each year  goes by, this 
: .nagging 'I-Told-You-So' feeling 
• ~ "geeps saying, "You should ltave 
- . • ,~  
+. finished:High School So next 
year I 'm going to pay off all my 
debts.and go back to school. 
_ No one can force you to stay in 
" school as they can in other 
~' countries, like Great Britain for 
example. Maybe it would be 
: ~ better for everyone concerned ff
• they eould . I  ban only hope that 
this report reacbes ome of you 
headstrong young people, and 
: . that you  take a tittle advi,~e 
:, . from this drop-out and finish 
school, ycu 'Hf ind  that life will 
he a lo t  easier if you do and 
• extremely difficult if you don't. 
.:" And ineidently, if you ha~/e a 
:*: cdr .~a ' Jn  joiirnalism in  mind 
• i:" gu~s;learn to typeefftciently. I 
! f indnothing more difficult and 
: i =annoying than typing a story 
.': i suehas  this with two fingers. 
.... :i;i::ii:• "  i'i;i' :;..+:", slgned Jaso. n Caidwell,. 
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Hot  Soup And 
A Z ingy  Sa lad  
Featured  In .  
Easy .F ix  Mea l  
Because children are mentally 
and' physically active in school, itTs 
important to feed them a good. nu- . 
tritious lunch, advise home cono- 
mists. 
A bowl of hot .soup is .a good 
• beginning for thi s important meal. 
Creamy mushi'oom noodle soup 
made easily with an envelope of . 
noodle soup mix with real chicken 
broth, has a nutritim]al bonus.of 
mushrooms and milk. 
For"the .main dish. serve a 
Chicken Salad that  combines 
hearty chunks of chicken, chopped " 
celery and green grapes tossed 
with bottled California oniondress- 
ing. Homemade muffins taste good 
with it. Fresh fruit for dessert 
"rounds out the meal and your 
scholars are ready to go back 
to schooi. F rom the IJipton 
Kitchens . . . .  
Creamy Mushroom Noodle Soup 
2 tablespoons butter or margarine 
.t can ~4 oz.J sliced mushrooms. 
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THIS SCHOOL DAY LUNCH GETS AN A-PLUS! Active children need nutritious food When they come home 
for lunch. Serve them Creamy mushroom noodle soup, quickly made with chicken noodle soup mix with 
real.chicken broth, followed by a delicious chicken salad tossed with a bottled California onion dressing 
for taste-tempting flavor. Home-made muffins add extra appeal. Photo courtesy: The Lipton Kitchens, 
drained , 
3 tablespoons flour . Chicken Salad S_ehool Days . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ... 
3 cupswater = " 3 eups diced cooked chicken I'm sorrythat I speltthe word: Draperies and bedspreads- are 
1 envelope NoodleSoup'Mix with . 1 cup chopped celery I hate•togo above ~'ou, essentials but they needn't be dull. 
Real Chicken Broth . . . .  % cup halved seedless green Because -- the.brown eyes •lower Instead of buying the usual/shop 
. L - * " - . . 
I cup milk grapes fell-- - , the linen departments for color- 
melt "but r. "~= Cup Wish-Bone California OniOn Because, yousee, I love you!. bright striped and • printed sheets, 
In medium saucepan . . . .  +• Dressing " --JolmGreenlealWblttier no-iron, of course. Don't be shy.. ter and cook mushrooms until 
golden. Stir in flour, then gradually In medium bowl. combined chick- Keep in mind that today's look is 
'add water until blended. * . . en. celery~ grap~, and California *'~l~e kni'cker' ](~dS';o *b'ack-~ color-plus.pattern. If you're handy 
Add soup mix, stirring cots. onion dreading. Chill thoroughly, school, one'navyacryl ic double- with scissors and tape, try'making 
stantly, until sodp comes toa boil.* Makes about 5 servliigs, knit knicker suit comes with a curtains and spreads' from light-- 
Simmer, covered~.7 minutes: stir . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  * * * white and navy hou'ndstooth ,ascot weight plastic vinyl, again thinking 
in milk:. Makes 4 to 6.servings. KEEP_YOUR COOL. tie. " of color. 
I + I 
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Larouse  F rench  . ~Eng l i sh  
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Thesaurus il::++r iynOnym s .~ 
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CAMPUS FAME - -  AND THAT BIG GAME! This warm. horizontal- 
striped coat of lush fake fur has a leather-look midriff, convertible 
co l la r . . ,  and golden buttons for a hint of glint. 
Lady-like fashions 
... in coats and-suits 
Even a private ye couldn't have 
deduced how quickly classic back- 
to-school fashions would catch on. 
Whether it's the "Love Story" in- 
fluence or boredom with gim- 
mioks, remains a mystery. But 
National Board of the Coat and 
Suit Industry selects campus fash- 
ions that have gone soft. 
The untrimmed baek-to-sclmol 
coat will have a contemporary 
classic look -- strictly American 
- -  With interest opside. Length is 
optional. Larger collar, lapel and 
patch pockets - -  s0me~imes a 
hood, It will wrap and tie - -  or but- 
ton without fanfare. Or perhaps it 
will be a three-quarter coat that 
plops over everything. 
Young like 
colors too 
Ecen t0-year-olds are quite so- 
phisticated about • colors, so let 
them have their "head." Textures, 
too, are important to them. Girls 
predictably, go for smoother silken 
textures, while boys prefer the. 
tongher and tweedier looks. Give 
them what they wantand the room• 
can take on an unorthodox charm 
',of their own personal mix. 
/ Whatever the color and texture. 
• n~ke sure it is all very sturdy. 
• Fabrlcs:should be the washable, 
little-lronlng kind. Thanks to to-' 
*:day*sinlracle fibers and finishes, 
• a~vthing.l s po6sihle In ~th  inex- 
d pensive and. practleal fabrics. In 
. .making th6room as indestructible 
as~ possible,: consider a vinyl-sur- 
. faced floor which can be cat;ed for 
~ ina  one:step operation.. Carpeting " 
,:is a possibility, but again, it must 
• be the kind that takes a beatln~. 
.... " New indoor.outdoor carpet ing 
• 'could be the answer here. 
The thoroughly modern child's 
.:~ robm is one that answers pecific 
• needs. rather than a setting that 
-C-;plays~0ut a mother's fantasy in 
' ,terms of doodads; ice cream eol- 
onand gimmicks, i .~ . .  
Fur trims have a message, too. 
Real or false, they are lady-like 
(would you believe it?) and prac- 
tical, a word that's been out for a 
long time, Raccoon gets A for 
action. Fake fur coats are beauti- 
ful beasties, Monkey. mountain 
goat, wildcat for classic fun. 
Pantsuits? Of course. But suits 
with skirts look fresher. And sur- 
prisingly young -- particularly 
when they have the. new swing. A 
blazer jacket is a must and layered 
looks are favorite campus tricks. 
Tank top or ~'est over turtle neck 
"sweater or blouse. The whole thing 
topped with coat or cape. 
Speaking of capes, tbey'll be fly- 
ing all over campus. Short, long~ 
eapelet or greateape. With them 
go skirts, pants, warm pants, hot 
pants 7- depending on the school's 
credo. • . _ 
F:~bries take to the new tailor- 
ing. too. Tartans. tweeds, flannels. 
camel, knit. mohair. 
Colors - -  stronger and brighter" 
than last fall. "Funky" tones not 
as drab. Red looks like a winner 
but don't neglect he lively greys. 
browns and young blank.. 
"Got you." diploma ,seekers. 
Now's the time to pack some 
popularity,. 
COSMETI~S... 
They should be more intense, 
regarding the  eyes, the mouth and 
the fingertips'-, *Now that the fall 
seaso'~ is" 'In full swing,'the ob-" 
vlous focus is on the face .wlth 
color doing the trick. 
To. r~ady, the face and the figure 
for the hew seasou,-,/treatment 
products grow in scope and effec- 
tiveness.. Everything is part of, the 
totally beautiful scheme 
If you're thinking you. might like 
to exper iment ~.with a' ,bicycle 
"thing", get a bikethat is designed 
for y.ou~  Ameriedn'bikesare eas3~ . 
to ri(le. Many featu?e luxury equip- 
/. "'.:'.. : ' ~ ment:,and comein  :exetle.eolors. ~ , 
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Now you can achieve that 
school-girl complexion 
Fashion has a lot of treats in 
store for girls returning to school 
this fall. Knitted and crocheted 
cloche hats. long sweater coats 
and "kneesies" --. over the knee 
socks -- are just three oi the new, 
or newly revived, looks with cam- 
pus cachet• 
As for makeup, the. look con- 
tinues light and easy, even eye, 
makeup is softened: often during 
the day it;s down to a bare mini- 
mum -- even mascara  alone. 
Facewise, blushers and lip glosses 
are the basics, with the accent on 
been in years, and a fresh, glowing 
skin beneath. 
If you're not endowed with a 
naturally dewy sc.hoolgirl com- 
plexion, and perhaps have even 
noticed some dry, flaky areas, the 
chances are your skin has a ten-  
dency to dryness or has suffered 
:from the effects of a too hot sun- 
tanning session or two. Excessive 
help restore the'natural moisture 
balance, leave the' skin feeling 
softer, smoother and healthier 
looking. Used under  makeup, a : 
moisturizer acts as  a protective 
base and insures a smoother appli- 
cation of cosmetics. 
One product.. Pond's Light Mois- 
turizer.- is also hyp0-dliergenic, 
which means that it's safe for even 
exposure to the sun or even over- * the most sensitive skin. Used .at 
heated, too-dry rooms, can easily night, it acts as a greaseless 
rob your skin of its natural roots- beauty treatment for complexions 
ture and leave it feeling parched that need a bit of moisture replen- 
and ro/Jgh, ished regularly. " 
color: brighter, clearer than it's A light moisturizing~ream can 
: - - ' :  
j Ltd.,4623Lakelse !i ' 
. "aNn's JEAN [ SHOP 
Trade in your  Old Jeans 
Br ing  in your  O ld  . 
Jeans  and get  S 1.O0 :Off On Your  New Pa i r .  
Also we w i l l  monogram your  New Jeans  
Have Your Own Personalized .Jeans 
f 
For $1.50 or have novelty patches, butterflies Etc. put on. 
ALSO!  WE CARRY LONDON LOOK JEANS-  T -SHIRTS  
SK INNY SWEATERS-  & VESTS - -  ~, 
i . , , .n<) .~<,~o~l i .o ,amb, , .n ,c  :: - -  u - - .  ~) .~Do.ml .oeo .em.o .~m.t~J  
10% Off .On All Materials 
,or 
Learn  how ito sew 
stretch and knit fabrics '* 
" • , ,  , 
• ... • i,, Courses. begin:'in:•September • ,  " 
I 
- ' " Your. Singer" Representative . . . . . .  
TERRAOE SEWlH60ENTRE 
- , . . . 
4607 Lakeisd Ave " " "" • * " 5"3 • Phone 635. 15 .  
I [  
t 
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Fashion 
fabrics 
for fall 
There's a new softness in all 
areas to vie with the still import- 
ant knits. Woolens are softer and 
lighter in weight . . ,  crepes, chal- 
lis and sheer knits are important. 
Velour finishes are big news, 
and velvets and velveteens are 
more important than ever. Knits 
remain s t rong . . ' ,  doubleknits in 
wool or polyester are very *'in'.' 
Prints look newest on darkened 
• grounds ~.. Often black. Prints can 
be large and sp lashy . . ,  or tiny 
and geometric: A trend is the look 
of print-on-print, especially using. 
soft, geometric forms.. Borders 
and border interest . . ,  like fri'nge 
. . .  reflect he bi[I interest in gypsy 
and '*Indian" motifs of .the pre- 
vious season. 
Colors are either dark_or soft. 
They grow deeper, even blackish, 
but remain soft and rich. The dusty 
tones will he important . . . es- 
pecially in sportswear. 
Colors that hark back to Renais- 
sance paintings, herbs and fruits 
are frequent in current fall collec- 
tions. 
Titian red, Botticelli blue, Vene- 
tian purple, reseda and bronzine 
green and pomegranate have a 
rich depth not too far removed 
from the important smoky grays 
and browns of this season. 
Also as variants to dark colors 
and neutrals are pale tones classi. 
fled as winter beige, cream white 
and almadine, a green-tinged 
beige. 
Men's shoes play important 
roles in the Fashion picture for 
Fall. There are various looks, in- 
cluding . . . .  
slip-on, ffeaturing double- and 
triple-straps) monk-straps with 
decorative buckles which hre con- 
versation m.akers in themselves 
• . . split-vamp types tongues 
which are set high, light brass trim 
across the step. And a newcomer 
to the scene -- laced shoes make 
footnotes that vie with the classic 
slipan. The laced varieties come 
mainly in two-tene or textured 
spectator styles. Also the dress 
semi-boot comes on strong: fall 
versions include a spat treatment, 
-side sections of goring for comfort, 
and slim straps around the back, 
or spanning the instep. You'll see 
much perforation styling in slip- 
ons, oxfords and boots. Leather 
linings help keep the feet comfort- 
able. 
In textured interest stylists find 
that smooth and iightgralned 
leathers dominate, with ,new soft- 
heSS; You'll see much antiquing, 
or tona-on-tone shading; other 
finishes include suede, embossed, 
or crushed patents. 
As t6 ¢olors~ the fashionable 
man will enjoy the many shades of 
I~own, some with a winey or red 
tone, or clear medium.browns, 
dark virile brownS, and golden 
tones, to go with almost any color. 
This season the Boot reigns 
.:supreme in the casual line-up. A 
great look most men enjoy, for it 
is neat, comfortable, and most im. 
portant,-rates a man eontem. 
porary. 
Onlts Own. 
The newest version i.~ the apron 
skirt,, with much interest in the 
variety of bib.tops . . . .  , i 
BU( the llotskirt;i~, likely to be i 
I the biggest favorlte',:lt ooks good' ' in .a l l the Skirt movements . . .  
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From DON'S 
FOR BACK-TO-SCHOOL 
• - .  r ' '  . .._" 
- , . '  
. ' . - : • . 
" " : '  . : .  
[ i ?weoa!ers i?alore Sport Shirts 
and regular styles from a~vd~e ~aSmk.tnwYolsreb~ T cAn~(~w¢:Sp°rt.eyaeqt,:~:abr~:. :~d:e~ltt~:Ss, 
Jantzen and Ingo. • ; wallpapers, self stripes and embroidered plains. 
. The newest in Stripes and geometr ic  patterns 
styled by Canadays and GWG. 
Permanent Press ! Jarman Boots 
Flares ,i & Demi BoOts 
; - Black and Antique Brown styles to wear w i th  ! flares. 
g a TERRACE 4621 Lazelle Ave. 635.1HL~9 PRINCERUPERT 
421.3rd Ave. W. 624-31i2/ 
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GUITAR IS A PART of many junior high school general music classes. In some schools special guitar 
classes have been established. Mr. Don Smith, Vocal and General Music Teacher of the Safford Junior High 
School, is one teacher offering special guitar classes. Photo, (:ourtesy C. G. Conn, Ltd. • 
Schools Are TeachingGuitar . ... t l ze  Be]oved  
Non-Amplified Acousticczl Musical Instrument 
A few minutes 
of daily care can 
good do a world ;of 
Back to School days are both 
exciting and worrisome for all 
teenagers .  New fr iends, new 
classes, new activities create ten- 
sions which often disturb sensitive 
skin. To maintain a summer clear: 
complexion through a busy school • 
year, grooming experts urge teens 
to fit just a few minutes of skin 
care into every day's chedule. 
Proper cleansingis the key: 
twice a day is a must: three times 
is better. A special soap and a com- 
plexion brush give a once-over- 
thoroughly to deep cleanse and 
stimulate the skin. Washing in 
very warm water helps remove 
problem-causing surface oils. Fol- 
low with a clear water r inseand 
astringent lotion patted all over 
the face. Grooming experts at 
Avon recommend: 
Special complexion aidsi cleans- 
ing grains and facial mask. The 
grains help combat blackheads 
which plague oily skin. should be : 
used twice a week with careful at- : • 
tention to nose and chin areas. The' 
mask acts to draw out deep pore • 
oils and impurities, refreshes:tbe 
skin and leaves it glowing. And, of . 
course, smooth, clear skin flour-" . . . .  
ishes with adequate r st, fresh air. : 
exercise and proper diet. Avon 
products  are avai lab le  only 
through you'r Avon representative. 
• f . '  • • 4 Jqke  ee  • t o t  oo  e e e e  e e t  a -• .  
GOod study demandsconcentra- 
tion. The student must discipline 
himself, get plenty of sleep, not: 
overeat: " 
o o o o o e e o o o o o o e o e o e o  eee  
Neatness DOES count! 
i 
i 
i i 
i: 
~r 
!: 
i~. 
!!72 
When your child comes home 
from his first day at school this 
fall, don't be surprised to find 
"guitar" among his classroom 
subjects. It's the newest rend in 
school music education. 
But this doesn't mean your house 
is going to rock with the loud hys- 
terical wailing you may associate 
with the electric guitar. Instead, 
your child will be learning beauti- 
ful music on' the non-amplified, 
acoustical guitar you knew and 
loved years ago. 
Educators, who have always 
agreed that music is as important 
to a complete ducation as math, 
languages and science, are dis- 
covering that the guitar has 'a 
unique potential for bringing more 
music to more students, inex- 
pensively. 
The instrument is eagerly ac- 
cepted by students. The classic or 
folk guitar represents the "new 
sound" in music, the tender, in- 
dividual sound produced by today's 
young musicians. 
The guitar is probably the most' 
personal instrument of all,_ It can 
be played alone for creative enjoy- 
ment; it can accompany other 
instruments or singers; and it per- 
forms all kinds of music, from 
ballads to jazz. 
Classroom guitar, now formally 
offered for the first time in public 
and parochial schools, is the result 
of long research by the company 
that pioneered the school band 
movement in the 20's, 
C, G. Conn, Ltd., Oak Brook. 
Illinois, a musical instrument 
manufacturer for 100 years, has 
developed a "multi-level" class- 
room guitar program that com- 
bines good guitars with a program 
that any instructor can teach,.' 
Books, charts, pictures, cassettes 
and records are combined in a 12- 
week course that covers not only 
basic playing techniques, but all 
aspects of music such as harmony, 
tempo, rhythm --  even 'how to 
listen to music with more appre- 
ciation. 
Furthermore, the course recog- 
nizes that young people want to 
play their own music, so the les- 
sons are based on contemporary 
music, from the Beatles to Bacha- 
rach. Even a rank beginner can 
play a song after his very first 
lesson! 
Jerry Ackley, who developod.the 
program for Conn. reports that 
schools offering the course have 
been overwhelmed by applicants. 
Students from elementary to high- 
school age are eager to join. 
Another factor which makes 
classroom guitar successful is that 
the guitar costs much less than 
most musical instruments. For 
about $60 you can furnish your 
child with a well-made guitar that 
is easy to play and produces a true 
tone. 
So if your child, for one reason 
or another, has missed the music 
opportunities that most schools 
offer in band and orchestia, let 
him learn about music while 
strumming a guitar. 
And once you've heard him play- 
irfg and singing, you'll probably 
want o try it yourself. 
Facts on 
teenage 
dating 
According to d survey by a na- 
tional magazine, only 30.5% of 
American teen-aged girls .go 
steady and 33% of them do not 
date at all. 
The magazine reportedly based 
its survey on interviews with 3.595 
girls under 20. It said the national 
average teen;aged girl is 5-feet- 
41/=, weight i14.7 l~ounds and'has a 
weekly income of $II,96 from earn- 
ings and allowance.~, . " 
The sm-vey also revealed: 
Dating -- Average length of time 
SCHOOL•PICTURES MAKE FERFECT GIFTS. The relatively inexpen- With ~neboyls 10.7months; 27 6% 
sive school pictures taken of your children each yearmake perfect - ' " . . . .  : . . . . . .  ' = ' . . . . .  ' i '~ Lr Imke to play the fleid:.teenS date ~n :' 
gifts for relatives and friends. Framed school pictures add a personal• ~ average of ls'even" and" ode half 
touch to Dad's office or grandparents' living room, Enclose small size " 
prints in letters~to friends far away.  " times a month " i ' 
  THE LAOEI SETS 
THE/PACE! 
' SOFTEST SUEDES OR. 
KRINKLES ON RUGGED 
GO-ANYWHERE SOLES 
SEE THEM SOON. 
,2, BROWN a KRINKLE . . . . .  •:.l 
BROWN SUEDE 
I 
-q  
c to school xue WOnLn 
, .. 1 cup Wheat .germ 
1 " cup  ground a lmonds  
• ½ cup. eliopped walnuts (or 
' .,other nut of your choice) - 
nutrition Al thoughparentsmayneverun-  . 
- ~derstand "how anyone can study 
BY  PEGEEN DAVIS  . :  ... • with the radio,tape playerlphon0- 
• r " • '.. '. - " " . ...".~.- ...:-i graph on." the going-back.to- 
i; . Arer you.wo~ied. .ab~t  . Are bowl with: r " . ' " ' "' ' '"  :': "rr ' ' :  : "" : '  ": % sch~ 1 student seemS to be able to 
yo.u,,:"w0rrteq ~~auou~ ..your 1 tablespoon sea sa!t:~ii:: i~:~'manage it. someh0w. Koss stereo- 
cnuorens  eat ing  .nat) its.  %cupnt )n ius tantdrysk im:mi lk  ~phonesare one answer to having 
.... ~! Doctors al@ays say never force powder .:. ~ .". music when and as you like it. and 
'i. ' feed  your chi ld.  Instead give stir in2  teaspoons dark  brown'  -withou t disturbing the family oi' 
' ;  them what they like but make it raw sugar,  
- : ., ' • the room-mate In addition to de- nutrit ions for them: Even the ,Rinse smal l  bowl wim warm' ,  liverin th  " " "° ' 
'. favorite ~anut  butter sandwich . . . .  " ..... -. . . ^ • g e Kina ot private per- water  : men : QlSSOlVe  z . S n ' "  " " " ° ' ' 
' made on high protein bread will - -~ "" - -  - t  in  : o a~ souno wamea tor aecom- tsolespoorB acuve ary  yeas . =. • ,, 
provide extra energy:  ' • " . . . . . . . . . . . .  • ...... , -~. . . .a .~n "- panymg me stuoy routine, newly 
~4 "cup waru~ w~.u=~, w.--. : introduced R' ' ' Below are Several easy, yei dissolved add ~2: cops warm ed Dev=lstereophones 
delicious ways  to provide your water, 2 lightly beateneggs  and provide lightweight comfort ~ 12 
family.with added nutrition this 6 tablespoons pure cold pressed, ounces) at 10w co~t ~under thirty 
fall and  winter. All will provide unhydrogenated sunflower seed ' dollars~ '~ 
that extra.,e/tergy and strenth oil. Add this mixture ~ to dry  .' And if the student's not Using the 
• ~ n~eded to ward  off this winter's ingred ientsandmixthorough ly ,  Stereoph~bnes ' some evening, but  
cold:: Each  "recipe is kitchen .Turnou iontof looredbcordund oes havethe  •music up full 
tes t~ iandg~' ranteed  to please kneadwel l  for 5 minutes Then v0[nme a ~arent's'wav ofit . . . .  
thewhole fami ly . ' . . i  ..... - " ' " - . . . . .  
Did You k~oWi'.that over  two let.. tbe . 'dengh,  res t  for  i 15' 'put on.the ~ph~nes tune in his or 
mim~tes Kneno lor  lZ minutes,  r " " '" : ' 
thirds of tl~-food comumed in " " ", . . . . .  " he own brand Of muszc and tune 
cutdough i r~ha l fanasnape mm out the W r ' - :  "" " "" "" ' : " . ,  Nor th .Ameded is  eaten after  6 - • - • . . . .  • . - ... . o m. AI~ m au stereo- large mavesanul~mce  w u: : ;  hons  a i .  - • • • " , • • .. :: p.m. -:. . For  , thys ~lmple i reasen _ x;. , . . . .~.~~.~. ~., ~.~' , .  P e e a nseK-to-senool iaea oiled~,-.-t~..t.u~=u.tm,.~,-=©= .~='. ...... ' .-. -. , - 
" "wheiz y~ ~wakein the morning until almost:dcoble in bulk and'/ w,m..so.unu appeal 
' ...." heithei-Y°u":are:"n°t.'are:ycur."very:'~ungry'.:children hake-in~!pre-hoated375oven for.:U ~nu~. degreeif, you (~ive:ii~t~eUon to a wise man, P&'rrERN WlmParr~mN headlinesb~ck-to-school apParel'f0riF.all" .. 
'Howe0er'.by'~abmt .9."~oorten - prefer, this recipe will make and.he will~l~ yet wiser: teaeh a . .'71. Printed'doble sport shirt features ~ontemporary Iong-polnt c01-/ 
lar and two-button barrel cuffs, in the seasonal ~hade of aubergine most'  people. •begin. to feel about 30 rolls and one loaf of. just man.~a"d he will increase :in (a deep. black-purple). Complementing jeans capture the total took 
" '  bySlUggisit;:Y°ucan prevent th iShav ing ,  a small bowl of .... bread, learning: ,: -- Proverbs g:9 " in astripe-with-herringbone, design and flare-leg styling. -. ,. 
;::::::::::::::i::.~:~;~:;.t::::~:::::::::::::~:?~:::~::::::~::~:>~'~'~.$~~~:~:~:::~:.:.:.:.:...~.:~.......;~:.:.:.:.:~....:~. . - , . . . . . . .  : : . .  , . . . .  . . . .  , . . . . . . , . . . . -~  .......................~.;.,..,......~..~. 
HONEY- ALMOND • CRUNCH 
GRANOLA QUICK AND EASY AFTER . . . .  LargestHealth. Food/Store in the Nor thwest .  ~ : ~ 
THIS BREAKFASTCEREAL SNACKS 
WILL.TAKE YOU 
• , • . ,  u s * :Market  "" 
~OUR 
Bring ' 0ur - ' '  ..... ' 4603 Lazelle .... ',:"-- 
TO: MAKE, BUT READ Peanut But ter  Balls (No ,If, The Plaoe 
FURTHER IT WILL  MAKE A cooking required, . 10% Jn,  0! ("i: ' : L ~ " % 
• BATCH THAT WILL LAST A 
WEEK, WILL HAVE MORE MIX the fo l low ing ingred ients  . ' ,  Ilatural V#mm= / .B "* L"  " , : Phone 635-77i7 " . ,  / 
,THAN .DOUBLE THE together inamediams izedbowl  • "l ECI $ W K:"/; ~THU S A T .  -11 ~ " PROTEIN .  THAN STORE and shapeinto little balls about 
"BOUGHT CEREAL AND IS t inch in dlameter: SP ALS THI EE RS.'THRU 
DEL'ICIOUS. I t  will get ½coppeanutbutter(makesure O ld  Fashioned Roiled'Oats.......~i*.'......;.............f..;23c I.b.i/ 
everyone off•t0 a good start  in i t ' s  not  hydrogenated  or  
the morning andall you'll have homogenized) Lo  FatSoya  F lour  . . . .  . Q ~..." O " " " "" " "" " "4r " "O . . . . .  : *~ ~ . . . .  " . . . . . . .  " . ; . .  30C Lb.~. -
to do is add milk and serve. ½ cup, honey (pure : WheatGerm;  . . . . . .  ]. . . . .  . . . . .  . . / . .  ; . . . ( .  . . . . . "  . . . . . . . . . .  .'. . .  / .  ;' 23 ¢~ib . .~  
• unpasteurized) " . 100 per i :ent Stone Ground Whole Wheal  i~10u~ .... . . . . .  -.. ; . . .3 Lb .s  "55¢*.  
• GRANoLAHONEY ALMOND. CRIJHCH 3-4milkeuPpowdernOn i stant dry skim : Unb leached unt reatedWhi te  F lour . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  3 Lbs. 61}c :~  
m 
Nutr i t iona l  Yeast . . . . .  . . . . . . .  .~ , . . . : .  . . . .  . .  ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .. ;80c Lb.  
H0ney-Pure  Unpastur ized . . . . . . .  - . .  ~...: . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  70c Lb, 
, Unsweetened Matura l  Coconut . .  . . . .  . . .  . . . . .  ; . .  . . . . . . . . . .  33c 8 Oz. 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :.:..:,:,:,:,:,:.:,:,:,:.:,:,:.:,:,,,,.,;,;-;,;,:,;,;,~,~;,,~; . . . .  ; . , : . .  , , , ,  , . , .  ~ - .  . ,  . . . . . .  ............................................... . ........................... ,~ ~;.~.<~::~:::>~:~~:~.:.:,.:~ 
in a very  large mixing bowl, % cup wheat germ .- 
combine :  i • . . 4.  teaspoons nutrit ional yeast  
6cape  old fashioned, ~ (s low .powder - ' (any  brand  name 
-cooking rolled oats) should be good) 
. 1½ cups unsweetened dry 1 teaspop, n powdered orange 
. : "":, shredded coconut  • ~ (opt iona l ) .  ~-  
- ,  / ;  1. , .  cup" wheat  ' germ When thOroughly'mixed, chill 
'. ,',' ," . ' !• .  , .  .then roll in one of the following 
.toppings; unti l  well coated, 
sesame seeds or any ground 
nuts,-  unsweetened coconut  
shreds  or wheat  germ. Chill 
until ready to serve. If any are  
left, they will keep for quite 
:4 cup sesame seeds some tirpe covered in the trig. 
½:cup bran - ' " . /  
MIX, WELL " CoConut.  Chews •(min iature  
• In asmal l  sauce pan, over a macaroon cookies, great for 
low l~at ,  c'ombine:z/~ cup pure.' lunch boxes too). another jiffy 
-oi l ,  .(cold processed Soybean recipe 
and not hydrogenated), 2-3 cup 
Im.rs honey, "V4 cup raw sugar 2-3 cup sweetened condensed 
(opt iona l ) ;  heat,  s t i r r ing  milk (or i/~ a .standard sized 
~ occa.s, ionally until honey foams, can) 
. .remove from heat  and add. 1 2 teaspoon's [mre vanil la extract 
teaspoon pure vani l la  extract I/4 cup. non instant skim milk 
:.:~ and pour  over• dry mixture and .powder.. 
mix. Mixturewi l l  be very'dry: :~  teaspoon sea salt 
: St i r  unt i l  yo u , feel  that  V4¢up wwheat  germ . . 
everyth ing  i s  'coated, .  then 1½'cups Shredded unsweetened 
• " coconut.--  . .  - . . .~r'" s [ i road cot on cookie sheets 
~ : (With'sides) abo~t ½ inch thick Mix the first five ingredients 
and toast  in a 350"oven for about in  a medium sized mixing bow 
- :.:7 minutes, remove from oven until thoroughly blended, then 
: , ~an.d st i r  well then toast another add. the. coconut . and mix well 
, '~:~:5 t0?minutes  till l ight go lden  .again, p reheat  oven to  325 drop 
: bro~n.  The  f irst  t ime you make zrom. a .teaspoon .onto an  oiled 
" th i s  Cereal check i t  often, being r cookie sneer ana  oaKe for 12 to 
: i~'~i;eful not to, let it  burn. 'You~ll: 15 minsU¢.  ,Remove f rom 
• ~:have  several  cookie sheets full •cookie s eet :as  soon as they 
and  dePe/Iding upon the  Size of come out ~ theroven or they will 
i ::y0ur.'famil~,'.::iLwlll . ast quite ::as~ickeu,.. broken' wa lnuts  and : sbmet ime,  ' : .  ' " .  -:~ ~ ~':.. 
: ::-F~ra fa~iilv nleasin~ LIGHT- rennce coconut ~b I eup; or use 
.~"i.e'~ad thatisf~r~more n-'~utritious '. % cupground dried apricots or 
and:dec l le ious ' ,  than  wh i te  . :datesand use only 1 good cup, 
bre~d: • try this i :ec ine0nceai id ~ coconut, when using apricots or 
aee'ff"ev~rYoned0esn;t ask~vco ": dateS, le t  bat ter .s tand for 25 
to ~iake. :it aa~in,o., ---  :. " "  minuies before baking' ' 
li-~PROTEIN:LO~V ~ FAT' SoYA . ~: ." • " " 
~.::;:;! ~B~Rl~'~Deed One' large:and '~ne/" i :':r~a.ke y°ur.°wn .sodas" will be 
:'•~i~?mediuht sized mixinlz'/boWl •:• "enj°ya 01e' .creme ,nomeworK mr 
:~iii:~:'r~dY:;:',;~i; '•' ::;~; :-i :: ,'T !~," ;:~ the fainily~¢hPlars.~ Just have on 
'~ .•:!/Sift into;m~ium"b~|i  ii:~, ::: ,i :~; • ha~d sewral ilavors aLice.cream, 
"~':~i; :p,9<Wi~/~.}f,~i(!~,  i t0~.t,l~larger ~::~!'andperk~i'ed/naraschl/~ocherries. 
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At Your Terrace Oo-Op Centre 
MEHS BULKY-KNIT PULLOVERS 
Choose from the crew neck or V-neck styles in asstd, colours and designs. Sizes 
S.M.L.XL. ' 9 ' 8 8  Reg. up to $23.00 
BACK-TO-SCHOOL SPECIAL  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . : .  ; . .  EA .  
YOUNG MENS OASUAL SLAOKS 
Flare leg styled with two'.front scoop pockets, nylon zip and belt loops. Asstd. Plains, 
stripes, and check designs, waist sizes: 28-36 $ 7  9 9  
BACK-TO-SCHOOL SPECIAL  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  [] 
100% OOTTON-RIB ,IOOKEY SHORTS .o , , s  
Double gusset and taped seams fo~ longer wear. Machine.wash.drY. Colours;. green, 
Gold and Blue. Sizes S.M.L. AA 
BACK-TO-SCHOOL SPECIALS  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -PR . .OO 
PERMA PRESS SPORT SHIRTS• oo,s 
,on,,._, .wob+on+ Co.,. ,+, .o,,.r .+.td p , . , , , . .  ° . . ,  
and prints. Sizes 6.18 IF '  0 O0 BACK-TO.SCHOOL SPECIALS  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . .  EA . .  [] • 
PANTI-HOSE +,..+-,o,+s 
100 per cent stretch nylon. Elasticized waist hand. Regular One.size and Queen size. 
Colours beige and spice. A A  
BACK.TO.SCHOOL SPECIAL  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; . . . . . .  PR .  I ~ .l, ..- l ~: r- :l • 
Thermos Brand Character 
LUNOH KITS 
c-w Thermo_ s Bot t feReg;  "4.19 $ 3 ' 3 '  
Sale . . . . .  . . . . .  ; . . . . . . .  .. j 
THERMos BRAND BOTTL 
oz S l ,e !  Reg. 2.69 
Sale . :. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  
: THERMOS:BONGO BAG 
Assorted.C0i0:rs+ : ' " ' 
.: Reg. 4 .7 , . .  ; $ 3 . 7 '  
sa le . . . .  . . . . .  :. !.•: . . . . .  , . . . .  
POLYESTER SLAOKS Ladies : . ,  . . :  . - .  !~. 
Flare Leg. Perma.prest design. Elastic waist band. Machine wash anddry~ NeW Fall:  . .  ' -  " 
i ( "  
. . . : : - 
shades. Sizes 10-20. +6;99  
BACK-TO-SCHOOL SPECIAL  . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . : .  . . . . .  PR .  ~' ,  
STRETOHY KNEE-HIGHS st. Girls "" 
Nifty-New Bubble, and cable designs in asstd, colours and white.. Guaranteed . . . .  
washable, machine dry. Sizes: Small 17-8Y~) Medium (OVs . l l )  
BACK-TO-SCHOOL SPEC|AL  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . 
BAt iK .TO-SCHOOL SPECIAL"  ; : :  ::~ .:~,~:;; ; . ; .  YARD:  i l  
100% FORTREL • • . ' : *  , , '  • . ,  + . :~ . . *  ~ ' .> . ; i  
Choose fr0m.an assortment of plains and paflorns,:all in new-Br ighl"  fall shades,. +:,.+.+ .:;, :~.~ 
Fash*i6nrperfecl for skirts, slacks, dresses and pant.suils~-6O, wide'; :'.++:;.* : ~ ' ': ' ' :' '~'; 
• -BACK-TO; .SCHOOL SPECIAL  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  YARD , : : :  
i - : :+ : : : : .  _ -~: "  " - - - . - 
: :II:EXEROISE BOOKS 
,791  
JEAN-TYPE SLAOKS j,,. oo,s :.••• .... ~ s 
. . . . .  " : "  " " L~Reu; Price 98 cents . .'~ I One.inch flare leg.Two front pockets: Choose from Assfd, siripes and plains. Sizes 3. ~' : ~, : :i : ;  :/: i  
6X. . . : ,~ . .  _ _  - 
BACK-TO-SCHOOL SPECIAL  : .  . . . . .  + . . . .  : ": 
O0TTOa O0.Um : !:::, ::++~: ::: :,: : 
• " '+ ""' :"+" "':':;::" *;:+ " '; . . . .  "" I "  ?':*:R::g'';Price '" * 
",In new, .Folk lore'"  ,prints. •Completely machlne.~vHh~ble;dryahle. Great -I~".:-i:~'2(),:cent's ea.  " 
children's wear, Home decorating...or frommlnls'to midis tomaxis. " - 2+,3  ea . , . . . .+ .  " 
]•i•:L ' ' : "  ' , •  .- • / ' .  , , • 
. ,~ . , .  
I . . . . . .  
